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ABSTRACT
Presented is a detailed plan of action directed

toward the Natibn's achieving world educational leadership (as
measured by student achievement, participation level's, and other
non- subjective criteria) in mathematics, science, and technology 'in
elementary/secondary schools by the year 1995. Sweeping and drastic
changes are proposed in the breadth of student participation, -methods
and quality of teaching, student preparation/motivation, course
content,'and achievement standards. These changes will 'be
accomplished by: building a strong and lasting national commitment to
quality mathematics-, science, and technology education for all
students; providing earlier/increased exposure to -these fields;
providing a system for measuring student achievement/participation;
retraining current teachers, retaining excellent teachers, and
attracting new teachers of the highest quality and commitment;
improving the quality/usefukness of courses taught; establishing
exemplary programs; utilizing available resources, including new
information technologies and informal education; and establishing .a
procedure to determine costs of required improvements and how to pay
for them. Each of these areas is discussed in this report. In
addition, the following' information is provided in appendices
(exhibits): brief descriptions of program/activities reviewed during
the preparation of the report, suggested :.:Daze topics and criteria
for their selection, costs of recommended federal initiatives,
imaginative ways to enhance teacher compensation, and computer uset--
in schools. (JN-)
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NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
'NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

WASHINGTON, I.C. 20550

Dr. Lewis M. Branscomb
Chairman
National Science Board
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C.' 20550

Dear Dr. Branscomb:

September 12, 1983

It is a pleasure to transmit to you the Commission's final report. This Commission does not simply decry',
the present inadequate state of rfiany of the Nation's-schools. Rather, we spell out a detailed plan of action
for all sectors of society to address the very serious problems facing America's elementary and
secondary educational systems in mathematics, science and technology. Many of our recommendations
focus primarily on these fields; however, many apply equally well to other areas of studyliterature,
foreiAn languages, socialicience, history, art, etc. Thus, W( hope this Report is disseminated widely.

The plan of attiorNn this Report is directed toward the Nation's. achieving world educational`
leadership (as measured by student achievemen'and participation levels and other non-subjective
criteria) in mathematics, science and technology in elementary and secondary schools y the year 1995;
Moreover, in keeping with the goals the Commission.: adopted at its first meeting in July 1982, the
recommendations are intended not only to increase opportunities-for outstanding students in these
fields, but also to enrich the educational experiences of the entire range of American students`- -those
planning careers as professional mathematicians, scientists, engineers and teachers in these fields, those '
who will pursue technical careers, and those who will be the Nation's futurepolitical leaders, managers,
laborers, parents,. consumers and voters. The Commission believesAmerica's educational systems must
provide opportunities and high4standards of excellence for all our youth because the Nation's national
security, economic strength and quality of life depend on the mathematics, science and technology
literacy of all its citizens. .

0The Commission has visited and analyzed acknowledged examples of successful programs and
received testimony from a very wide range of individuals and groups. 'Me exhibits in this volunie
summarize much of the Commission's work. In addition, the volpme of source materials accompanying ...
this Report reproduces many of the reports commissioned explicity to inform our delibeiations.

The Report estimates the costs to the Federal govemment of the new programs we suggest it should
adopt.. The Federal cost recommended is $1.51 billion for the first year the Cenunission's recommend-
ations are in effect (but Federal disbursement would not exceed $956 million in any year). The Report

. also suggests a procedure to ascertain the other. additional costs for the Nationat Federal, State and
local leyelsto provide the kind and qualitx of education which the Conimission deems necessary for
successful living in the 21st century. The Commission believes the serious problems facing America's
elementary and secondary educational systems in mathematics, science and technology canbe solved.
The job can be done. There are now numerous pockets of academic excellence throughout the United
States. Biit raising the entire system :o a new standard of excellence will require that these exceptions
become the norm. This can only be accomplished through leadership from the President, Governors and
leaders of local school boards, and by concerted and sustained actions throughott the Nation. We hope
our Report will provide some guidance and inspiration to those who fill lead the eifOrt and those who
must carry it to fruition.

The members of the Conunission, thank you for the opportunity to serve.

Sincerely,

William T. Coleman, Jr. Cecily Cannan Selby
Co-ChairCo-Chair
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. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

September 12, 1983

AN URGENT MESSAGE TO PARENTS, DECISION
MAKERS AND ALL OTHER AMERICANS

The Nation that dramatically and boldly led the world into the age of technology
is failing to provide its own children with the intellectual tools needed for the
21st century.

We continue to lead because our best students are still unsurpassed. We
continue to lead because our universities, industries, resource. and affluence
attract the finest talent from throughout the, world. But this is a precarious
advantage. The world is.changing fast. Technological know-how is spreading
throughout the worldalong with the knowledgesharsdch skills and sophis-
tication are the basic capital of tomorrow's _Society.

Already the quality of our manufactured products, the-viability of our
trade, our leadership i,h research and development, and our standards of living
are strongly challenged. Our children could be stragglers in a world of technol-
ogy. We must not let this happen; America must, not become an industrial
dinosaur. We must not provide our children a 1960s education for a 21st century
world.

We must return to basics, but the "basics" of the 21st century are not only
reading, writing and arithmetic. They include communication and higlier
problem solving skills, and scientific and technological literacythe thinking
tools that allow, us to understand the 'technological world around us.

These new basics are needed by all students --not only tomorrow's scien-
tists-,---not only the talented and fortunate,Lnoronly the feW for whoin excel-
lence is a social and economic tradition. All students need a firm grounding in
mathematics, science and technology. What follows is a difficult and demand-
ing plan to achieve this, but it must be accomplished. Our children are the most
important asset of our country; they deserve at least the heritage that was passed
to us.

By 1995, the Nation must proVide, for all its youth, a level of mathema-
tics, science aria technology education that is the finest in, the world,
without sacrificing the American birthright of personal choice, equity
and opportunity.

This goal can be achieved. The best American students are the equal of any
in the world. Indeed, the best schools in the world emulate the best of America.
We have the know-how.

The Commission proposes sweeping and drastic change: in the breadth of
student participation, in our methods and quality of teaching, in the preparation
and motivation of our children, in the content of our courses, and in our

V



standards of achievement. We propose to initiate this difficult change through a

,strategy of (1) building a strong and lasting national commitment to 'quality
mathematics, Sciencerand technology education, for all students; (2) providing

earlier and increased exposure
and

these fields; (3) providing a system for
measuring student achievement and Participation; (4) retraining current teach-

ers, retaining excellent teachers, and attracting' new teachers of the highest
quality and the strongest commitment; (5) improving the quality and usefulness

of the courses that are taught; (6) establishing exemplary programslandmarks
of excellencein every community to foster a new standard of academic
excellence; (7) utilizing all available resources, including the new information
technologies and informal education; and (8) establishing a procedure to.

.determine the costs of required improvements and how to pay for them.

In this Report we emphasize the teaching and learning of mathematics,
science and technology in elementary and secondary schools; that is the
Commission's charge. We recognize, however, that this area cannot be sepa-
rated from the teaching and learning of many other important subjects, such as
English.,, foreign languages and history. We hope that glaring deficiencies in
these other areas will be met with the same sense, of urgency. (pp 6, 10)

Leadership

Reaching a new standard of academic excellence by 1995 requires clear educa-
tional objectives, strong leadership and firm commitment at all levels. Goals

must be set and progress tOWard those goals assessed. We must recognize the

necessary investment, assess the cost,. and accept the responsibility for par-
ticipation at Federal, state and local levels, in both,the public and priVate sectors.

We call upon our na 'Onal leaders to begin and maintain the process.Jpp. 9-12)

The Presid nt should immediately appoint a National Education Coun-
cil, reporting directly to him,-to identify national educationalgoals, to
recommend and monitor the plan of action, to ensure that participation
and progress are measured, and to report regularly to the American
people on the standards and achievements of their schools.

The StateS should establish Governors' COuncils to stimulate c ange,
develop state educational goals, and monitor progress. ,

.0 Local school boards should foster partnerships with ,business, govern -

merit and academia to encourage, aid and support in solving..the
academic and financial problems of their schools.

0 The Federal government should finance and maintain a nationl mecha-
nism for measuring student achievement and participation in a friarnier
that allows natiOnal, state and 'local evaluation and comparison of

educational progregs. -7 .

Focus on All Students

This Commission's plan is not only for the affluent or gifted. While it provides .:1
the quality and intensity of education needed to continue their development, it
also address%the needs and potential of all other students. It recognizes that
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AND

substantial portions of our population still suffer from -the -consequencesof--
racial, social and economic discrimination; compounded by watered standards,
"social promotion,::_pooriadance and token. efforts. The Commission- has
found thalyirtually every child can develop an understanding of mathematicS,
scie nce-and technology if appropriately and skillfully introduced at the elemen-

--tary, middle and secondary levels. (pp.12-44)

The Nation should reaffirm its commitment to full opportunity andfull
achievement by all. Discrimination, and the lingering effects thereof,
due to race,.gender and other such irrelevant factors must be eradicated
completely from the American educational system. "Excellence and
elitisin are not synonymous."

Quality Teaching and Earlier and Increased Exposure

Here and in oler countries, programs that produce excellence and high adhieve-
ment have similar characteristics.: Education in mathematics., science and ,

technology begins early, is taught by qualified, committed 'teachers,- and
provides ,a consistent course of study, beginning before elementary school. and
continuing in a Coherent pattern through high school. (pp. 17-23),

This "vertical" curriculuiri' emphasizes early "hands-on" experience,
disciplined and rigorous study, and a stibstantia amount of time-ourtask and
homewOrk at all levels. Above all, it includes strong motivation and commit-
ment. Parents, students and theystem are all dedicated to high achievement
from every Student. Finally, successful systems have skilled and well trained'
teachers who ,are supported by .skilled administrators( good facilities' and
specialized assistance.'(pp. 17-25)

This is true of major competitors like Japan, and it is true of America's
scattered but equally impressive model programs. Unfortunately, it is not true Of
most of our schools. (pp. 17-21)

Top priority must be placed on retraining, obtaining and retaining
teachers of high quality in mathematics, science and technology, and
providing_ them with a work environment in which they can be
effective.

Top priority must be placed on providing earlier, increased and more
effective instruction in mathematics, science and technology in grades
K-6.

Considerably more time should be devoted to mathematics, science and
technology throUghout the elementary and secondary grades. This will
require that the school day, week and/or year be substantially
lengthened.

-

Models for Change e

The potential of exemplary or model programs has been demonstrated in cities
and localities throughout the country. 'Typically, they exhibit high achievement
from students of every baskground, have strong links to local resources, and set
an example that should be emulated and replicated in every school. As a first

. step toward change we recommend that such landmarks of excellence for

vii



Yet

mathematics, science and, technology education be established in every tom-
, ,

munity. (pp. 23-25) ",.

The Federal government should encourage and finance, -in part, The
establishment of ,e)sernplary programs in mathematics, science and
technology in every community, which would serve as exaMples and
catalysts for upgrading all schools.

, State. governthents should promote and loCal school districts should
Bstablischsuctl programs as a' major strategy toward upgradln all

schools.

We recommend that initially 1,000 such Secondary:schools and 1,000 such
elementary schools be established throughout the country: The Commission
estimates: the costto the Federal to do so is $829 million disbursed
at the rate of$276 milliortper year over a three year period. (P.25 and Eihibit C,

p. 109)

Solutions to the 'leaching Dilemma

Ultimately, quality begins in the classroom; the teacher is the key. Unfor-
tunately, we currently have severe shortages of qualified mathematics, science
and technology.teachers throughout the Nation; and many of today's teachers in
these fields badly, need retraining.

. )

. Many of the teachers in elernentary schools are not qualified to teach
'Mathematics and science for even 30minutes a day. A significant fraction of our

secondary school teaChers are called upon to work in subjects for which they
were never trained. Even the m_ cist seasoned and experienced veterans must deal
with subjects that are in a state of constant change; no one can remain
knowledgeable in 'science without constant refreshing. (pp.:27-31)

State governments should develop teacher training and pro-
grams in cooperation with colleges and universities. The potential of
science museums as sites for such programs should be _recognized,

encouraged and supported.

It Is' a Federal responsibility to assure that, in the present crisis,
appropriate retraining is available. In-service and summer training
programs shoUld be established with Federal support. The Commission
estimates the cost to the Federal government of initiatives for retraining
mathematic's, science and technology, teachers. to tie $349 million per
year for five years. (Exhibit C, p. 110)

For the long term, teacher training by the States should continue as an
ongoing' process.

EveriState should establish at least one regional training anc resource
center where teachers .can obtain supporting services such as computer
instruction and Software and curriculum evaluation.

The NatiOnal Science Foundation should piCpvide seed money to de-
velop training programs using the new information technologies-./

10
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At the same time that we iniptove the quality of current teaching, we must
raise our. standards for new teachers. We must attract and retain superior talent,
and must providebetter training,. better working conditiOns, and better compen-
sation for high quality teachers, together with more demanding standard-S. (pp.
31-33)

States should adopt rigoroug certification standards, tint not standards
which create artificial barS to entry of qualified individuals into

, teaching.

Elementary mathematics and science teachers .should have a strong
liberal arts background, college training in mathematics and the biolog:
jcal and physical sciences, a limited number of effective education
courses, and practice teaching under a qualified 'teacher.

0, Secondary school Mathematics and science 'teachers should. Wave a full
major in college mathematics and science, &limited number of effective
education courses, and practice teaching under, a qualified teacher.

Both elementary and secondary teachers should be computer literate.
Teacher training should incorporate the use o calculators and compu-
ters in mathematics and science, struction."1::

Liberal arts colleges and*academic depirtments need to assume a much
greater role in training .elementary and secondary teachers. ;Basic
education courses should be revised to incorporate current finding's in
the behavioral and 'social sciences. ,

In the short run, the,poolof those presently qualified and teaching must be ,

enlarged.

State local school systems should, draw upon the staffs of industry;
universities; the Military and other govennoierit departments., and re-
tired scientists to provide sources of qualified teaching assistance. Local
systems should take aeons to facilitate the entry, and claSsroom training
of such special teach*.

Compensation for mathematics, science and technology. teachers must
appropriate to their important role in "acadetnic excellence," their small
numbers; and their alternatives for employment. Highly qualified and compe-s
tent mathematics, science and technology teachers should receive overall
rewards that are fair and competitive with thoSe received by compara-
ble professionals in other sectors. Ultimately, the public will get what it pays for,
At the same time, many. ieachers and teacher uttions will have to reexamine their
views about differential salaries in areas of shortage anclsystems of pay based 'on
factors other than merely years of service and credits for "staff developinat."
(pp. 33735) Examples.of _imaginative ways to enhance teacher compensation
are provided in Exhibit D.

School systems should explore means to adjust compensation in order
to compete for and retain high qualitveachers in fields like mathema-
tics, science and technology. Compensation calculations must include



c nsideration of intangible benefits such as the length of the work year,
promotion potential, and similar factors:

State and local governments should provide means for teachers to move
up a salary and status,ladder without leaving the classroom.

Local school systems, military and other governmental entities, and the
private sector should all explore ways to'extend the employment year
while' providing supplementary income and revitalizing experience.

Professional societies, schools, States and the Nation should find ways .

to recognize the performance and value of the excellentteacher. '

Finally, we must take action to make the classroom a place where teachers
can teach and chilAren can learnan exciting place with more opportunity for
student-teacher interaction. We must build a professional environment that will
attract and hold\talented and well trained teachers, despite the allure of the
private sector. (pp. 35-37)

State and local governments should work to improve the teaching
environment. This includes greater administrative and parental support
of discipline and attendance, fewer classroom interruptions, and higher,
academic standards, as well as the provision of needed equipment,
materials and specialized. support staff.

Imprtihig What is Taught and Learned

We havetoo long regarded mathematics and science as the exclusive domain of
atalented elitea preserve for only the gifted. By focusing_on education-of the
well-prepared, we have 'both ignored andfiseoulaged large numbers with
potential talent and widened the gapbetween. the sciences and the public:they
serve. There is no excuse folitizeris in our technological society to say "I don't
really Iciloyv ng-aut science!"

While -inn -iez.,ing our concern for the most talented, we must now also
attendlo the need fOr early and sustained stimulation and preparation of all

sttudents So that we do not unwittingly exclude potential talent and so that we
.produCe citizeN, political leaders, teachers, managers, wQrkers and :other

. decision makers who are prepared to deal with.the age of technology. Signifi-
cant, immediate progress can be made by simply increasing the amount of
exposure students get to mathematics, science and technology--.-although more
persistent change will require a more elaborate proc6s of review and revision of
lucational objectives. (pp. 39-41)

LocAl school districts should revise their elementary school schedules
td provide consistent and sustained attention to mathematiCs, science
and technOlogY: a minimum of 60 minutes per day ofinatheinatics and
30-minutes per day of science in grades K-6; a full year of matheniatics

, and .science in-grades 7 and 8.

Every State should establish rigorous standards for high school gradua-
tionand local school districts should provide rigorous standdrds for

:,grade 'promotion. We-should curtail the process of social promotion.

.1 '2



/
All secondary school students should lie required to take at least three
years of mathematics and of scienc% and technology, includirtg one year
of algebra and one semester of computer science. All secondary schools
should offer advanced mathematics and science courses. This require-
ment should be in place by September 1, 1985.

Colleges and universities should phase in higher mathematics and
science entrance requirements, including four years -of high school
mathematicS,.including a second year of algebra, coursework co.vering

:robabilitw and statistics, four years of high school science, including
tthysics and chemistry, and one semester of computer science.

Specific school personnel should be obligated to inform students of
these rigorous requirements. School districts and community colleges .

should Coopmate in assisting students whose preparation is inadequate
to allow them to take the next steps in their education.

For the long, term, we must establish a pattern of education that will
develop familiarity, skills_ and understanding consistently and coherently

anthroughout the years of elementary d secondary educatiOn. This does not
imply either a lockstep or "national" curriculum; local diversity and variation
is a key strength of American edUcation. Rather, we call for a consensus ondnew
educational objectives and a coherent national pattern-7a framework for con-
sistent education within which alternative curricula :and' and local
interpretation are encouraged. (pp. 45-48).

The National_Science Foundation should take a leadership role in
promoting curriculum- evaluation and development for mathematics,
science and technology. It shd -work closely with classroorn teach- -

ers, technical experts from business anegoveient, school board's and
educational researchers, as well as with professional, societies: Repre-
sentatives of publishers and higher education associations should be-

_

come involved as the work proceeds, to encourage development and_
sfer of these ideas to actual material for the classroorn.

We Federal government should support research into the processes of
teaching and learning at both the basic level and the level of classroom
application.

In the body of this Report, we provide a broad and preliminary outline of
the content that should be included in this new; pattern of education for all
students. More importantly, we indicate the kinds of problem solving insight
and skills that must be provided. We offer this not as a conclusion, but as a
beginning----a place to start the long process of defining and developing pro-
grams that prepare Students for a wide range of roles and needs. (pp. 41-45 and
Exhibit B)

New Information lectmologies

Computers are revolutionizing many areas of our lives; they may well do the
same for education. They and other new technologies offer the potential to work
patiently with every student, regardless of level or sophistication. They also

1



offer a means to relieveteachers of much of thedrudgery of routine exercise and
record keeping. FIrthennore, computers offer a. wealth of interactive learning
resources, including access to word processing, data bases, graphic capabilities
and a host of related means to expand students' learning potential.

,

If this promise is fulfilled, computers could simultaneously provide a new
standard of achievement and lower the cost of education/ (pp. 51-56)

The National Science,Foundation should lead in evaluating progress in
the application of new technologies, supporting prototype demonstra-
tions, disseminating information, and supporting research on integra-
tion of educational technologies with the curriculum. These plans
should not interfere with private initiatives now underway.

States should establish regional-computer centers for teacher education
and encourage the use of computers in the classroom for both teaching
and administration.

Top executives in the computer, communication, and information re-
trieval and transfer industries should develop plans which, in a good,
economical and quick way, enable school systems to use the
technology.

The national and state education councils and school boards should
work with school districts and schbols to develop plans for implement-
ing these technologies in the classroom._ -----

Informal Education

A great deal of education takes place outside the classroom. The most fortunate
students receive experiences in museums, clubs and independent activities. All
children are strongly conditioned and motivated by their early experiences and
impressions. The child who has regularly visited zoos, planetaria and science
museums, hiked along nature trails and built model airplanes and telescopes is
infinitely better prepared for, and more receptive to, the mathematics and
science of the classroom. -

Formal education should be preceded and supplemented by a wide range
of such informal learning experiences. (pp. 59-61)

Youth organizations, museumg, broadcasters and other agents of infor-
mal,education should endeavor to °make the environmeNt for informal
learning as rich as possible... .

Science broadcasts warrant continued and substantial Federal support
as well as corporate and other, private support. Federal regulation of
c )rnmercial stations should include a required period of educational
programming for children.

, The Federal government should provide supplementary support to
encourage a full spectrum of community and educational activities by
science museums.

Businesses and broadcasters should help to promote and publicize the
efforts of institutions like science museums and public broadcasting:

xii 14



e Local busineSs groups and organiz tions with related interests should
work wikh museums to supplemen and encourage their activities and to
create new programs that letifdren see science and technology in the
real world.

Finance

This Commission has not avoided the difficult issue of cost. Change requires
investment. In the end, it may well be that a better educational system will yield
greater efficiency, long-term economies and a more valuable output. But in the
near future, our recomMendations require substantial net investment at all
levels.

In particular, as the leader and driving force to encourage change, we °
believe that the Federal government should anticipate an initial investment of
approximately $1.51 billion for the first full year the recommended \Federal
initiatives.,are in place (pp. 63-66, and Exhibit C) ($829 million of this amount
will be disbursed over three years at the rate Or $276 million per year.) During
succeeding years the Federal appropriation will declineto approximately
$680 million in the second year and $331 million in the sixth year. We do not
consider this an excessive investment in our Nation's human J. In fact, the
cost is small compared to the much larger efforts and invt._..Alents of local
school systems, which ultimately carry most of the burden, responsibility and
authority for the quality of our children's education. The Federal government
should study ways to protect the States and local commaties frdha any anti-

competitive effects on the States and local communities of increasing taxes for
'educational purpOses. (p. 66)

e

Before we shrink from our responsibility, consider the heritage that was
passed to us. We must not do less for our children and future generations.

XIII
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INTRODUCTION

Alarming numbers of young Americans are ill-equipped to work ir., corit;ibr.'ie .;

to; prdit from and enjoy our increasingly technological society. Far too tryiny
emerge from the Nation's elementary and secondary schools with an inadequate: .

grounding in mathematics, science and technology.". As a result, they lack
sufficient knowledge to acquire the training, skills and understanding that are
needed today and will be even more critically needed in the 21st century. This
situation must not continueimproved preparation of all students in the fields of
mathematics, science, and technology is essential to the maintenance and
development of our Nation's economic strength, to its military sectirity, to its
continued commitment to the democratic ideal of an informed and participating
citizenry and to fulfilling personal lives for its people.

,e.

The problems f cing elementary and secondary education, particularly in
mathematics, science and technology, are well known and well documented.
Simply pin, studen in our Nation's schools are learning less mathematics,
science and technology, particularly in the areas of abstract thinking and
problem solving. Since the late 1960s, most students have taken fewer mathe-
matics and science courses.' Mathematics and science achievement scores of 17
year-olds have dropped steadily- and dramatically during the same period.'

Indeed, the problem is vastly more serious when the way education is
distributed among students is examined. Twenty-five percent of our young
people are nct even graduating from high school.' A disproportionate number of

J. There were declines in the percentages of high school stuchnts completing Algebra I (76-64%),
Geometry (51-44%), Algebra 11 (35-31%), Biology (80-77%), Chemistry (34-32%) and General
Science (61-37%). Source Clifford Adelman, "Devaluation, Diffusion and the College Connec-
tion: A Stud), of High School Thanscripts, 1964-81," Washington, DC: National Institute of
Education, March 1983. (Available through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Box
190, Arlington, Virginia 22210.) ,

.
, .,

2. Between the 1973 and 1982 National Assessments of Mathematics, mean achievement icores'of
17-year-olds declined 3.2%. Between 1970 and 1983, the National Assessments of Science mean
achievement scores of 17-year-olds declined 6.7%. Source: Nation31 Assessment of Educational
Progress, Education Commission of the States, Denver, Colorado.. .

3 . Percentages of high school graduates increased in the United States reaching a peak of 76.3% in
1969. The percentage declined to 74.5% in 1981. Source: National Center for Education
Statistics Digest of Education Statistics 1983, Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing

- Office, 1983. . .



these non - graduates are minority students, Children from poor economic condi-
tions, and students whose parents-do not veAlC English at home.'

,The Cornmission on Prec8Ilege Education in Mathematics, Science and
Technology, established by the,National Science Board in. April 1982, was not
formed to prodUce yet another report on the problem'. Recently, there have been
a number of dramatic descriptions and cries of,alarm. These previous reports'
havesuccessfully focused national attenuon on the "rising tide of mediocrity [in
education] that threatens our very future as a Nation and a people.' This
Commission's responsibility is different. Its task is recommend solutions.

From the outset, therefore, this_Conmbssion has concentratedon develop-
ing specific recomm et tions-f6'move elemental), and secondary education in
the United States-forward to a new standard of "excellence"7.worthy of a world
leader (the United States is still the physically richest NatiOn in the world and the
one most often called upon to provide international leadership). This Report
outlines, a plan of, action and, for the first time; addresses the all-important
question of costs and proposes a procedure to determine- the methods of

_ financing such a plan (see pp. 63-766, and Exhibit C). .

During the last years of this century, the .position of mathematics,, science
and technology, historically at the periphery of learning for all biit a few
American students, must shift to center stageifor all: American_ s must acquire a
greatly increased understanding of the physical and biological world. This goal

- can .be achieved. This Commission has seen conV-Incing evidence that all
students (except those with insurmountable learning disabilities) can develop a
usefutunderstancling of mathematics, science)and technology if these subjects
are appropriately introduced and skillfully taught at the elementary and second-.
ary school levels.

4: A report of the Bureau of the Census estimates that 15.9% of White, 21. 3%'of black and 36.3% of
Hispanic youths aged 18 to 21 have not graduated from high school or obtained a high school
equivalency degree. (Source:- U.S. DepartMent of Commerce School. Enrollment-Social and
Economic Characteristics of Students: October 1981 (Advance Report), Washington, DC: Bu-
reau of the Census, Series P-20, no 373, February 19834p 8-9.) The lack of achieVement is not
based upon a difference in ability due to race or ethnicity. It results, in part, from inadequate pre-

. a.schbol and after school exposure, sorhetimes from differences in the opportunities to obtain high
quality education and from societal attitudes toward some of its people. See pp. 12-14 below.
,

5. For examples, see: National Science Foundation and the U.S. Department of Education, Science
and Engineering Education for the 1980's and Beyond, Washington, DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1980; U.S. Department of. Education, A Nation At Risk:. The Imperative for
Educational Reform, Report of The National CommisSion on Excellence in Education, Wash-
ington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1983; Education Commission of the States,
Action for Excellence: A Comprehensive Plan to Improve Our Nation's Schools, Report of the
Task Force on Education for Economic Growth, June .1983 (Copies available froth Education
Commission.of the SlateS, 1860 Lincoln St<, Suite 300, Denver, CO 80295):

6. See footnote 5, A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform, p. 5.

7. When speaking of "academic or educational excellence," this Commissidn does not mean the
provision of high quality education to only a smell group of highly talented youth. As used in this
Report, "academic dr educational excellence" refers to educational offerings and teaching
techniques and commitments that will not only enlarge the pool of students of highest potential
but also will encourage and enable all students to achieve at a level equal to their full capability.

2. 20



Promoting this learning of mathematics; science and technology will
require fundamental changes in both what is learned and how it is taught.

\ Effective leadership Will be required at all levels of government in order to build
a new national commitment to providing quality mathematics, science and
technology education for all American students, while at the same time con-\

\ anually improving what we' are now doing for the present set .of outstanding
students in these fields. Practices and attitudes in the present educational system
must be significantly revised. Substantially more time must be devoted to the
study of mathematics, science and technology. The quality of teaching in these
subjects must be greatly improved, and increased numbers of qualified and
committed teachers must be found. The substance of mathematics and science
courses must be reviewed and improved; and .technology must, become an
integral part of the study of science, mathematics and other subjects. Finally,
improved methods of education, utilizing all available resources,' must, be
developed.

Each generition of ,Ainericans has the responsibility to prepare future
generations for the world that will confront them. Our forefathers prepared us to
cope with the complicated world we live in, and we, as the current adult
generations, must fulfill our responsibility for preparing our children for the
increasingly technological world Of the future. We must .heed H. G. Wells'
warning that "human history becomes more and more a race between education
and catastrophe.,Action is required now to ensure that America's people are
prepared for the 21st century.

8. -These resources are mentioned throughout this Report (e.g., technology, pp. 51-56; educational
research, pp. 29-30, 48; museums, pp. 30, 59-61; business; pp. 11, 24, 3,2, 46-47, 56, 6I.)'

es
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. THE BASIC 'OBJECTIVE

Underlying every Commission recommendation is one basic objective:

THE IMPROVEMENT, AND SUPPORT OF ELEMENTARY AND SEC-
ONDARY SCHOOL SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA SO THAT, BY
THE YEAR 1995, THEY WILL PROVIDE ALL THE NATION'S. YOUTH
WITH &.LEVEL OF EDUCATION IN MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, AS MEASURED BY ACHIEVEMENT SCORES AND
PARTICIPATION LEVELS (AS WELL AS OTHER NON-SUBJECTIVE
CRITERIA), THAT IS NOT ONLY THE HIGHEST QUALITY ATTAINED'
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD BUT ALSO REFLECTS THE PARTICU-
LAR AND PECULIAR NEEDS OF OUR NATION.

When the Supreme Court in Brown vs. Board of Education II, 349 U.S.
294 (1955) addressed the timing of the end of segregation in the public schools,
the Court used the majestic words that racial segregation should end with "all
deliberate speed," Despite this sound of urgency, soiffe-28- years later, racial
segregation continues in many school districts. This Commission, :therefore,
concluded that a specific date should be set for aecomplishing what it recom-
mends in this Report. It selected the date of December 31,.1995, 12 years froni
now, because this represents one complete education cycle for a generation of
school children. This date provides adequate time to retrain present teachers, to
find and train new teachers, to develop the necessary measurement procedures
and core curricula, for governments to raise the needed funds, and for teachers,
parents and students to, accept and adjust to.the massive changes. If this goal is
achieved, 'then whoever is President of the United States can, in his or her'gtate
'of the Union Address in 1996, tell the American publicthat their elementary and
secondary schools are prbviding the kind of education in mathematics, science
and technology that is the best in the world, that will meet the Nation's human
resources requirements and; more importantly; that will provide all of its
Students a fair opportunity to realize their full potential in the technological
environment of the next century.

To achieve this basic objective by 1995, the Commission first recommends
a series of majors tegic actions. They are aimed at building a new national
commitment which will initiate major changes in American education and,
provide a syStinf to' measure the results. Such actions involve firm and. con-
tinuing national leaderkhip, state and local commitments to improved educa-
tion, a popular commitment to "academic excellence," and the development of
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if

incentives and mechanisms to promote and bring-about needed change. Such
mechanisms include the establishinent of deadlines by which certain parts Of the
process must be completed, a system to measure progress, both for the Nation
as a whole and for its component 'SchoOl districts, and the creation of prestigious
Councils (at various levels) to guide the process.

After summarizing the factors which experience has shown to be critical to
the delivery of high quality education in 'mathematics, science and technology,
th,is Report sets forth a detailed plan to accomplish the basic objective by 1995:
The plan outlines specific steps to increase the numbers, quality and status of
teachers and suggests mechanisms for reaching new educational objectives in
mathematics, science and technology._ This plan also includes- earlier and
increased study of mathematics, science and technology for all students and the
establishment of a series of exemplary programs to facilitate change and set
.examples for others to follow.

Consistent with this COmmission's charge from the National Science
Board, this Report's emphasis is on elementary and secondary school instruc-
tion and learning in mathematics;- science and technology. The Commission
recognizes, however, the interrelationships among all areas of learning, and that
there are also glaring deficiencies in the teaching and learning of English and
foreign languages, history, political science, the classics, art, music and, other
areas of study important for life in the 21St century. Plans and programs to meet
these problems are vital.. The CoMmission hopes such plans and programs Will
be developed with the same time schedule in mind.9

The Nation must not underestimate,either the importance or the difficulty
of achieving the basic objective set forth in this. - Report. The objective of
"educational excellence" in mathematics, science and technology ranks high
on the Nation's formidable agenda of complex piblic policy issues. Indeed, in
importance it is light years beyond most other issues on that agenda. At stake is
the quality of life of the next gthietations Of Americans.

Correcting the problems of American elementary, and secondary educa-
tion will not, however, be quick or easy. Our educational system has, in many,
cases, suffered from- shocking past neglect, misdirection, and deeply en-
trenched practices that areAifficult to alter: Inertia, as well as often sincere
opposition to many needed reforms, must also be overcome. Great change is
required.:° ,

9. Many of the recommendations set out in this Report could have significant value in developing
education in areas of study other than mathematics, science and technology. The application of
those recommendations to other aspects of America's elementary and secondary education
systems should be seriously considered.

10. See - .National Science Board, Today's Problems, Tomorrow's Crises. Report of. the National
Science Board Commission on Precollege Education ih Mathematics, Science and Technology,
Washington, DC: National Science Foundation,October 1982. Change will not come easily in a
highly pluralistic educational system such as ours. It is difficult to build a strong national.
consensus when major control is'at the local, grass-roots level, and when there are complex local,
state and national interest groups that have developed Constituencies, programs, and sources of
financial support over the years.. Local schodboards, teachers, school administrators, vocational

24



Funding needed changes is also a critical consideration. Some of the
moneynow being spent at the Federal, state and local levels for elementary and
secondary education might, of course, be directed more efficiently and. effec-
tively, and some of the reforms recommended in this Report should reStil in
further economies in tfie long term." Ittothe near term, however, the necessary
changes may require increased net inyestment at the national, state and local
levels.

Determining the size of the required short term investment, the appropriate
level of government (Federal, 'state or local) to fund such investments, and the
appropriate source of, or methods for, raising required funds are all difficult
public policy questions which must be addressed immediately with candor and
detegnination. The Commission believes thatin order to accomplish its objec-
tive by 1995 it is imperative that a process be established to address these critical
questions. This Report deals with these essential and pressing fiscal issues on
pages 63-66 and in Exhibit C. The public in a democratic society, if it is
aroused, is willing to commit its limited resources to, get what it considers
important.12 Americans will accept added costs if they are convinced that the
money is being spent wisely, fairly, and efficiently, if the blueprint for iMprove-
ment is clear, aad if they begin to see significant results within a reasonable
period of time. The Commission is confident, therefore, that citizens will accept
additional costs for mathematics, 'science and technology education if the
importance of such education to our Nation is supported by its leaders and is
recognized by its people.

education officials, state legislators, chief state school officers, state boards and departments of
education and governors, as well as many other groups and individuals, are all involved in this
complete balancing of interests, expertise and control. Resistance to change can range from
reflexive avoidance of the .tuitried, through sincere disagreement with the proposed course of
action, to deep-seated opposition on the part of the politically entrenched. At the same time, this
very diversity constitutes the system's strength its' innovativeness, its adaptability to local
needs; and its stability. Once mobilized, it can be a powerful force.

11.. These long-term economies will be widespread even if sortie may be subtle to detect. Not only
WO.0 Id educational reform result in the delivery of better education at lower unit costs, but it would
relieve govertilnents of the public expenses connected with aid to those who cannot hold a
meaningful job, relieve private and public employers of some of the costs to train their employees,
create greater productivity, and relieve the military of some expenses connected with training ill -
prepared

,

prepared recruits.

12. See footnote 10. In outlining the dimensions of the elementary and secondary school problem; the
Commission identified several areas of particular concern which included the need to increase
public awareness of the probletriandto involve the public in fashioning the solution. But, as stated
there) and after further deliberation, we are even more convinced that if there is a dominant focus
of responsibility it is the public itself,- whose values determine as much as they reflect the
conditions of the schools.

Ch.
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BUILDING A NEW NATIONAL COMMITMENT

A

A continuous prOcess increase and then maintain America's interest, support
and involvement in elementary and secondary education is essential. In order to
stimulate widespread support for excellence in mathematics, science and tech-
nology education, the Commission finds that four national efforts are required.

A. National Leadership is Esseritial

One of the most important roles of national leaders is to call attention to national
problems and to impress upon the public the need for constructive change. The
President and leaders of Congress, therefore, must endeavor to make the public
aware of the need to improye mathematics, science and technology education in
the Nation's elementary and secondary school systems. It is essential that the

*President and other national political leaders continue to direct the attention of
the American people to the problems, performance and potential of elementary
and secondary mathematics, science and technology education. Members of
Congress, the Secretary of Education, the President's Science Advisor, the
Director oflhe National ScienceThundation, Governors, Mayors and other state
and local officials'must assist in this vital These efforts should emphasize
that all students have the ability to learn mathematics, science and technology,
that all. Americans must be provided with the opportunity to develop their
abilities in these fields, and that such be a fundamental prerequisite to
successful living in the coming century. It is critical that our leaders also
encourage'a commitment to "edncational excellence" among students,-teach-
ers, parents, local school board members, business executives, military leaders,
labor leadets and other influential people.

B. Prestigious Councils Are Needed to Guide the Process

Neither a series of Presidential, Cabinet or Congressional speeches nor a
significant increase in Federal, state and local expenditures can, by themselves,
achieve the objective called for by this Report. Nor-can_all the necessary
changes be implemented 'at once. Rather, the goal will require-a-continuous
process over the next 12 years (and thereafter). Achievement of the 1995,goa1
will require the establishment of a highly visible, viable process to identify and
preserve what is excellent in our present structure while encouraging con-
structive change throughout the entire American educational system. National,,
state and local priorities must be set 'to accomplish the. most critical and



workable tasks first. Many sectors of American society must work together in
order to implement the fundamental changes needed to achieve our basic gpal.
The first major recommendation of this.Conunission, therefore, is that Educa-
tion Councils be established without delay at _the national and state levels to
provide focus, coordination, direction and mid-course corrections (as neces-
sary) to achieve constructive change, and that local communities take appropri-
ate steps to form partnerships with institutions and individuals who can aid in
th, educational process. Thus, the Commission recommends:

The President should immediately appoint a National Education Coun-
cil" made up of representatives from a cross-section of national Inter-
ests. This Council should report regularly to the President. It should
provide leadership in developing, coordinating and implementing plans
to improve and maintain the quality of the. Nation's elementary and
secondary education in mathematics, science and technology. The
President's National Education Council should, on a continuing basis,
(1) identify national educational goals and recommend the changes
needed" in the form and content of education to achieve them; (2)
ensure that the assessment mechanism described below is developed
and maintained for measuring and comparing student achievement,
participation and progress toward these goals in every State, school
district and school; and (3) monitor and report annually to the American
people on the status of American education and progress toward achiev-
ing the new educational goals. It should also facilitate the sharing of
information about successful mathematics, science and technology
educational programs,. Finally, the President's National Education
Council should recommend incentives to encourage state, local and.
private investment in education.

At the statelevel, the Commission recognizes and endorses the estab-
lishment of Governors' Councils as recently recommended by the
Education Commission of the States' Task Force on Education for
EconomiC Growth. Many States are already taking steps of this nature,
and the Commission recommends that each Governor should imme-
diately form such a Cotiricil with representation from key sectors with
interests in elementary.and secondary education (for example, govern-
ment officials, educators, school board members, professional scien-

a fists and engineers, business, labor and indust:y leaders and parents).

13. The ,Commission strongly emphasizes that all academic areas are important to an educated
citizenry; For this reason, we recommend a National Education Council that will consider the
overall quality of education. This Commission's recommendation is, however, limited to a

__-delineation-of-the- National Education Council's responsibilities with respect to mathematics,
science and technology education. If the National Education Council's activities are so limited, a
more appropriate designation might be the President's Council on. Mathematics, Science and
Technology Education.

14, As stated on page 41 below, the Commission is not recommending a centrally controlled
educational system or that a national curriculum be developed. In fact, the Commission recog-
nizes that many important developments occur at the state and local level. What the Commission
seeks is a process to get these developments widely disseminated.



These Governors' Council should develop educational goals for their
States, monitor progress toward those goals, and make recommend-
ations for the improvement of educationparticularly irnathematics,
science and technology. They shOuldielp generate public support for
necessary improvements. They should encourage local boards of e91u-
cation to set higher standards and to monitor and evaluate progress, and
they should facilitate the exchange of information among school dis-
tricts, with the President's National Educatiori Council, and with the
Governors' Councils in other States.

Due, to the variety and diversity of American communities, it is neither
desirable nor possible to be specific as to the appropriate mechanism for
inducing cl ige at the local level. However, the Commission strongly
recommend.: that local school boards foster partnerships between the
school board, school administrators, local officials, business and indus-
try, labor leaders and parents in order to facilitate constructive change.
They should encourage business and other institutions not primarily
involved in education to become active participants and lend fiscal,
political and other support to the local education system. They should
help to further plans for improving educational offerings that stress
mathematics, science and technology, rigorous curricula, and high
standards of student and teacher commitment and performance. They
should encourage parentalinvolvement in all these efforts. One mecha-
nism which might, in certain situations, be appropriate is the establish-
ment of local councils on mathematics, science and technology
education.

C. Periodic Objective Measurement of Achievement and Participation
is Essential to Determine Progress

In order to evaluate how far the Nation has progressed toward meeting the
Commission's educational goal, we must know where the Nation stands now
and at each step on the way. Today, the Nation's best students rank equally with
those of any other nation. But it is clear that average American student
achievement and participation levels in mathematics and science rank low
among advanced countries of the world. There are, moreover, few national
benchmarks with which to make comparisons among the various States and
school districts.

Clearly, therefore, an improved national assessment mechanism is needed
to enable local communities, States and the Nation to monitor their progress
toward improving mathematics, science and technology skills among elemen-
tary 'and secondary students' and to incorporate such information into -their
program development activities. These regular assessments should build on the
present work of the National Assessment of Educational Progress' and allow

15. The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), begun in 1968, was originally
conceived as a comprehensive measure of the results of American education. Goals, objectives
and subsequent banks of specific test items were developed to cover the range of subjects taught in
elementary and secondary schools. These activities were initially supported by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare andthen, after its creation, by the Department of Education.



for the direct measurement of student achievement and participation against the
ComMission's primary objectivethe highest quality education and highest
participation level in the world by the year 1995.

Such a.national assessment mechanism, if it is to provide a true 6enchmark,
against which Americans can evaluate the effectiveness of their schools, must
cover knowledge and competencies which all students should possess. These
include the ability to write for a purpose, apply higher-level problem:solving
skills, and analyze and draw conclusions, rather than minimal basic skills such.

as the rote memorization of facts. The content covered should reflect'the most
up-to-date knowledge- in. mathematics, science and technology, and the tests
should use the most up-to-date testing techniques.

The mechanism should also provide for the widespread dissemination of
results and promote the recognition that "excellence in education" should be
the standard for all students. The Commission firmly believes that achievingits
educational objective requires regular monitoring of educational progress, and
that such monitoring will itself increase the speed of,change.
Thus, the Commission's second major recommendation is that:

The Federal government should finance and maintain a national mecha-
nism to measure student achievement and participation in a manner that
allows national, state and local evaluation and comparison of educa-.

tional progress. This assessment mechanism should be overseen by the
President's National Education Council. The actual. assessment, -
however, should be performed by the, groups responsible for the Na- .

tional Assessment of Educational Progress or other such entities experi-
enced in testing procedures and techniques.

D. A Strengthened Commitment -At vets of Government to
Ensuring Quality. Education for All American d is Required

The plan of action recommended in this Report is intended,to keep the
achieVement level high for the students already pet-font-ling at a superior level,
but at the same time, to improve the quality' of education provided to all
students. Thus, incentives and opportunities must be offered forenrichMent and
acceleration of the education of our most talented youth. The system must also,
and at the same tithe, raise the mathematics, science and technology skills of
students who will pursue technical careers, and increase the general level of

..understanding of future managers, workers and consumers. In short, the
educational system must provide opportunity and high standards of excellence
for ail. they live,. whatever their race, gender, or economic
condition,.whatever their immigration status or whateverlanguage is spoken. at ---
home, by their parents, and whatever their career goals. .

This focus on all students reflects the Commission's view that America's
security, economic health and quality of life are directly related to the mathema-
tics, science and technology literacy of all its citizens. the opportunity to learn
matheniatics, science and technology is at present not fairly and evenly
provided to all students. Students of high potential are too often deprived of the



opportunity to utilize their abilities fully. In the past, such inequalities have
resulted from a failure to recognize and develop potential talent, from inade-
quate educational programs in some communities or for certain groups of
students, and from the erroneous belief that many students lacked the ability to
learn mathematics and science.

Although progress has been made i1n recent yeArs, unacceptable disparities
in achievement, participation and opportunitystillieXist. For example, black and'
HiSpanic ,17-year-olds scored significantly lower tl-ian",their white counterparts
on the national mathematics assessment in 1982. The notional norm was 60.2%.
White students scored 63.1%, blacks scored .45(0% and Hispanics scored
49.4 %.16 In addition, although the differences are. 'diminishing, there are still
fewer females choosing to take advanced mathematics and PhYsical science
courses than males.

By 1995, there will be almost 30 perk.,:nt fewer college-age stUdenti for the
,work force." Furthermore, upwards of 40 percent of these young people-V1,be
black or Hispanic, the very groups who, for no reason related to inherent ability,
are now at the bottom of the educational and economic ladder. Such disparities
mean that the Nation continues to suffer from the inadequate development and 7..

utilization of its human resource-potential. The Nationcannot afford educational .

casualties.
. .

All of the evidence reviewed by the Commission demonstrates that disk
parities in test results are not based on the fact that students of different races,
students whose parents do not speak English in the hOme, or students from
disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds have inherently different potentials. ,

Indeed, the low achievement scores of a significant proportion of such students
can be traced directly to both blatant and subtle racial discrimination (including
stereotyped racial-attitudes), extreme poverty, and, in some cases, unsatisfacto-
ry rural or urban conditions.

The Commission finds that there is a striking relationship between
achievement in mathematics, science and technology and the early exposure of
students to stimulating ;teaching and good learning' habits in these fields and

,.

'enrichment by regular exposure to informal educational activities. The skillful,
and early introduction of mathematics, science and technology in the elemen-
tary schoolS;-therefore; is critical.

These experiences, for societal reasons, are frequently, unavailable to
many racial minorities, those whbse parents do not speak English at home, and
those who are economically disadyantaged. The CommisSion found, however,
that when they are exposed to a good learning environment, these students
perform as Well as any Low achievement norms do not reflect ability; they
reflect a lacle4 preparation and early exposure.

16. Education Commission of the States, The Third National Mathematics Assessments: Results,
Mends and Issues, Denver, CO: National Assessment of Educational Progress, Education Com-
mission of the States, April 1983,, pp. 33-36..

.
17. U.S. Department of Commerce, Projections of the Population of the United States: 1982-2050

(Advance Report), Washington, DC: U.S. Depatiinent of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Series P-2S, No. 922, October 1982.
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The Commission believes 'that in any achievement testing program minor-
ities and other disadvantaged youth should be judged on the same basis and held
to the same standard as other students. The creation of a different set of
standards for special groups should be avoided. All students should be encour-
agedlo achieve a higher standard rather than have-standards reduced to enable
some schools to avoid the challenge altogetner.'s The true test as to whether a
school, a school district, or a State is doing a good job of educating its students is
not only achievement, but also the distriblition of that achievementwhether
progress is being made without regard to race, economic condition, immigra-
tion status or language spoken at home. ;...

Discrimination and other disadvantages due to race, gender, ethnic back-
ground;language spoken in the home or socioeconomic status and the lingering
effects thereof must be eradicated completely from the AMerican educational
--stem. Our Nation needs full participation by all ofits citizens in education and

Iployment to address the problems infaces and to carry out the constitutional
pommitment that race and other irrelevant factors, such &gender or poverty,
have no place in education. Thus, the CommisSion's third major recommenda

tion is:,

Each school district should adopt and carry Out programs which will
identify and eliminate those barriers to full educational opportunity
which discriMinate against or otheiwige place at a disadvantage elemen-

tary and secondary students on the basis of race, gender, ethnic back-
ground, language spoken in the home or socioeconomic status. Pro-
grams are needed in mathematics, science and technology that reach all
students and stimulate each to achieve an understanding of these sub-
jects that is limited only by his or her talent and temperament. The
unique national role of the Fede\ral .goverrunent (including important
bepartment of Education and National Science Foundation.programs)
in ensuring access in its broadest sense to educational Opportunity must
continue.

The emphasis in the past few pages on equality of educational opportunity
is absolutelYessential to the Nation's commitment to excellence...It is crucial

that programs for minority and economically disadvantaged students and for
students whose parents do not speak English at home continue to strive for the

same level of excellence as.other programs., AS Commissioner John B. Slaugh-
ter said in his inaugural address as Chancellor of the University of Maryland at
College-Park: "Excellence and elitism are not synonymous. Too often we
equate the notions of affirmative action, nontraditional student, or continuous
education with mediocrity-We must open our doors to create educational
opportunities for a wide variety of students, and we must recognize the potential

for excellence in a diverse student 1)4;4 ,Equality and quality are not mutually

exclusive!"

Overtfie past decades,' there has been increasing discussion of the need to address differing
student backgrounds, experiencei and abilitieL Those artificial diSadvantages which handicap
the child just entering school must be eliminated so that such a child his an equal opportunity to
benefit from good teaching and appropriate curricula.

Q 0
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POINTING THE DIRECTION FOR WIDESPREAD.
DRAMATIC CHANGE.

The problems of ArrieriCan education can be solved. The job can be done within
the American system and without sacrificing either our goals of our stan-
dards. The successful practices and performance of other countries have beep
reviewed and valuable lessons haVe been learned. This Commission alsO has

. learned a great deal from testimony receiyed, studies commissioned, research
conducted, discussions held and visits to programs and schools.

Importantly, successful Amerioan programs demonstrate that studentS
from every background can reach high levels ofparticipation, skill and achieve-
ment. The problem is that these highly successful programs are isolated pockets
of "educational excellence" and not the norm. The Commission believes that a
close look: at these successful programs points the direction for constructive
change. Widespread adoption of the elements responsible for the successs of
these programs will be a key step toward achieving world leadership in mathe-
matics, science and technolOgy edUcation by 1995.

A. Lessons From. Other. Countries

An obvious comparison to make is with Japan, because it is often viewed as a
major international competitor and shares many of America's educational goals.
Similar conclusions, however, can be drawn from other highly developed
countries (see charts below). In the first international mathematics_ survey in
1964 and the first international science survey in 1970-1971, the achievement
scores of U.S students tended to be the lowest in both mathematics and science,
at least as far as 18'year-olds were concerned.'9 The results of the Second
International Mathematics Study are expected to be similar and will be pub-
lisheu in the summer of 1984; those of the Second International Science Study
will not be publiShed until 19,85.

Japan, like America, pursues the goal Of universal education. The top
students in both nations score equally well in mathematics and science achieve-
ment tests: But the remaining 90 percent of Japanese pupils dOfar better than
their American counterparts: The variation in mathematics and science achieve-
ment scores among Japanese students in the same grade is said to be relatively

19t The achievement tests referred to here were part of the International Assessment for the Evalua-- .
tion of Educational Achievement. For a sunanary, see Torsi-en Husen, "Are Standards in U.S.
Schools Really Lagging Behind Those in Other Countries ?';, Phi Delta Kappan, March 1983,
pp. 455-461.

34.
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FRANCE

UNITED STATES

ENGLAND

USSR

WEST GERMANY

JAPAN

TOTAL DAYS
IN SCHOOL YEAR

150 175. 200.

DAYS

225

Note: The average length of the school day in the U.S. is 51/2 hours, whereas it ranges from 6 Ai 8 hours'in the other countries. In

Japan, more time is spent with after school tutoring and homework than in the U.S. 36% of Japanese high school seniors report

spending more than JO hours per week on homework contrasted with only 6% of U.S. seniors. In the U ,.S., 52% of seniors report

spending less than 5 hours per week, in Japan only 8% of seniors report spending less than 5 hours perweek. (Source: William B.

Fetters, Jeffery A. Owings, Larry E:Suter and Pjcky T. Ilskal,2Schooling Experiences in Japan andthe,U.S.: A Cross-National

Comparison of High School Students," a paper presented .at the. 1983 Annual Meeting of the American Educational <Research

Association in Montreal, Canada, 13 April 1983.)

Source: A Challenge for Antefican Precollege Education: Scientific Literacy inJapans China, the Germanies and the Soviet Union.

edited by Margarete Klien and F. James RUtheiford.,,New York: the Macmillan Company (in press). Data on school year also

provided by the Embassy of France and The British Embassy, washington, DC, August.1983.
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UNITED STATES

USSR

WEST GERMANY

PERCENTAGE OF "HIGH SCHOOL" STUDENTS
TAKING 3 YEARS OF

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

.JAF,'AN

20 40 60

PERCENTAGE

.80 100

Note: While all students study matheMatics and science (at least one course) each year in the upper secondary school in Japan, West
Germany and the U.S.S.R., the most recent NAEP data (1983) indicate 84% of U.S. students do not take physics, 65% do not take
chemistry, 62% do not take Algebra 11, 48% do not take geometry and 23% do not take biology.

Source: National dnter of Educational Statistics, High School and Beyond, Washington, DC: National Center for Educational
Statistics (NCES 81-244), Apri1.1981 and A Chalkngefor American Precollefe iducation: Scientific Literacy in Japan, China, the
Germanles and the Soviet Union, edited by Margrete Klein and F. James Rutherford, New York: The Macmillan Company (in
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narrow. For American students the variation at the same grade level it, much
wider.

These results strongly suggest that Japan is doing much better than the
United States in realizing the goal of having all students leain, science and
mathematics. This is irbnic, since the Japanese school system, reconstructed in
1945, was closely modeled on our own,

What accounts for the great disparities in performance? Two key answers,
the Commission finds, are time-on-task and motivation. Japanese students
attend school 220 days a year. American students go to school 180 days a year
(and are absent more often than the Japanese) During the school day, Japanese
dhildren spend two-thirds or more of their time on academic subjects.. Over 12
years of schooling they average 26 percent of their time on mathematics and
science. Their American counterparts spend far less time on these subjects from
the first grade on. For example, in the-primary grades, U.S. students average
less than 20 minutes a day on science. Ih-tenQs of class hours, a typical Japanese
secondary school graduate will spend three times the number of hours in science
than even those U.S. students whcPelect four years of science in high school.

The premise in Japan is that all children can and must do well in mathema-
tics, science and other academic areas. This expectation of excellence stands in
sharp contrast to what is demanded from students and teachers in many
cmerican schoolS .20

Reflecting this commitment; Japanese school systems put a high priority
on mathematics and science education frorin the earliest gradeS.Theirmathema-
tics and science curricula are structured verticallybeginning very early and
continuing through most of secondary schOol. In the United States, mathema-
tics and science are rarely taught, in a coordinated manner or in an organized
sequence at the elementary school level. At the secondary level, science courses
usually lack coordination and corAinity from one course to another. Japanese
expenditures on supplies and instructional -material's are far greater than ours.

Teachers and outside tutors ate considered highly important in Japanese
society. In contrast to the UniteV.States, the status and salaries of teachers in
Japan are higher than many other pliblic servants. Japan has es lished more
than 200 science teaching centers, where teachers continue the' professional
development.

In making such comparisons, it is important tb recognize that the Japanese
educational system, like tbose in most other developed countries, is centrally
directed and is chardeteri;ed' bye basically a culturallyliornogeneoits student
population. This has significant diSadvantages as well as advantages. While 94
percent of Japanese 'students currently, graduate from high school (cdmparecl to
74.5 percent in the United States in 1981), only those who pass an all-important
rigorous examination m grade 12 are admitted to a university. Consequently,
opportunities for higher education and upward social mobility are lithited. This

20. Kay Michael Roost, "Society and Science Education in Contemporary Japan," A Challenge for
American Precollege Education: Scientific Literacy in Japan, China, The Germanies and the
Soviet Union, edited by Margrete Klein and F James Rutherford, New York: The Macmillian

Company, (in press)
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is especially true for females who are less than a third as.likely to obtain a
college degree as males.

The American system provides enormous and unique mobility. The
exceptionally high proportion of our youth who attend college (60 percent of
high school graduates, equivalent numbers of males and females, half of whom
complete college) are able to pick and choose among areas of study, switch their
interests, and shift careers quite late in life. There are few irretrievable deci-
sions. Given the fast-changing occupational and human resource demands of
our evolving economy, this flexibility provides the Nation great strength and
resilience.

Equally important, America's students and its educational system are
much less culturally homogeneous th se of other countries. Our schools
reflect a broad diversity of racial, national, ltural and economic backgrounds
that characterizes the Nation as a whole.

This Nation's unique educational system seeks to promote independent
thought and judgment, analytical capacity, and the maximum development of
each individual's potential. Anierican scientists and mathematicians excel in
theoretical and experimental science and mathematics and gain world-wide
recognition us originetlunkers and leaders in their fields. America also leads in
the application of such knowledge to original and breakthrough technology. We
are respected throughoutthe world for ouronunitment and contributions to the
generation of new knowledge. Americans can take pride in this our educators
continue to produce the best in the world despite difficult and demanding
problems.

Thus, foreign examples do not offer a simple and unmitigated formula for
our Nation. Rather they reaffirm the value of traditional American virtues:
commitment, motivation and hard work .The challenge facing the United States
is to find Wayi of matching the participation, achievement and other positive
aspects of monolithic educational systems, while preserving the unique.
strengths of America's diverse educational system.

B. American Successes ..
.

Most characteristics of foreign success are not unique. : A significant
number of,American schools already ineet the challenge of "academic excel-
lence," and many ..of theCommission's recommended steps for improvernenr,
have already been demonstrated inthis country. Some examp s are disCussed in
this Report; others are set forth in Exhibit A. These imp ssively successful
programs are marked by common characteristics simil to those found in
successful foreign Programs. These charaCieristics are.

-z---agreed upon; clearly defined educational goals

,dynamic and knowledgeable leadership

committed, motivated, knowledgeable' and resourceful principals and
teachers

administrative flexibility



opportunities for, and willingness of, teachers to interact and exchange

ideas:

a specific student commitment
programs and instructional 'techniques which motivate the students

sufficient time-on-task
=demanding standards, of participation and achievement

a coherent course of study in mathematics and science, with early

"hands-on "-experience

early exposure to good teaching in elementary school

adequate resources
innovative use of available facilities

extensive homework

Committed teachers, administrators and students, in an environment that

values and rewards achievement, that makes optimum use ofavailable re-sources

and that fosters a sense of trust and community, are essential to educational

success.- Three overriding lessons can be learned from such successful pro-
grams and their learning environments that form the basis for most of, the
specific recomMendations for improvement found in this Report.

(1) Quality Teaching is Critical

If mathematics, science and tecluf ogy are to be successfully learned, it is

clear that the teacheis must be of hig talent, high motivation and must be
allowed to function in a setting in which effective teaching is possible. So
important is the quality of teaching to the success of America's educational

system that the Commission sets forth the outline of a comprehensive plan to

retrain elementary and secondarysehool teachers in relevant aspects of mathe-

matics, science and technology (see pp. 29-32 and Exhibit C, p. 110). Properly
managed, this plan would provide the needed retraining of the Nation's 1.17

million elementary and 200,000 secondary school mathematics and science
teachers within five years. Therefore, the Commission recommends:

o TOp priority must be placed on retraining present teachers and recruiting
and retaining teachers in =their:Ales.; science and tecdnology so that

they all.will be of high quality. Such teachers must be provided with a

. work environment in which they can be effective.,-

(2) Early Exposure is Critical

Early and substantial exposure to mathematical and scientifieconcepts and

processes is critical to later achieVement. Early creative and stimulating experi-

. ence is essential to truly equal opportunity and to effective and continuing study

in these fields (see pp. 39, 41-47). 'thus, the Commission recommends:

Top priority must be placed on providing increased and more effective

instruction in matheMatics, science and technology in grades K-6.

4



(3) Increased nine for Teaching uJ Mathematics, S'cience and Technology is
Required

The Commission finds that our students spend too little time in the course
of their schooling in the study of academic subjects (particularly mathematics,
science and technology), and devote too little time to "hands-on" experiences.
To remedy this situation, schedules must be changed, more time must .be
devoted to the teaching} of mathematics, science and technology, and ways must
be found to use time more efficiently and effectively. Schools must become
more efficient in the use of their academic day. Many nonacadmic courses now
offered may have to be reduced or eliminated, or ways found to teach them more
efficiently and effectively, or not within the normal school day.21 The school
day, week and/or year must be lengthened to provide the required time. These
important and necessary changes are discussed in greater detail below (see pp.
39-48.)
The Commission recommends:

e Considerably more time should be devoted to the studyOf mathematics,
science and technology throughout the elementary and secondary
grades., Consequently, the school day, week and/or year must be snip-
stanfiaily lengtHened.

C..Exemplary PrograinsCatalysts for Change

The Commission has observed teat innovative and exemplary programs (some
typeS c,f" which are sometimes referred to as "magnet" or "model" grams22)

often provide dramatic examples of excellence and can be a powerful tool for
educational change. Coinmunities such as New 'York, Chicago, Atlanta,
Houston, and States like North Carolina and Louisiana have multiplied or
leveraged the effects of their limited financial resource's by establishing "mag-
net" schools or " model" programs. They have coMbined.qUality teachers,
committed and promising students, committed parents, innovative use of,
facilities, demanding standards and increased time-tat-task. The result: impres-
sive gains in student academic achievements.

Contemporary "magnet" schools have been designed to maintain the.
American emphasis on open access while stressing motivation, commitment
and disciplineall crucial-aspects of educatieniSome have moved from the
original concept that they were only for the highly talented. These programs,
based on a philosophy of inclusion rather than exclusion, are now opeh to any
student sufficiently motivated and willing to meat the requirements of the
school. In such a setting, the likelihood of academic success is substantial since
students become willing--even eagerparticipants. ,

21.. The Commission is not urging the dropping of sports or such important training as automobile
driver education. But such activities should not be at the expense of school time which is requited
for mathematics, science, technology and other important academic courses like English, foreign
languages, history, etc.

22. Early "magnet" schools like Boston 'Latin, Philadelphia's Central High School, Washington's
Dunbar, San Francisco's Lowell and the Bronx High School of Science were based on intellectual
achievement measured in the eighth grade. However, more recent exemplary schools, as stated in
the text, have been based on student and parental commitment commitment to work harder for a
better education.



Such -programs have taken various forms to fill varied needs." Some
`Versions utilize a local school, with specialized equipment, facilities and
programs. Others are weekend programs. Still others commit students to begin
school before the normal starting time or continue after the end of the normal
school day. Some programs select students on the basis of talent, some on the
basis &commitment. The objective is an exemplary educational program. In
many cases, a new environment must be created through a strategy such as
starting a school afresh as a "magnet" or "model" school, whereas in other
cases school leadership is such that the optimum environment can be developed
within existing sfructures. When visited by the Commission, leaders at these
successful contemporary- schools uniformly, reported that their programs are
neithadivisive nor solely for the affluent. More specifically, the most important
findings are that the most effective of such -exemplary schools generally:

have better academic achievement, better attendance, and usually fewer
behavior problems;

provide quality education for averages well as above average students;

have strong leadership and support from the superintendent and school
board;

can have strong links to other community resources, such as univer-
sities, businesses, hoSpitals, and theaters;

are, wherever possible, racially and ethnically integrated and usually
reflect the larger population they serve. They often operate in an
environment of reduced racial tension, as parents and students identify
special programs that appeal to them; \\1 -

- succeed equally well in "good" and "bad" neighborhoods, as long as
they provide a quality learning environment;

can be created, organiied, and managed well within the administrative
capabilities of all but perhaps extremely small school districts.

Some problems Can be more realistically addressed within school systems
by creating islands of excellence rather than by attempting immediate system-
wide changes. When multiplied over time, such exemplary programs have the
potential of building to a critical mass and transfOrming American education.
Thus, ultimately the exemplary school- can become the norm.

Moreover, such exemplary schools in science, mathematics and technol-
ogy can also serve as laboratOries for the development of curricula, teacher
training, pilot materials, and instructional strategies for dissemination to-other
schools. Special attention must, of course, be focused on forging linkages with
other schools. New ways of. sharing, resources and linking faculties must be
developed and implemented.

Therefore, the Commission's recommends:

The. Federal government should encourage and finance, in part, the
establishment of exemplary schools or programs in mathematics, sci-
ence and technology in each community throughout the Nation to serve
as examples and catalysts for upgrading all schools.

23.,7A number of impressive examples are summarized in Exhibit A.
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The Federal government should evaluate current resource allocaticn
poliCies, entertain redistribution24 and where necessary, appropriate
funds to support the deVelopment of such programs.

The Department of Education and the National Science Foundation
should support and facilitate the -disse tion of information to help
build this national network of exemplary programs.
State governments should study and pro te, and local school districts
should establish, such schools or programs mathematics, science and
technology in each community,' to-serve as xamples for upgrading all
schools.

The Commission estimates, based on difference$ in sizes of commu-
nities and on the number of existing exemplary schools, that, as an
effective initial step, the Federal government should appropriate funds
to aid the establishment by local communities of at least 1,000 such
exemplary schools at the secondary level and at least 1,000 such schools
at the elementary level throughout the country.

The Federal cost will requirejan appropriation of $829 million in the first
year, but these funds will be disbursed at a rate of $276 million per year over a
three year period. (Exhibit C, p. 109)258

rJ

The CommilsiOn is not suggesting that establishing more such exemplary
programs alone will accomplish the priniary goal of this Commission: improv-
ing the academic performance, especially the mathematics, science and tech-
nology achievement, of the entire range of students by 1995. Indeed, we have
seen many *examples (listed in Exhibit A) where neighborhood schools are
achieving excellent educational results within existing budgets. The Commis-
sion, moreover, would not like to see the majority of resources or all- talented

"teachers move from regular schools into such schools.

Most communities, however, lack sufficient resources of time, talent and
money to restructure completely their mathematics, science and technology
education programs at one time. In-the meantime, exemplary programs can
provide a substantial improvement for those students who are already motivated
and ready to learn. Such programs, moreover, will provide a format for
emulation by other schools in the school district or Statea major step toward a
more general level of excellence.' By applying broadly the characteristics of
the schools which use the approaches set forth above, these programs
especially the underlying philosophywill, the Commissionis confident, have
a significant impact.

24. All Federal programs, whether or not dealing with education, should be evaluated.

25. Extremely small communities can benefit by having exemplary classes or, where distance allows,
44by having joint exemplary schools and programs.

25a One Commission member feels that the plan to create 1,000 exemplary secondary schools and
1,000 exemplary elementary schools is too ambitious. That member feels that the number should
not exceed 1,000 of such schools and that the Federal, costs per school should be $100,000.

26. These same exemplary schools and programs could also be vehicles through which teaching of
other subjects, such as English and foreign languages, history, political science, the classics, art,
music and other important disciplines can be conducted in the same innovative fashion:
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SOLUTIONS TO THE TEACHING DILEMMA

The teacher is the key to eduCationthe vital factor in motivating and maintain-
ing student interest in mathematics, "science and technology. This opportunity to
have a direct impact in the course of students' lives ah--.lways been one of the
important rewards of teaching. The Commission has 'Seen and heard of many
cases where the 'commitment and creativity of a particular teacher profoundly
affected the lives of his or her students. As Justice Oliver. Wendell Holmes, Jr.
said; in another context, in explaining his ability to render superb public service
to the Nation: "Through our great good fortune, in our youth our hearts were
touched with fire." Public misperception of science and mathematics as cold
subjects makes lighting such fires particularly'difficultyet precious.

More well-qualified teachers will be needed for U,S. students to spend
more time studying mathematics, science and technology, a major recommen-
dation of this Report. Moreover, teachers must be able to communicate in a
positive way the most current and appropriate information (see, pp. 41-45
below). This is the most pressing problem facing mathematics, science and
technology education today. Our Nation's-educational systems mist attract and
retain qualified matheniatics, science and technolOgy teachers.

Despite this critical need, all available evidence suggests that .there are
currently severe shortages of qualifiedn mathematics; science and technology
teachers in many parts of the Nation.28 Fewer college students are entering the

A

27. The Commission is not using the word "qualified" as necessarily embracing the term "certified."
Some certified teachers are not qualified and some qualified teachers may not be certified. (See-
also footnote 32.)

28. A study of teacher demand in all subjects from 1976 through 1983 (James N. Akin, Teacher
Supply /Demand: 1983 Madison, WI: Association for School, College and University Staffing,
1983.) found the most severe teacher shortages in mathematics, physics and chemistry. Ilevor
Howe and Jack A. Gerlovitch found 42 statesreporting problems in recruiting adequate secondary
school mathematics, physics 'and chemistry teachers in 1982 (Bevor G. Howe and Jack A.
Gerlovich, National. Study of the Estimated Supply and Demand of Secondary Science and
Mathematics Teachers: 1980-1982, Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University, November 1982). A
National Science Teachers A ssociatio; survey of college and university placement officers (James
A. Shymansky and Bill G. Aldridge, "The Teacher Crisis in Secondary School Science and
Mathematics," Educational Leadership, November, 1982, pp. 61-L62) found that bqtween 1971
and 1980, students enrolled in practice teaching courses in mathematics declined fourfold and
science threefold, and only half of these student teachers ended up in teaching jobs. The survey
also found that almost 25 percent of those currently teaching secondary, school mathematics and
science plan to leave in the next five years. The American Council on Education's longitudin\als
study of higher education (Alexander W. Astin, Margo King Hemond and Gerald T. Richardson, s
The American Freshman: National Norms for Fall 1982, Los Angeles, CA: University of
California at Los Angeles, December 1982) reports ,that the 22 percent of entering college
freshmen choosh) education as a major field in 1966 dropped steadily to 4.7 percent by 1982.-
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teaching profession, particularly mathematics and :science teaching, and in-
creasing numbers of experienced teachers of mathematics and science are
leaving. In 1980431, four perceht of these teachers left for more attractive
careers, primarily in business and industry--a rate five times the loss due to
teacher retirement."

The &kilning interest in teaching has been accompanied by a decline
during . the 1970s in the academic potential, as measured by SAT scores, of
students planning to major in education. By 1982, these scores were 80 points
below the national average." More striking, perhaps, is the fact that the
Commission found virtually no examples of high- or even adequately-achieving
students in mathematics and science who were being encouraged to enter
elementary and secondary school teaching. In part, the decrease in the numbers
of highly capable teachers is beineadversely affected by salutary developments
in American society. As the barriers of race and sex discrimination come down,
those members of minorities.and those women who earlier only had teaching
careers open to them now are often hired by business, or enter other professions
such as law, medicine and economics.31

Because of the serious shortages of mathematics ai4 science teachers that
exist-throughout the Nation, school systems have often been forced to disregard
state certification requirements and fill the gaps with unqualified' instructeks
hired on an emergency basis." In addition, certification requirements have
tended, to become less rigorous in recent years so that even when certified,
teachers often have not been adequatelyprepared (qualified) to teach mathema-
ticS and science.34 Equally serious is thefact that twiny classroom veterans have

_not upgraded their skills and Icnowledgea-n ocessity in rapidly evolving fields
like mathematics and science----- .

29. James A. Shymansky and Bill G. Aldridge, "The Teacher Crisis in S,..:ondary School.Science
and Mathematics," Educational Leadership, November 1982.

30. This difference is approximately 15 percentile points. Source: College Entrance Examination
Board, National' College-Bound Seniors, 1982, New York: College Entrance 'Examination
Board, 1982.

31. As the Governor ofUtith, Scott M. Matheson, said this spring in explaining a 50 percent decline in
the number of teachers trained in the state over the last ten years, "The truth is that bright, capable
women have been the mainstay of public schools for years. We have simply escaped paying them
what their talents might have been worth because few other professions were open to them."
'Ren6rks of Governor Matheson to the Utah Educational Seminar, Salt Lake City: University of
Utah, March 17, 1983.

32. The terms "certified". and "qualified" cannot be, and in this Report are-not, used interchangea-
bly. A qualified teacher is one adequately prepared to teach the subject. A certified teacher is one
licensed to teach the subject, even if Unqualified and Licensed on an emergency basis.

. 33. The National Science Teachers Association found that half of the teachers hired nationwide in
1981 to teach secondary mathematics and science were unqualified. Only rs percent of the
mathematics and science teachers hired in the Pacific states regiod in 1981-82 were qualified.
(See footnote 29.)

34. See, for example, Recommendations for Improving the Quality of Science and Mathematics
Education in North Carolina's Public Schools, Raleigh, NC,North Carolina Board of Science
and Technolokyand the State Department of Public Instruction, July. 1982, Raleigh, NC.
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The reasons behind these declines in quality and numbers of teachers are
complex. They include the perception of teaching as a low status profession, the
working environment of the profession, frustration with the low levels of student
.i-iterest, inadequate training and certification standards which are ineffectively
enforced; insufficient financial rewards, and. a failure to provide long-term
opportunities for advancement and satisfaction in the classroorri. In some cases,
certification procedures and standards are inappropriate barriers that prevent a
truly qualified person from teaching.

The problem of attracting able people to the teaching profession will
continue well into the next decade. The key to its solution lies in improving the
effectiveness, status and attractiveness of teaching. Public prestige; the oppor-
tunity for fair and just compensation for all.qualified teachers and recognition
for the superior teacher are vital..

Most of the responsibility for addressing the problem lies at the state and
local level. Many States are already diligently seeking ways to upgrade the
standards for teacher certification, improve teacher training and compensation,
and attract, more and better students into the profession (especially into mathe-
matics and science teaching, where the shortage is currently most pronOunced).
These efforts include extensive retraining and upgrading of Skills, forgivable
loans, scholarships and summer stipends, and fair and just compensation for the
qualified and superior person who wishes to teach. Such efforts are to be
commended,' especially giventthe great pressure on state and local budgets.
Steps must be- taken immediately to ensure that the Nation has a sufficient
number of qualified mathematics, science and technology teachers available to
accomplish the objectives set forth in this Report by 1995.

A. Improving the Quality of Teaching

In order to improve the quality of teaching, substantial efforts must he made at
three levels: (1) the skills and understanding of many current teachers must be
upgraded; (2) the training of incoming teachers must be improved; and (3) in the
interim, persons who are qualified to teach mathematics; science and technol-
ogy must be found from_"non-traditional" sources.

1. Upgrading Skills and Knowledge of Current Teachers

The quality and style of elementary and secondary teaching constitute the
most obvious and immediate source of the problems facing mathematics and
science eduCation. New measures must be developed and exemplary materials
and models disseminated for in-service trainingof large numbers of teachers. A
substantial number of Our. Nation's 1.17 million elementary school faculty
members lack sufficient knowledge, training and, in many cases, interest to
teach mathematics and science effectively. In the short term, the use of special
instructors to teach mathematics and science at this level would reduce the
number of teachers who must be retrained. But the number needing retraining is
still expected to total hundreds of thousands. Most of the Nation's 200,000

_secondary _mathematics and science teachers also_require additional. training,
because of the rapid develOpment of new knowledge in mathematics and science



and in cognitive psychology. Traditional summer worlOM pr institues cannot
accommodate this large a number of both elementaq ki/1 0 ocondar)., teachers
and retrain them at a reasonable cost. A

- The ComMission has concluded that the Federalv \MIkot Oltit play an
important role in helping to provide such teacher trail k tiowevel;
cant part of such training is the responsibility of state R,Rorpeot, loc.1 school
boards and teachers theniSelves.

Thus, the Commission recommends a combinatigto intAran'n tc:;) Provide

upgrading of teachers:

State governments should develop teacher trai.40 pfovarfis kJI mathe-
matics, science and technology in cooperati hth eollege , univer,

sities and science museums, and provide for acv,/ ( Year anzia summer

programs to meet the particular needs of that SW \ Member- of states
have already begun to dolhis.) In establishing vtykl ofnratns, industry

scientists and engineers and certain goverrinvt" iAoonnel k.11otild be
encouraged to participate as teacher trainers wlM iho !Aim particular,
needed expertise. - t

The Federal government has a resfinnsibility tc ANN that ttc0 training

is available and should provide' funding for 411Mo teaChe training

programs in mathematics, science and tecluvitiV, 4luineor and
service institutes, supported by the Nation0 AA011ce' fokiindation,
proVide a proven model for the upgrading o "Ode

The potentialiof science museums as a site for toyerhgiliVng wrogranis

shOuld be recognized, encouraged and suppyed.

The entire retraining and upgrading program AlAttO be completed in
five years. The Commission estimates that the Ov1d1 sbaie kor the cost
of such training is $349 million per year (set 00;bit cox. 110.)344

For the long term, states and local school diyVky 51101114 el:sastlre that

teacher training continues as an ongoing pro

In the nearfuture,. such upgrading efforts should Nbifiementl by new-
communications technologies such as closed circuit T\ 0d)e TV and interae_
tive telecommunications. The new informatiOnteclurolA6, A provioeon-site -
instruction which could be widely available to all teacl Within five ears and .

could be provided at a substantially lower cost than uniot\ily of millet-once-site
instruction.

34a. One Commission member feels that the plan to retrain 1.16 iphArs if/ Years is liot

workable since, in that Commission member's judgment, they " llot,WfOierit facilities to
complete the plan within the recommended time period. In dzi, wiwoo roee-ober'sJedg_

ment, either the plan should be completed over a longer time? G of towel teaters should
-receive training.
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Therefore, the et mmission recommends:

Tfie,National Science Foundation should provide seed money to de-
velop and establish. state-wide or regional on-site teacher training
programs using the new information technologies.

2.-Establishing Higher. Standards for New Teachers

At the same time that the knowledge and skills of in-service teachers are
being upgraded, steps must be taken to ensure that new teachers who enter the
profession also provide high quality teaching. States are responSible )Qr setting
certification standards:,

Therefore, the. Corrimission recommends:

states should adopt rigorous certification standards for incoming math_

but should
ematics and science teachers. Such certification standards

be only those which are relevant to ensuring high quality in
up any artificial barriers to entry into the teaching profession,

set

of mathematics, science and technology.

° The primary requirement for elementiry school teaching should be

comprehensive liberal arts education supplemented by a limited number of
effective education courses together with demonstrated teaching, including
appropriate internships under a highly qualified teacher. The primary require_
ment for secondary school teaching should be afull major in the subject matter
to be taught, supplemented by a limited number of effective education courses
together with demonstrated teaching, including appropriate internships under a
highly qualified teacher:

States should set timetables and establish a process' to ensure that all
secondary teachers are certified and teaching in their field of speciOtY Out-ef_
field teaching should be.permitted only under extreme and carefully restricted
conditions. Finally, local school boards and administrators should uphold these
modified standards through teacher evaluation and hiring practices.

Institutions of higher education also have 'a crucial role to play in improv-
ing the training of new teachers. Currently, such institutions, paiticularly the
colleges of liberal arts and engineering, give little evidence of interest in training
elementary and secondary teachers or encouraging able students to enter the
teaching profession. One contributing factor is that incentives and rewards in
colleges and universities arelieavily weighted towards research.

The Federal government should examine current policies of support to
colleges and universities in order to identify ways of providing additional
incentives for teacher training. without jeopardizing the research effort.

lies with the Nationresponsibilitytimately,
themselves. Therefore, the Commission recommends:universities

's colleges andrnately, however, the primary lity

Institutions of higher learning should take steps to improve the quality
of mathematics and science teachers, including the establishment of
higher admission, curriculum and graduation standards for such future
teachers.
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The process of change is already underway in a number of colleges and
universities and other institutions of higher education are urged to follow.
Substantial improvement will be realized if the following stepS are taken:

arts colleges need to assume a much greater role in training
elementary and secondary mathematicg and science teachers.

Basic education courses required of prospective teachers should be
thoroughly reviewed and revised to incorporate the findings of recent

regearch in behavioral and social sciences.

Elementary mathematics and science teachers should be required to
have a strong liberal arts background, including college courses in
mathematics and the biological and physical sciences. Student teach-

' ing, which acquaints_the teaching candidate.with children and class-
room procedures, and proven methods courses should be emphasized.

College course's for prospective elementary school mathematics teach-

ers should provide sufficient background' for an' understanding of the
relationships between algebra and geometry, functions, elementary

probability and statistics.

Secondary school mathematics and science teachers should have a full

major in college Mathematics or science, an appropriate number of
effective education courses, and teaching experience under a highly

qualified teacher.

Future elementary and -secondary teachers should be computer literate;

teachers must be familiar with computers to promote literacy among
their students. Teacher training should incorporate the use of calculators
and computers in mathematics and science instruction.

3. Filling the Present Gaps

For the immediate future, the number and quality of students certified for

careers in mathematics and science teaching will fall far short of meeting the
demand. A curriculum which motivates and prepares students in mathematics,
science and technology will help, among other factors, to alleviate the critical
shoitage of matheniatics and science teachers in the long run. But in the short
rim, any intensification of mathematics and science education will make the
shortage worse. It is necessary, therefore, to turn to other sources of talent for
qualified people who can teach mathethatics and science, particularly at the
secondary level. Suitable mattiematics and science majors without education
credits must be given the opportunity to acquire a knowledge of classroom
management and educational psychology. This could be accomplished through
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intensive training programs or by placing them under the direct supervision of a
more experienced teacher. Obviously, hiring practices should first select those
candidates with good common sense, good communication skills, and an
interest in and understanding of children. In the secondary school, these new
teachers should report to the principal or department head who would regularly
observe the teacher and serve as a mentor.

Thus, the Commission recommends that the pool of potential mathematics
and science teachers be enlarged immediately through the following actions:

State and local school systems should draw on industry, universities and
the military and other governmental bodies as well as on the ranks of
retired scientists, engineers and teachers, as sources of teaching assis-
tance where necessary and possible: States shduld modify certification
requirements for special teachers who are, qualified in the subject matter
but lack, certain education credits.

Local schottadministrators should facilitate the use of special teachers
who are qualifiedin the subject matter and should arrange for appropri-
ate classroom supervision as necessary.

B. Making the Classroom a Rewarding Place to Work

If this Nation's educational systems are to attract and retain high quality
mathematics and science teachers, it is critical that the classroom become a
rewarding place to work. The Coinmission believes that it is absolutely essential
for the public to recognize the vital role played by teachers. Financial rewards
should be adequate to attract and hold well- qualified and excellent teachers of
mathematics, science and technology. Equally important, however, classroom
conditions must be improved, so that such teachers have the opportunity to
teach effectively.

I. Teacher Conipensation

Teacher compensation is a difficult and complex issue that has long been a
problem. It is affected, in part, by ingrained traditionsnd practices and by the
fact that any changes in teacher compensation have a dire& and substantial
effect on public finances. ObjectiVe co_ mparison, moreover, is complicated by
differences between the length of the school year--generally 180 days or 36
weeks and the length of the work year elsewhere in our societygenerally
240 days or48 weeks. Additional factors include the decline in the qualifications
of teachers and the tradition of lockstep pay increases based on seniority and
training experiences that may have little to do with performance in the
classroom.



Public perceptions of teaching also complicate the problem. There is often

a failure to recognize that many teachers work long hours," that in terms of
purchasing power teacher salaries today are 15 percent below the level they were

in 1970-71," and that many teachers must supplement their teaching salaries by
additionally working part -time during the school year and full-timeduring the

summer if they are to support their fam lies.

At the,same, time, teachers must reexamine their long-held views with

respect to increased pay for areas where there is a shortage and with respect to a

system of pay based on years of service and credits for "staff development."
Many teachers have expressed concern thatsalaries based more on performance
would be impossible to-administer in a non-prejudicial or non-preferential way.

_However, many teachers have also expressed frustration at the absence of.
opportunities to advance in salary without leaving the classroom. Many States

. are already seeking ways to improve teacher compensation, and to attract more
and better students, into the profession, especially into mathematics and science
teaching where the shortage is currently most pronounced. Theseefforts, which
include-relatively -competitive compensation for the qualified and superior
person who wishes to teach, forgivable loans, scholarships and, summer sti-

pends, are to be encouraged. (See Exhibit D)
The Commission believes that once qualifications, work time, and other

factors can be placed on a comparable basis with other sectors of the economy,

the public will support adjustments in compensation for highly qualified and
highly competent teachers, particularly in fields where shortages exist. Some
States and communities have already begun to tackle this problem. Highly
qualified and competent mathematics, science and technology teachers should
receive overall rewards that are fair and relatively competitive with those
received by comparable professionals in other sectors. Thus, the Commission

recommends:

School systems should explore means to adjust compensation in order
to compete for and retain high quality, teachers in fields where shortages

exist, such as mathematics, science and technology. States, together
with teacher unions when they are the bargaining agents, school boards
and industry representatives, should carefully examine currentworking
conditions, salary levels, issues of comparability, length of the work
dayiweek/year, tenure provisions, proniotion procedures andother fac-
tors that arelinportant aspects of teacher compensation.

State and local governments should reward excellence in teaching and
should provide opportunities for high quality teachers to move.up a
salary and status ladder without leaving the_ classroom.

35. According to the National Education Association, (Status of the American Public-School Teacher,
1980-81, Washington, DC: NatiOnal Education Association, 1982), the average number of hours
per week spent on all teaching duties of public school teachers. was 46 in 1981.

36. National Cehter for Education Statistics, the Condition of Education, 1982, Statistical Report,
Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1982, pp. 86-87.
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Local school systems should explore ways to extend the employment
year for mathematics, science and technology teachers by providing
reimbursement for in-service teacher education, curriculum develop-
ment, student workshops and other ancillary, ,activities, and by length-
ening the school year

Industry, the military and other governmental entities should furnish
some summer or year-round, part-time employment for mathematics,
science and technology teachers.

Professional societies, schools, school districts, States and the Nation
should And ways to recognize, through publicity and special financial
rewards, the excellent teacher.

2. Improving Classroom ConditionsEnabling Teachers to be Effective
o

Teachers of mathematics, science and technology must be enabled to
devote the time they have with their students to teachirig The subject. They
should be given the time to teach and be relieved of other tasks now often thrust
upon them or their students during the class period. Moreover, a working
environment must be provided that supports teachers with the best tools,
materials and methods of instruction. One innovative method for incorporating
new equipment and other resources into the classroom would be the develop-
ment of regional training and resource centers. The Cominission recommends:

Every state should develop at least one regional training and resource
center to provide a variety of supporting services for mathematics and
science teachers (including computer instruction and software evalua-
tion). These centers could also serve as a local focus for the participation
of liusineSs, educators and goverment,. and would include equipment
for, assistance in technology instruction.

In addition to providing adequate facilities, action must be taken to address
the deterioration" of the school environment which results in teachers spending
less and less time ca academic matters. Discipline must be maintained, admin-
istrators must work with and be supportive of teachers, and student involvement

:and interest in learning must be better activated and harnessed.
. a. Discipline. Breakdown of order in the classroom is one of the more

disturbing manifestations or today'S educational crisis. Discipline and, there-
fore, the ability on the part of 'students to concentrate is.itod; iiften absent in
classrooms across the Nation. Such problenis make itdifficult for even knowl-
edgeable, creative teachers to teach. The' of disciplinary codes and the
interpretation of the law often limit administrators and teachers from effectively
dealing with discipline probleMs. 'Actions that should be taken to maintain a
classroom environment that is conducive. to teaching and learning include:

The ,..adoption by schools and school districts of rigorous discipline
policies which reflect goals and expectations.
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Clear, written statements of the rules. These statements should be
distributed to students and parents at the beginning of the year. All rules
should be applied consistently, fairly and impartially.

. Modification, where necessary, of state laws" to permit effective disci-
pline in the-ichools.

------Gitatersupport by parents of discipline in the school and classroom.

b. Administration of the Schools. Most, if not all, successful schools hoast
a principal who is highly accessible to teachers, who involves them in the
planning and decisionmaking process, and who is 'a knowledgeable educator.
The principal's effective organization of the staff and the school's priorities can
greatly improve teacher working conditions.

In the administrative process, teachers, principals and superintendents
need to be supportive of each other and accountable for activities in their
classrooms, schools and school districts. This requires:

An objective evaluation of administrators and teachers which relates to
salary, advancement and retention of their current position in the school
'system.

Greater administrative support for. better discipline, attendance, fewer
classroom interruptions, .and higher academic expectations in the class-
room (as discussed previously).

ReaiOnable and manageable class sizes .

---4.upport from local school systems and school adminiStrators for teach-
ers to obtain necessary equipment arid clitsroom materials.

-I-Up-to-date textbooks and curriculum materials.

c. Increasing Student Inyolyement, Interest and Achievement. The de:cline
of student interest also makes it more difficult for' good teachers to teach.
According to a recent report,..61 percent of American students were enrolled in
general :science in: 1969 in contrast to only 37 percent in 1981. Algebra I
'enrollments fell to 64. percent in 1981 from 76 percent in .1969. -Conversely,
student enrollments in driver education skyrocketed to 59 percent in 1981 from a

mete 0.3 percent in 1969.38
,

Many of today's students do not focus on academics, do not apply
the elves to difficult subjects and, for the. most part, have lost respect for a
quality education and an understanding of the importance of the time spent in
the classroom. -Some suggestionslor alleviating these problems are:

37. State law may play a major role in determining such conditions as pertnissibe disciplinary action.
In addition, States and/or school boards can control attendance requirements and, for instance,
provide that if a student does not spend a certain number of hours in the classroom, that student,
except in rare circurtistances, does not receive full credit.

38: Report by Clifford Adelman to the Department of Education's National Commission on Excel-
lence in Education. (See, footnote l
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Normed achievement measures should be used effectively. Intelligently
, used, they provide an objective, constructive measure of student and
teacher performance, contribute a sense of purpose and direction to
academic activities and encourage responsibility for achieving mea-
sured progress.

Every effort should be made to fill the available hours withpuiposefid,
substantive content. this can be encouraged through procedural.
changes such aS eliminating interruptions for public affairs announce-
ments during class time,.immediately beginning work when the class
period starts and freeing teachers and students of other tasks often thrust
upon them, during class. In 'addition, at the secondary school level,
providing the students with course outlines so they know what they are
to do,-twhen they are to do it and why they are doing it will promote
achievement.

Specific homework assignments'should be required of all students on a
regular basis. Such assignments should be suitably evaluated by the
teacher,

A clear attendance policy with sanctions should be adopted."'

Social promotions should be curtailed.'
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IMPROVING WHAT IS TAUGHT AND LEARNED

In addition to improving the quality of mathmatics, science and technology
teaching, efforts must be made to improve what and how ituderits learn about
those subjects. Immediate and significant progress can be made by increasing
the amount of time students spend learning mathematics, science an& technol-

-ogy. Pers' istent improvements, however, require redesigning educational objec-
tives and related cuhicula and instruction to conform to those new educational
objectives.

A. Raising ReqUirements for Mathematics, Science and Technology
Education

This Commission is convinced that increased time-on-task is a crucial element
to, improving mathematic's, science and technology education in our Nation.
Short-term improveinents will result fromincreasing.the amount of time spent
studying these subjects in the elementary school and by increasing the require-
ments for high school graduation and college entrance.

1. Raising Requirements in K-8

Mathematics, science and technology education must, begin at an early
age. Knowledge and skills in specific subject _areas must be developed in
incremental steps, and equally important, good habits of studythe ability to
apply oneself to more difficult tasks--must be nurtured and reinforced over
time. Therefore, the Commission recommends:

Local school districts should revise their elementary school schedules
to proVide more time-on-task for the study of mathematics, science and

- technology. In grades K-6,39 a minimal daily allocation of 60 minutes
per day for mathematics and 30 minutes forscience should be required.

A full Year of mathematics and of science and technology should be
required each year in grades 7 and 8 (high school requirements are
discussed in the next section).

39. When kindergarten is taught for only one-half day, these requirements would, of course, be
halved for kindergarten.

39 56
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2. Raising Requirements for High School Graduation and College Entrance

The trend in the 1960s toward reduced high school graduation require-

ments in many school systems and reduced adniss ions criteria in many college
systems is frequently blamed for producing a decn.tased emphasis on academic
standards and achievement in secondary schools. In fact, many students gradu-
ate from high school with only one year of mathematics and one year of science.
Lessening rigor in secondary schools directly affects priorities in elementary
schools. The Commission believes that high school graduation and college

entrance reqiiirements in Mathematics and science, which in many school
systems now amount to only a bare minimum; should be significantly increased
and this should be done forthwith. This is already occurring in a number of

school and university settings.

The Commission is aware that education must meet the needs of all
students, and that not all will pursue similar careers. To recommend equally
demanding courses of study in mathematics, the sciences and technology for
each secon6ry school student may not be sound. This is not to say that high
expectations Should not drive all of our educational endeavors. But, rather,
reality suggests that we prepare the academically talented for further study in
our colleges and universities in a rigorous manner and perhaps in areas different
from those who will not choose to continue formal education in institutions of
higher 'learning.

Thus, the Commission further recommends:

41. Each state should institute statewide performance standards and strict
high school graduation requirements, and each local school district
should institute more stringent grade promotion requisites.

All secondary school students should be required to take at least three

years of high school mathematics including one year of algebra (see
Exhibit B for suggested course content), and at least three years of
science, and technology, including, one semester of computer science,
prior to high school graduation. This requirement should be mandated
at the state ador local level to take effect no later than September 1,

1985.4'

All schools should provide opportunities for their students to develop
. their mathematical and scientific skills to the limits of their abilities and

should offer appropriate sequences of courses for students at various
levels of ability.

Steps' should be taken to phase in higher mathematics and science

entrance requirements for all colleges and universities (a development
now underway in many institutions of higher education). Such college
requirements should include four years of high school science, includ-

40. Requirements should be instituted forthwith, but the Commission recognizes these requirements

must be phased in so as to avoid penalizing current students who do not have sufficient time

remaining before graduation to meet all of these new requirements; those students should have to

fulfill as many of these requirements as possible.



ing physics, chemistry and one semester of computer science, foup:
years of mathematics, including a second year of algebra 'and course-
work covering probability and statistics.

Every school district and each middle and secondary school should
establish mechanisms and procedures which obligate specific school
personnel to inform, in time for such courses to betaken, all students of
these college entrance requirements.

Guidance counselors play an important role in academic and career
advising of students. School districts must give special consideration to
the preparation and responsibilities of those persons who occupy such
positions. In addition to competence in the technical areas of advising
and counseling, guidance counselors should be selected and trained
with appropriate emphasis on their sensitivity and understanding of the
Nation's commitment to abolishing discrimination based on race, sex,
ethnicity or socioeconomic circumstances.

School districts and community colleges should cooperate in providing
appropriate opportunities for students whose mathematics and/or sci-
ence preparation is inadequate to allow them to take the next steps in
their education.

LI. New Educational Objectives 6

Throughout this Report, the Commission has asserted that American students
require a substantially improved background in mathematics, science and
technology. Many of the courses now taught in most American schools badly
need revision and updating; better trained teachers must have more up-to-date
courseware in order to teach effectively. These needs result from the explosion
of knowledge in scientific and mathematical fields, the availability of new .

technologies for the communication of this knowledge, the recent results of
cognitive and behavioral research about how students think and learn, and the
-failure of some leachers to keep their skills current. Some improvements can be
made in the short term by increasing high' school graduation and college
entrance requirements (see discussion above, pp 46-41). For the long term,
however, a continuing process of planning and review must be established at all
levels of America's educational systems. In the process, new educational
objectives will have to be set and thet. With this capacity, our educational
system may be able to avoid periodic crises.

The Commission sets forth herein a suggested set of educational objec-
tives. This should not be construed as a suggestion for the establishment ofa
national curriculum; rather these are guides that state and local officials might
use in developing curricula for local use.

are:

41

Factors that must now be considered in setting new educational objectives

The need to expand the focus of mathematics, science and technology
education from only the pre-professional to all students;

-a i
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Thee changes :in what students should know about mathematics, science
and technology;

availability of new commum d educational technologies;

The promise for education resulting from, recent work in the social and
behavioral sciences;

The tendency of the present system to motivate only the ,already
motivated and pre-professional students to continue to study and enjoy

the fields of mathematics angl the sciences;

The evidence that students entering primary school exhibit a, natural
curiosity about numbers and about the world around them, but are
discouraged from consideration of serious study in these fields early in
the elementary it ades due to inadequate teaching or lack of
motivation.'

In the Co ssion's discussions with a variety of groups, including the
education, business and government communities, very few endorsed an em-
phasis on specific job-related skills. Rather, there was_ general agreement that

our contemporary society requires youth who are "trainable," that is, who have
the capability of continuing to learn as changes take place in our society,
whether at work or elsewhere. Teaching specific job-related skills instead of
providing a strong general education is deemed ill-advised because specific job,

skills might be needed only for a shoit span .of time.

Suggestions for selection criteria, course topics and student outcomes are
presented in Exhibit B and summarized below. Many of these suggestions were
developed by conferences sponsored by the Commission. We are confident that

these suggestions: will move the Nation's educational systems in appropriate
directions. They are presented to stimulate further discussion and debate. The
Commission urges their careful review by organizations of scientists, mathe-
maticians, teachers, technologists and educational researchers.

Objectives for Mathematics Education

Mathematics is a way of thinking that opens doors to new knowledge in

virtually every field (e.g., art, music, social sciences) and is essential for
understanding the sciences. The applications of various aspects of mathematics

in the sciences and engineering are changing and will continue to change as
computers and calculators become ever more pervasive. The skills listed below
provide a base for the study of other disciplines and are considered essential for
the use of current technology and for further study in the mathematical sciences.

Analysis of current student performance in mathematicsparticularly the

use of mathematical skills in unfamiliar areasindicates that they are learning
to be technicians but not problem solvers. Opportunities should be provided for

41. Paul DeHart Hurd, "State of Precollege Education in Mathematics and Science," paper prepared

for the National Convocation on Precollege Educationin Mathematics and Science, Washington,

DC, _May 12-13 1982, sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences and the National

Academy of Engineering, Washington, DC.
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the application of arithmetic and mathematics in a variety of areasin the
natural and social sciences, in consumer-related experiences and in other real-
life situations where analysis through mathematics is possible. In this context,
computers and calculators make it possible topresent simulation as a problem-
solving tool with important applications in virtually every aspect of elementary
and secondary learning,

Mathematics instruction at the ekmentary level should be designed to
a. produce the following outcomes:

Comprehensive understanding of and facility with one-digit number
facts, place values, decimals, percentages and exponential notations; ,

Skill in informal mental arithmetic, estimation and approxiMation;
Ability to use calculators and computers selectively;

Basic understanding of elementary data analysis, simple statistics and
probability, and fractions;

Ability to use some algebraic symbolism and techniques;,
Thorough understanding of arithmetic operations and knowledge of

when each should be used.

At the secondary level there is a need to examine the content, emphasis,
and approaches of courses in algebra, geometry, precalcidus methods and
trigonometry. Some components in the traditional secondary school mathema-
tics curriculum have little importance in the light of new technologies. The
current sequence which isolates geometry in a year-long course, rather than
integrating aspects of geometry over several years with other mathematics
courses, must be seriously challenged. Sortie concepts ofgeometry are needed
by all students. Other components can be streamlined, leaving room. for
important new topics.

Discrete mathematics, elementary statistics and probability should now
be considered fundamental for all high school students.

The development of computer science _as well as computer technology
suggests new approaches to the teaching of all rnathematicsin which emphasis
should be on:

Algorithmic thinking as an essential part of problem-solving;

Student data-gathering and exploration of mathematical ideas in order to
facilitate learning mathematics by discovery.

New computer technology allows not only the introduction of pertinent
new material into the curriculum and new ways to teach traditional mathema-
tics, but it also casts doubt on the importance of some of the traditional
curriculum. Particularly noteworthy in this context at the secondary level are:

--Symbolic manipulation systems which-even now, but certainly far more
in the near future, will allow students to do symbolic algebra at a far
more sophisticated level than they can be expected to do with pencil and
paper;
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Computer graphics and the coming interactive videodisc systems which
will enable the presentation and manipulation of geometric and numeri-

cal objects in ways which should be usable to enhance the presentation

of much secondary school mathematical material,

We stress that the use of this technology and related software packages is

not a substitute for the understanding of the essential elements of mathematics,

but rather is a means to enhanCe understanding and stimulate creativity.

2. Objectives for Science and Technology Education

-Science and technology are integral parts of today's world. Technology, which

grows out of scientific discovery, has changed and will continue to change our
society. Utilization of science in the solution of practicalproblems has resulted

in complex social issues that must be intelligently addressed by all citizens.

Students must be prepared to understand technological innovation, the produc-

tivity of technology, the impact of the products of technology on the quality of

life, and the need for critical evaluation of societal matters involving the
consequences of technology.

Further, the nature of scientific inquiry and observation presents frequent

opportunities for experiencing success with original ideas. Such inquiry does
not require unique answers. Students canrightly and successfully report what

they have seen and found. This type of experience should be encouraged.

Businesses will require, to an increasing degree, people who are knowl
edgeable about science and technology. Science and technology instruction at
the elementary and secondary levels should be designed to produce the follow-

ing outcomes:

Ability to formulate questions about nature and seek answers from
observation and interpretation of natural phenomena;

Development of students' capacities for problem-solving and critical

thinking in all areas of learning;
Development of particular talents for innovative and creative thinking;

AvVareness of the nature and scope of a wide variety 'of science- and
technology-related careers open to students of varying aptitudes and

interests;

The basic academic knowledge necessary for advanced study by stu-

denes who are likely to pursue science professionally;

Scientific and technical knowledge needed' to fulfill civic respon-
sibilities, improve the student's own health and life and ability to cope

with an increasingly technological world;

Means for judging the worth of articles presenting scientific,
Conclusions.'
,

The materials for broadening science instruction to achieve these out-

comes must be developed and tests must be devised that will effectively
measure the degree to which these educational objectives are reached. It, will
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take time, talent and funds to develop these materials and tests. These will not
be forthcoming, however, unless top priority is given to effecting these changes
and providing teachers and students kith the needed new instructional
experiences.

In summary, students whd have progressed through the Nation's school
systems should be able to'use both the knowledge and products of science,
mathematics and technology in their thinking, their lives and their work. They
should be able to make inforthed choices regarding their own health and life-
styles based on evidence and reasonable personal preferences, after taking into
consideration short- and long-term risks and benefits of different decisions.
They should also be prepared to make similarly informed choices in the social
and political arenas.

C. Revamping the Curriculum

The Commission believes the 'schools will have to develop for allstudents new,
coherent patterns of K-12 mathematics, science and technology courses that are
explicitly designed to meet the new educational goals set forth in the previous
section. New science curricula that incorporate appropriate scientific and tech-
nological knowledge and are oriented toward practical issues are needed. They
also will provide an excellent way of fostering traditional basic skills. The
introduction of practical problems which require the collection of data, the
communication of results and ideas and the formulation and testing of solutions
or improvements would: (1) improve the use and understanding of calculation

. and mathematical. analysis; (2) sharpen the student's ability to communicate
verbally and to write precisely; (3) develop problem-solving skills; (4) impart-
scientific concepts and facts that can be related to practical applications; (5)
develop a respect for science and fechnology and more generally for quantita-
tive observation and thinking; and (6) stimulate an interest in many to enter
scientific, engineering and technical careers.

Curriculum content requires revision, not only to make the substancemore
meaningful to students and excite them, but also to incorporate new knowledge.
',For example, there is now a glaring absence of technology educatiOn in
American schoolsa lack of curricula, course materials, demonstrated teach-
ing methods and qualified teachers. The greater the degree to which all the
sciences and technology can be integrated in new curricular approaches, the
broader understanding in these fields will be.

The Commission firmly believes that thorough review of curricula should
not be a reaction to periodic crises. Rather, the Commission believes that a
process of continuous curricular review and updating (kindergarten through
12th grade) should be established. It should incorporate developments in various
disciplines, technology and,the latest understanding of the learning process.

Curriculum selection and presentation are primarily a state 'and local
responsibility--and often are very successful--but it is generally agreed that
optimum results usually require the coordinated efforts of experts from many
disciplines and fields. This effort is often difficult to mount at the local or even.
state level. Therefore, a process which includes national leadership must be
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established to evaluate present courses of study, propose new approaches and

promote their implenientation in the classrooms of the. Nation.

The National Science Foundation, which has. recognized expertise in
leading curriculum-development, should again take the leadership role
in promoting curriculum evaluation and development for Mathematics;
science and technology. The National Science Foundation should set up
a process to evaluate existing curricula, identify good curricula, dis-
seminate information, act as a clearinghouse and promote the develop-

ment of guidelineg for new curricula as necessary.

The professional societies in mathematics, science, engineering and
other technologies should play an active role in curriculum develop-

ment, review and revision.

There are numerous ways in which the National Science Foundation might
approach its part of this task. The Commission offers the following for serious
consideration as one possible mechanism:

A Mathematics, Science and Technology Curriculum Council might be
established in the National Science Foundation. Within the net 12
months this Council would begin a continuing process to maintain;a
broad overview of instructional material for elementary and secondary
education. To accomplish this, it would appoint and coordinate the

activities of committees to address:

Elementary Mathemhtics Elementary Science

Secondary Mathematics Secondary Science and TeChnology

The responsibility for each committee would include:

Recommendations regarding course Content for its subject area;

Recommendations regarding instructional design and methodologies,
including software and new hands-on approaches;

Critical review of the available texts and other teaching and resource
materials;

---Publication of these recommendations and evaluations;

=Identification of the areas whereiznproyed and/or new course materials
are needed and the exploration of new methodologies;

Identification of the areas where future research is needed in the design

- of curricula and the processes of teaching and learning.

Membership on these committees would consist of experts in the subject
Matter, including classroom teachers, representatives of professional Societies

and school boards, technical experts from bnsiness and government and aca-
demic educational researchers and instructors. The Commission recognizes that
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some of these groups have already mounted efforts in curriculum development.
They should be encouraged and given the opportunity for official consultation to
facilitate implementation of new courses of study.'

A% the work of the committees proceeds and areas for development and
implementation are identified, the Curriculum Council would add members
representing publishers and associations of higher education, as necessary, to
encourage the development and transfer of these ideas to actual material for the
classroom. The Council and committees might work with demonstration cen-
ters widely dispersed around the country to evaluate new approaches. In areas
where magnet schools or other exemplary schools or programs have been
established, these might serve as the test centers. These test centers could play a
key role in the dissemination of information on good curricula and should serve
as sites for the training of teachers to use these curricula.

Content development efforts must include participation of practicing
scientists, engineers and teachers, who can be organized through their profes-
sional organizations, particularly those that have teachers and other academi-
cians among their active members. These efforts should make use of educa-
tional tecluiology'and be closely correlated with software developers to find
means to interest and excite students in mathematics, science and technology at
the earliest grade possible. In considering appropriate curricula,,,the Commis-
sion strongly suggests that particular attention be paid to the new information
and communication technologies which are revolutionizing our society. It is
critical that all students gain an understanding of the operation and capabilities
of computers, since this technology has become an integral part of our society
and is becoming more important as time passes. States should require teachers
to have computer skills. Students should have significant exposure to computers
by the fourth grade and should have at least one semestet of training in the use of
computers by the tenth grade. Computer programming will become a tool for
learning mathematics, science and technology, for learning autonomy and for
learning the spirit of intellectual play. Thus, the Commission recommends:

States should take steps to ensure that all teachers and all students have
access to such training.

School districts should develop explicit plans to achieve computer
literacy, since these goals must ultimately be implemented at the local
level.

42. As a bridge between professional mathematicians, scientists and teachers, the Nation'sprofes-
sional societies occupy a unique position. They should play an important role in any effort to
improve our educational system in mathematics, science and technology. This Commission has
encountered many outstanding programs which are currently being operated by professional
societies to help teachers and to motivate students. For example, theprograms of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, the American Association for EngineeringEduca-
tion7 the American Association of. Physics Teachers, the American Chemical Society, the
Ameriban Society for Engineering Education, the Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engi-
neers, the Mathematical -Association of Amerida, the National Association of Biology Teachers,
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, the National Science Teachers Association and
the National Society of Professional Engineers are all noteworthy. "A summary of programs
provided by the professional societies is presented in Exhibit A.
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Business should be invited to take part in cooperative programs which
involve resource sharing and contributions of equipment.

Individuals with expertise from business,/ government and the higher
education community should take an active role in teaching both

students and teachers about computers.

In addition, the Commission has found that curricula for separate technol-
ogy courses are virtually nonexistent, and material about modem technology is

generally poorly integrated into the sciencecurriculum. Recent studies reported
tc. the Commission have placed particular emphasis on the need for materials ,
dealing with technology at grades 8 and 9. The Commission, therefore,.-:
recommends:

The National Science Foundation should support the development of

courses.es to meet this need, utilizing expertise from business both in
determining course' content and in formulating plans for using local
technologists to assist in presenting the material.

Finally, in developing revised curricula, educators should strive to incor-

porate the latesOnformation on the teaching andieamingTrocesses. The rapid
growth of psychological knowledge holds some promise foiiMproving instruc-
tional methods. Indee4, collaborative research between cognitive psychologists
and researchers in mathematics and science education should be encouraged to

test new concepts under classroom conditions. Consequently, the Commission

recommends:

Research into the processes of teaching and learning should be sup-
ported with Federal funds at both the basic level and the level of
classroom application. This research should further the recent progress
in the cognitive sciences, and particular research projects should inves-

tigate

.....--

the integration of educational technologies into the processes of
teaching and learning.
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THE PROMISE OF THE NEW INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES

Modem information technologies offer a tremendous potential for improving
education and could revolutionize the education process. In the past decade,
computers have become universal devices with applications in numerous areas.
The microprocessor in particular is.likely to affect education as dramatically as
it has every ()tar facet of our Yves. Television, via satellite, cable and: closed
circuit, now providsonedented flexibility in the transmission of informa-
tion to almost any location. Interactive communications, coupling television
with microprocessors and videodiscs, and comp u eQuaphierg are offering new
and exciting possibilities for the improvement of teaching and learning. If the
promise of these technologies becomes a reality, the scale of financial and
human resources required. for elementary and secondary education would be
substantially reduced, while improving the effectiveness of the process.

The benefit of these new technologies is already' being realized in other
sectors. The military is 'pioneering the use of computer_simulations, input-
output deNices and videodiscs for training. Industry, business and universities
are using the technology for retrieval oI data transmission of information and
training of personnel. In fact, develop-lents are occurring so rapidly that it is
difficult to, assess the actual state of the art in many areas. Almost any statement
made today will, therefore, be obsolete in a few years, if not months.

How, then, can new technologies best be used in elementary and second;
ary education? The_computer is already being used in the classroom to develop
computer literacy, improve student motivation, enhance rates of learning,
provide assistance for teacher shortages and dificiencies, provide higher-leVel
instructional opportunities for 'disadvantaged and isolated students, improve
administrative efficiency and increase teacher efficiency. (Some examples of the
effective use of these technologies in schools and classrooms are presented in
Exhibit E.) The Commission found that interest is high and, as shown in the
following table, use of this equipment ls.increasing rapidly.
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,School Use of Microcomputers for Instruction
Year No. qf Schools

t October 1981 15,318

October 1982 24,696

October 1983 54,050 (estimated)

Note: The data forOctober 1983 are estimated on a sample of 29,880 out of a total of 82.884 schools {public, private and Catholic)
reporting as of 23 August 1983. The estimated nuns er of microcomputers (average) per school is 4.3 for elementary. schools, 7.2
for junior high schools, 10.4 for senior high schools and 9.7 for combines( K-12 schools. On this basis. approximately 350,(X/0
microcomputers are. estimated to be used for instruction (grades K-I2) across the country.

Source: The data. generated by telephone survey, arc provided by John F. Hood, Vice Plesident of Market Data Retrieval, Wcsipor t,

CT 0()880...

A. Educational Uses of the Computer

Many technOlogies have been applied to education; however, the computer is

unique because it permits a high degree of interaction with the user. The current
educational uses of microcomputers fall into three general categories: learning
about computers, through computers and with computers.

1. Learning About Computers

In a beginning stage, computer literacy is simply learning about computers
how to use them and how they benefit society. At a more advanced stage,
computer literacy includes computer programming. Computer programming is
important because it provides a marketable skill and ,encourages students to
think algorithmically and develop problem-solving skills. Alarge number of
time consuming administrative tasks could be handled by computers.

2. Learning Through Computers

The major focus of research and development in educational computing
ledrning through computers(measured in effort and dollars-spent) has beenon
drill-and-practice, diagnostic testing, and question-and-answer tutorials. This
mode of computer use has several attractions:

4

There is a body of research attesting to the effectiveness of this mode of
learning compared to conventional instruction.

Teachers are able to develop their own learning materials with relative
ease, with authoring languageS, like PILOT, permitting them to tailor
the material to the seeds of their students and giving the students, e.

feeling of-control and "ownership."

The cost of developing materials in -this mode is moderate.

This mode is, well-Suited to home-based learning, because it involves a
one-on-one relation between the student-and the computer and because
there is little need for teacher intervention' during a lesson.

, It permits each student to learn at his/her own pace.

3. Learning with Computers

The most promising use of computers in learning environments, both,
formal and informal, is the use of the computer as a tool of instruction and an
environment within which learning can occur (Materials generated for this,
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mode generally are more expensive to produce because they require a wide
range of talents and expertise not found in a single individual; however, they
offer rich opportunities for learning of concepts and procedural skills, as well as
development of the student's intellect..

This mode has several components including:

Microworlds, which are cybernetic environments within which. ele-
ments may be combined according to given rules;

Educational games, including adventure games, which develop reading
comprehension and problem-solving skills;

Microcomputer-based instrumentation systems which permit explora-
tions of real-world phenorhena;

Data bases to increase information available to students; .

Tools, including graph-plotting routThes- , word processing., spread-sheet
programs, znd general purpose problem-solvers;

Special purpose computer languages, like LOGO, which permit crea-
tion of learning environments that foster development if the child's
intellect;

Simulations, which create flexible universes within which the student
may experimentally discover properties of the real ,world;

Discovery learning in mathematics, which provides a more active and
self-directed learning environment within. which the student can dis-
cover properties of mathematical functions and operations.

. These applications of 3ters are exciting. However, four notes of
caution are necessary. Fin :2o.rnrriission haS observed a substantial gap in
perception as to the utility of these systems between the producers and the
.teachers who must apply them. Producers must provide materials that are
appropriate to teachers' ,needs, and teachers must.be provided with the neces-
sary training to apply thit7 technology effectively.

Secr--1 economically advantaged students often have access to computer
system, 'le or in schools, and thus learn to use the Computer as an effective
tool. Th umstaticc is seen as potentially increasing the gap between
economically advantaged and dif;,advantaged students. Disadvantaged students
may have only ed access to computers, and then only in school for drill and
practice. Equal access for all segments of the student population to the best
technology availaKI clearly an important issue.43 Rapid growth in the number

43. Schools in poorc! itistricts were 25 percent less likely to own microcomputers than other districts.
About 70 percet of Schools in wealthy districts own microcomputers: 40 percelit of poorer .

schools have tfr,-, equipment. The number of microcomputers in homes doubled froin 1982 to
1983, reachirt .'out 4 mitlion homes; no doubt the greatest percentage is in the more affitz''./.
homes. (Finding . Aputers in schools released by Market Data Retrieval. Inc.,
Cr.. Gallup and surveys trported in Time, May 23, 1983, p. 61.)
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of computers available in the schools may ameliorate such unequal distribution.

Third, computers are at their current level of development, edudational
tools to assist teachers. They are not replacements for teachers.

Fourth, some currently available software is not of high quality and is
difficult to integrate with the curriculum. Many teachers have had unsatisfactory
experiences with inadequate software. Improved programs are becoming avail-
able and much better programs are expected.

B. Guiding the Development of-Educational Technologies

The Commission finds that the new information technologies offer great poten-
tial for improving the clasroom environment, particularly in mathematics,
science and technology. These technologies can'play an important role in short-
and long-term efforts to resolve the crises facing K-12 education, including
teacher retraining and the alleviation of teacher shortages. Therefore, the
Commission recommends that policies promoting the use of educational tech-
nologies be encouraged by:

0 The National Science Fetridation, which has recognized expertise in
supporting educational applications of new technologies," should
again take the leadership role in evaluating the status of developments in
this area. This should include such action as determining needed
initiatives, supporting prototype, demonstrations, disseminating infor-
mation on Model materials and practices, and supporting research on
integration of educational technologies with the curriculum.

,There are numerous ways in which the National Science Foundation might
approach its part of this task. The Commission,offers the following for serious
consideration as one possible mechanism: . -

A Council for Technology Application in Education might be estab-
lished by the National Science Foundation. The Council would consist
of Professionals drawn from authorities on the use of technology In
education, including classroom teacheri, representatives of professional
societies, and experts from appropriate businesses, industries and
universities.

This group would advise and oversee National Science Foundation initia-
tives in this area including:

Initiatives to.develop the most effective uses of these new technologies
for teaching and learning. Research and development efforts should

44. During the 1960's.and 1970's, the National Science Foundation supported a number of significant
development efforts that facilitated the use of several of the information technologies for
educational purpoSeS.-Among the developments resulting from such National Science Founda-
tion support are: the computer languages BASIC and LOGO; CONDUIT as a clearinghouse for
computer courseware; the PLATO hardware and software and authoring system; the Huntington II
software to supplement existing high school courses; the prototype demonstration of the intel-
ligent videodisc; and e range of software and courseware options in science and mathematics
ranging from the,pre-school to college levels.

The National Science Foundation has consistently been able to c-aw on leaders of the computer
and communication industries, professional societies and the pm wrsities to participate in its
short- and long-range planning formulations. -
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bring together teachers and curriculum experts, cognitive scientists,
mathematiciarls, scientists, engineers and experts from business and
industry. Federal resources should not preempt the ,initiatives currently
being taken by the private sector in this area and should not duplicate or
restrain such efforts. New approaches should be tested with students in
school classrooms before extensive implementation is attempted.

----Research, which would otherwise not result in, the near term from
private efforts, to provide a solid base of knowledge to permit effective
utilization of modern educational technology and integration into the
curriculum of mathematics and science courses.

The deVelopment of,mathematics, science-and technology curricula that
can integrate computer systems and supporting materials effectively.
Grants should be provided to- supporT research and development in
critical areas that private industry is riot pursuing and for small business

. innovative research projects which 'are, appropriate iy these areas.

Encouraging the private sector, science and technology centers, govern-
ment agencies and colleges andcuniversities to collaborate in training
practicing tekhers in the utilization of high technology systems. Spe-
cial out-of-school training programs, in-service programs, computer
conferences and other such training resources need to. be developed.
Training programs for schools of education and liberal arts colleges also
need to be 'Put in place for our future teachers.

Encouraging and assisting school systems to acquire computers, soft-
ware and instructional materials. Business should not only expand the
many programs they are currently supporting, but also develop new
approaches. The National Science Foundation and other Federal agen-
cies should assist in making the highest quality software available on the
broadest possible scale. States, too, have an important role to play. They
should forge cooperative'efforts with industry to provide equipment and
training (especially in computer literacy) to local schdol systems, public
institutions of higher learning and other programs. As part of these
various efforts, special attention should be devoted to, ensuring that
students from all segments of society have equal access to the best
technology available.

Developing training materials for school administrators in the use and
management of educationl technology.

Developing training materials for parents in the educational use of home
computers.

C. Utilizing Information Technologies

A variety of steps can aid.in effectively tapping the promise of the information
technologies. Therefore, the Commission recommends:

The States should consider establishing regional teacher education and
'cornputer centers for the demonstration of and training in new tech-
nologies. These centers could also coordinate the evaluation of hard-



ware and software and make information available to teachers on what
specific products are available.

The use of computers and othe'r high technology equipment in the
classroom should be managed so that students receive both the benefits
of the equipment and increased familiarity with this technology. In
particular, courses in computer literacy should take into .account the
availability of this equipment for instructional purposes.

The use of 'computer management techniques to relieve science and
mathematics teachers of excessive administrative burdens and to make
more of their time available for teaching should be pursued.

Top executives in firms which make up the computer communication
and information retrieval and transfer industries should develop plans
which, in a good, economical and quick way, enable school systems to
use the technology.

The national and state education councils and local school boards
should work with local school districts and individual schools in
developing goals and plans for implementing computer managed in-
struction and other technologies in mathematics, science- and other
appropriate courses. These councils should Make a particulareffort to
utilize the expertise \ of executives and technical specialistS from the
computer and communications industry and appropriate professional
societies. In this manner, these new technologies can be directly applied
to achieving the educational goals and objectives set forth in this Report
by 1995.
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INFORMAL EDUCATION

Much that affects the quality of formal education occurs outside the classroom
and beyond the control of the school-7-a great deal of learning takes place
unintentionally and unconsciously through casual reading and experiences. The
process has been referred to as informal or experiential learning and offers an
important opportunity for improvement in our overall education'al system. Such
opportunities are particularly helpful for the sciences and technology.

There are children who have had little experience with tools and toys that
develop problem-solving and manipulative skills, who have had little guided
experience with physical and biological phenomena that are all around them,
and who believe that science is extremely difficult and that scientists are strange
people. Such children are poor candidates for mathematics or science in the
classroom. Unfortunately, the great majority of American children today fit this
description.

Thus, while out-of-school acivities and informal learning provide a
special enrichment value for the gifted and talented, they have an even greater
significance for the average student. The child who has regUlarly attendedzoos,
planetaria and science museums, hiked along nature trails and built model
airplanes and telescopes is infinitely better prepamd for (and more receptive to)
understanding the relevance of and learning aboutiihe physical and
biological sciences.

Formal education must be supplemented by a wide range of activities that
can reinforce the lesions of the classroom and lend meaning and relevance to the
rigor and discipline of formal study. The Commission believes that all students
need the best introduciion to science through a wide variety of early experience
and information. The environment for informal learning should be as rich as
possible. Yet few children are exposed to'tenough of these stimulating and
preparatory experiences. Many communities lack convenient access to science
museums and hobbies, and even the best science museums are seriously limited
by inadequate funds for their educational activities.

Therefore, the Commission recommends:

Youth organizations, museums, broadcasters and other agents of infor-
mal education should cooperate with school districts and each other to
provide a rich environment for early and continued learning and
motivation outside of the schools.

Perhaps the most pervasive medium of informal learning today is through
broadcasting; even young children watch almost four hours of television daily.
Indeed, in an increasing number of homes both parents work and children return
home each afternoon and are exposed to commercial television programs which
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often present a grossly distorted, and generally negative, picture of science. A
few efforts to convey the facts and excitement of science by this media,
however, have been successful.

One such example is "3--1 Contact," a daily science program for 8-12
year olds which is viewed in over 23 million homes. The series costs less than
one cent per viewing and is used as a classroom supplement by roughly a half-
million teachers.. The Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. has begun a special science
program based on the TV series and over 10,000 science badges were awarded
in Washington, D.C. alone during the first year. Almost a million children read
related magazines and books----entirely funded by private sources. Nonetheless,
although corporate and public-television contributions total over $10 million per
year, "3-2-1 Contact" and similar series are basically dependent upon Federal
funding for their existence. The Commission also recommends:

Science broadcasts are an important and cost-effective vehicle of infor-
mal Darning und should continue to receive substantial Federal invest-
ment and support.

Businesses, private foundations and others should increase their sup-
port for such programs in the commercial, as well as the public,
broadcasting areas. They should particularly encourage programming
of such material by local stations and promote appropriate educational
objectives for this programming.

Federal regulation of commercial stations- should include, at a time
convenient from the point-of-view of the student, a required period of
educational programming for children.

Cable, and focal TV stations should assist with teacher training and
publicity to increase the public awareness of and, attendance at science
museums and technology centers.

Corporations should provide special support to promote the efforts and
audienceS of institutions like public broadcasting and science museums.

Although broadcasting offers an exciting and cost-effeCtive means to
supplement the experience of large numbers of children; it remains a passive
and vicarious activitylimited in its ultimate effect until complemented by
direct, "hands -on" experiences. The background and stimulus of television
should be matched by the direct "hands-on" activities of science museums and
clubs. Recreational science activities, youth organizations, reading and person-
al experiences are the indispensable route to experiential learning.

Museums provide an especially important location for such activities. The
attendance at science museums and related institutions totals roughly 150
million per year--=-almost as large as all other museums combined and more
than the combined annual attendance at baseball, football and basketball ganies.
Attendance at the Air and Space Museum is almost as large as Disney World,
and attendances of several million people at large science museums are
common.

In recent years, an increasing number of museums have seen education as
their primary role lind have .?1:-!--/eloped a wide variety of entertainir' :glands-
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on" experiences that have helped to attract these enormous audiences. Many
integrate science, technology, art and history in a manner that contributes to
classroom education in a number of areas. Many science museums have
established substantial teacher training activities and weekend and evening
programs for all types of science hobbies.

Most museums are largely supported by private funds and they have
consistently recruited exceptionally talented and well-trained teachers. Status
and morale are generally high. The wide variety of innovative programs, the
creative displays, the links to school activities, the large attendances and the
large cadres of volunteers are the envy of other countries. American science
museums are considered a model throughout the world and are copied
assiduously.

Yet few museums offer more than a portion of the spectrum of programs
and services that have been proven and demonstratedlargely because local
funding has reached the limits of its ability. The Commission, therefore,
recommends:

Science museums should serve as a focus for community interest in
informal. learning about science and technology. Science museums, 5
whenever possible, should offer a full range of activities and oppor-
tunities to pursue science hobbies, teacher-training programs, weekend
and evening programs for parents and children, andopportunities for
"hands-on" experience to complement the stimulus and background
experience provided by such media as television and reading.

The Federal government should provide supplementary support for
museum education activities in mathematics, science and technology at
a level that will encourage a rich spectrum of activities and options.

LoCal business groups should work with museums to encourage, sup-
port aild publicize their education activities.

Institutions like libraries, voluntary .youth Organizations, the Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts, the Audubon Society and similar science and
technology related groups should work with museums-and schools to
'enrich thecenvironrnent for informal learning.

Private industry and businesses, the military and other governmental
agencies should create programs and opportunities which let children
see science and technology in actual operation in their plants and
installations.

Finally, in broadcasting and Museum activitiesas well as journalism,
magazines and other vehicles of informal educationit is important to recog-
nize that "adult" and "children's" materials are inextricably interwoven. A
substantial part of their value and impact reflects the fact that they are a joint
learning experience,' and a rich environment is valuable to both. If parents and
adults understood more, and were more aware of science and technology, the
problemS of guidance and counseling in our schools would be far less difficult.
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HOW THE NATION SHOULD FINANCE NEEDED .

EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS IN ELEMENTARY
AND SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

The Commission has not made a comprehensive analysis of the costs of
elementary and secondary education in the United States. Educational finance
in America is a complex matter, with support coming mainly from state and
local govemMents, coupled with some assistance fr rn-th&ederal government,
industry, foundations and other sources-.. otal expenditures for public elemen-
tary and secondary education for the last four years are summarized in the
following table:

TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION*

School Year'
1979-80

Billions %

School Year
1980-81

Billions %

School Year'
1981-82

Billions %

School Year'
1982-83

Billions . %

1. The Federal Government' $ 9.5 9.8 $ 9.6 9:3 $ 9.7 8.6 $ 9.0 7.7

2. The States, including District of $45.1 46.8 $ 48.8 47.4 $ 53.6 47.7 $ 57.6 49.0
Columbia, and other territorial
governments

3. All local political subdivisions
and school districts below the
state level

$41.5 43.1 $ 44.2 43.0 $ 48.8 43.4 $ 50.6 43.0

4. Other, including foundations,
business, etc.

$ 0.3 0.3 $ 0.3 0.3, . $ 0.3 0.3 $ 0.4 0.3

TOTAL: $96.4 100% $102.9 100% $112.4 100% 117.6 100%

The estimated amounts spent for prhote elementary-iiid secondary school education for the school years 1979-80 and 1982-83 were $12.2 and $15.3 billion, respectively.
Source: National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) (to be published in the 1983 Digest of Education Statistics%)

b Source: Digest of Education Statistics 1982. NCES.
These are the latest figures availaide from NCES (to be published in the 1983 bigesr).

a In addition to estimates for "regular" schools, data include estimates for "other" schools, such as subcollegiate departments of institutions of higher education, residential
schools for exceptional children, Federal schools for Indians, and Federal schools on military posts and other Federal installations. For example, the Federal expenditures for
1979-80 were estimated to total 59.5 billion. Of that total. $3.4 billion Came from the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (Title 1-now referred to asChapter I-allocates
funds to school districts on the basis of the number of students from low income families; these monies are then spent to assist educationally deprived youngsters); 53.2 billion from
the school lunch, milk and child feeding programs; $0.66 billio; from school assistance in Federally affected areas; 50.36 billion from the vocational education acts: $0.13 billion
from the Emergency School Assistance Act; and 51.8 billion from other Federal programs.



Consonant with its original mandate from the National Science Board, the
Commission has formulated a set of recommendations that call for actions and
initiatives at the Federal level. The estimated cost of the recommendations listed
in Exhibit C is $l.5145 billion in the first full year of their institution.' In total,
the cost of these new Federal initiatives is modest in comparison to the $9.0
billion spent last year in Federal assistance to elementary and secondary
education.

Inefficiencies, where found, elimination of unsuccessful ..and duplicative
efforts and more effective expenditures of governmental funds might reduce (at
the margins) present levels of Federal, state and local spending:47 And many of

ithe Commission's recommendations will result, in the long term, in a better
quality of services being delivered at a lower overall net cost to society. It is
mandatory that a search for all such savings and the elimination of unnecessary
expenditures be undertaken immediately by each level of government (with help
from the private sector)." The public will not tolerate waste if, at the same time,
it is called upon to increase significantly its support for education. Any
perception of waste, whether well founded or not, will reduce the public zeal for
changes which require' additional governmental outlays..

Even after such possible savings are realized, however, the Commission is
certain that, at least in the short term, more public money must be spent to
accomplish the goals and objectives set forth-in this Report by 1995. In addition
to determining the required overall net increase in spending, the difficult and
equally crucial question of what portion should be borne by the Federal
government must be addressed. The Federal government has an,interest in the
overall functioning of the elementary and secondary school system, and, in
appropriate circumstances, this interest warrants Federal assistance to aid in the
establishment, maintenance and support of such schools. This belief is based
upon recognition that, inter alia:

45. During their initial year, the initiatives set:forth in this plan will require a Federal appropriation of
$1-.51 billion. During succeeding yars this figure will declineto approximately $680 million in
the second year and $331 million in the sixth year. The initial Federal appropriation of $1.51
billion includes $829 million to help state and local governments initiate some 2000 exemplary
mathematics, science and technology programs in elementary and secondary schools. These
hinds would be distributed over a period of three years at a rate of about $276 million per year, but
immediate authorizations and appropriations are required to establish the scale of the program and
provide the necessary credibility and assurance to state andiocal governments.

46. Since this Report is limited to necessary improvements in mathematics, science and technology, it
does not reflect additional costs, if any, which might be required to improve elementary and
secondary education in other disciplines. Some of these costs, however, will not have to be
incurred since certain of the Federal costs delineated in Exhibit C will undoubtedly result in
system-wide improvements which will enhance education in all areas.

47. For example, there are reports that in certain States the population of students of K-12 age may
decrease as much as 30 percent in the next five years. School administrators might be able to
reduce operating costs as a result.

48. Such reviews, necessary recommendations and initial implementation of recommendations
should be accomplished by August 31, 1984.
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(a) Prepared citizens (especially in science, mathematics and technology
as well as other basic academic and technical subjects) are required for the
operation of the Nation's essential industries and services, the ability of those
industries to compete internationally and for military. security. Such preparation
is also necessary to-enable an informed public to consider, discuss and judge
intelligently the major issues facing the Nation today, many of which have a
mathematical, scientific and technological thrust.

(b) Some Federal activities and requirements place additional costson the
local school system (e.g., impacts created by the stationing of Federal facilities
like military bases in the school district, Federal racial desegregation, anti-
poverty and anti-handicap policies and regulations.)

(c) Federal involvement is necessary when certain critical skills are
extremely short or when there is a great need for an urgent program to produce
vital talent in the Nation (e.g., shortages of trained doctors or other medical
personnel in wartime, or the national response to Sputnik.)

(d) Improperly or inadequately trained high school graduates increase the
cost of training for those inducted into the defense forces..

Thus, the Federal government is perceivedas having at least some respon-
sibilities to ensure that' ts citizens are trained to meet the demands of the
workplace and a society thai increasingly require mathematical, scientific and
technological skills and understanding.

This Commission does not believe, however, that these and other consid-
erations lead to the conclusion that the Nation now expects the Federal govern-
ment to assume the primary responsibility for supplying financial support for
new educational activities at the elementary and secondarytchool level required
to accomplish the 1995 objective. Americans live under a Federal Constitutional
system which reserves certain powers and functions to the States-Throughout
its history, the Nation has accepted and supported the premise that the principal
responsibility for creating, maintaining and Operating elementary and second-
ary school systems belongs to the States and local governments. The Corrunis-
sion believes, therefore, that there) a national consensus that (exCTt in unusual
circumstances) state and local governments.should bear most of jh'e expense of
elementary and secondary education, including costs of buildings, textbooks,
teachers and administrators:

The Commission also recognizes that it would not discharge its tespon-
sibility by merely recommending increased Federal expenditures, because;
simply stated; it will never happen, and if it did, it would not Comple,tely solve
the problem and might just result in the waste of some Federal dollars..The
Federalgovernment already has an enormous annual deficit. Federal allocations
to the States 'and -schools are often accompanied by paperwork and control
which many school districts already claim are excessive. Most importantly,
excessive Federal intrusion might deter or prevent the implementation of
imaginative plans which the Commission knows local school districts are
capable of developing.
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The Commission does not recommend, therefore, that the Federal govern-
ment supply all of the necessary new funds. As previously stated, however, the
Commission does recommend Federal funding for certain specific programs as
set forth in Exhibit C. In addition, new approaches Must be stimulated by the
Federal government to aid state and local districts in the discharge of their
responsibilities. _

In order to develop the financial approaches required and to make the
determinations called for in deciding how the costs of public education should
be shared by all sectors, the Commission recommends:

The President should immediately establish a Council on Educational
Financing, which would examine the methods through which the
Nation could marshal the resources to implement the Commission's
recommendations. The function of the Council would be (1) to deter-
mine which levels of government are responsible for providinfg the
funds required to implement the recommendations, and (2) to suggest
devices that will protect States and local governmental bodierwhich
assume a share of the responsibility for implementing arty or all of these
recommendations from,anti-competitive tax disadvantages."

In order to do this, the Council would need to determine: (a) just how much
funding is needed to implement all of the recommendations, (b) what part of
these funds, if any, can be recouped through increased efficiency and the
elimination of unnecessary present programs,. (c)which levels of government
should assume responsibility fdr the remaining financial shortfall, and (d) what
types of revenue measures are required to raise the needed funds.

Thegouncil would be instructed to render a report with conclusions and
recommendations to the President and the Congress 'on or before August 31,
1984.

49. As noted in a Washington Post editorial of August 6,1983, States and localities which want to
raise taxes in order to provide additional goveinmental services are placed at a serious short-term
disadvantage because existing businesses may relocate to States with lower tax rates and new
industries are lesslikely to settle in the State. A self' - perpetuating problem is created. As indUstry
leaves and the tax base is eroded, the State is forced to consider even higher taxes simply to
maintain existing services. Therefore, it is essential that the Council on Educational Financing
consider innovative approaches to ensure that anti-competitive tax disadvantages among the
States are eliminated. For example, a tentative idea which the Council should consider is whether
& Federal government could impose a tax which would not be effective, if the state government
imposed a tax at one-half the Federal rate. In other words, this is a scheme under which the
Federal government would induce the States to raise additional money, but it is done in such a way
that the Federal government is in no way involved in the collection or allocation of the funds. It
would be a state tax. Yet no State would be placed at .'a competitive tax disadvantage,,since any
Slate that failed to enact the tax would suOjett its citizens to a higher tax payable to the Federal
government. This idea is not a recommendation of this COmmission. Rather, it is only an
illustration which the Commission hopes would induce members of the Council to think of
imaginative ways to raise the additional ,resources required by the recommendations in this
Report.
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EXHIBIT A

LISTING OF PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES REVIEWED
BY THE COMMISSION.

Following is a representative listing of programs and activities that have been
reviewed .1' ft; National Science Board Commissiot(on Precollege Education
in Mathematics, Science and Technology. Itwas not p4ssible to include all of the
many inte ;sting prni:;:ams that have come to the attention of the Commission.
The list is organized. according to the sector playing the major initiating or
management role, although many programs inwlve partnerships anPng multi-
ple groups or sector.

Federal Government

A Federal presence and interest in precollege education extends as far back as
the Ordinance of '1785 setting aside public lands for. the support of schools in
every township. .A broad national interest in an educated public, concern about,
manpower in health, agriculture, science and engineering, and defense, and
more reeently--about% equal access to education, have helped shape major
Federai commitments to education.

Princitx. responsibility for elementary and secondary education rests with
state and local governments. The Federal share of expenditures in this area has
always been less than-10 percent of the total cost and today amounts to 7.7
percent. Where there has been a strong national interest and a need for focused
national leadership, goals and resources, the Federal government has histor-.
ically assumed greater responsibility.

The Commission has discussed precollege education issues and perspec-
tives with representatives of the Executive Office of/the President (Office of
Management and Budget ancl Office of Science and Technology Policy) and
with congressional staff members. It has received detailed presentations on past
and planned programs from the National Science Foundation, the Department
of Education, and the Department of Defense, including the programs listed
below. Many other Federal agencies with 'cience-related missions, such as the
Departments of Commerce, Energy, and Health and Human Servit, es, and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, have programs involving
mathematics and science in the ,,ehools. These often incliide summer intern-



ships and employment; visiting lecturers, and field trips, as well as support for
programs using technology in education. Also, many of the programs and
activities listed under other sectors rec,:ived support from Federal sources.

Department of Defense: U.S. Army's Junior Science and Humanities
Symposium, Research'and Engineering Apprenticeship and Uninitiated Intro-
duction to Engineering Programs for socially and economically disadvantaged
students, support for science and engineering fairs and the U.S. Mathematical
Olympiad. U.S. Navy's JOBS program and Educator Orientation Visit pro-
gram. U.S. Air Force's Project Tech 2000, AeroSpace Education Foundation,
and Explorer Posts. U.S. Defense Communication Agency's National Science
Center for Communication And Electronics and project LINK for direct broad-
casting to schools. Defense Department activities also include a presentation
that stresses the skills, including a knowledge of mathematics and science, 'that
new recruits need to have, which will be available to#unior high schools, and the.
Partnership in Educational Development 'Program with computer companies,
which focuses on ROTC high schools.

Department of Education: The Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, later the
Vocational Education Act; the National Defense Education Act of 1958 to
improve the teaching of science, mathematics, and foreign languages at pre-
college levels, Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,
allocating funds to school districts with concentrations of low-income children,
to meet the special needs of educationally,deprived children (now Chapter I of
the Education Consoi: -:ation and Improvement Act of 1981), and the Education
for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, to provide greatly increased assis-
tance to the handicapped for educational ,access . -

National Science Foundation: Summer and In-Service Teacher Institutes
for Elementary. and Secondary School Teachers, Summer Fellowships for
Secondary School Teachers, Research Participation for Secondary School
Teachers, Elementary and Secondary School Course Content Improvement,
Cooperative College-School Science, Elementary and Secondary Materials
Development, Instructimal Improvement Implementation, Student Science
Training, Resource Centers for Science and Engineering, programs for women,
minorities and handicapped in science and engineering, and Public Understand-
ing of Science.

State Governments

There are rapidly developing initiatives at the state government level that
address elementary and secondary education in mathematics, science and
technology. Two concerns are uppennost:,(1) Most States believe their ability to
attract high technology industries and adapt to technological change in tradi-
tional occupations is crucial to their economic future. (2) These States generally
believe. that the availability of well trained scientists and engineers arid a high
quality work' force, both of -hicks directly concern education, are crucial to
achieving these ends.

State programs deal with the entire range of problems in mathematics,
science and technology education. The areas where Spites have especially great
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leverage are: standards for teacher certification, which they deterrni!tc: require-
ments for high school graduation; endorsements of particular curricula and
texts; and, increasingly, statem ide competency testing of teachers and students.
Addition"' afonnation about state programs appears in the volume of 'source
materials accompanying this Report.

Alabama: This State was one of 'the first to adopt a scholarship and loan
program for mathematics-and science teachers. The State has also provided that
teachers may take content programs in the subject they teach rather than
approved education programs to obtain advanced certification.

Alaska: The Governor's Task Force on Effective Schooling resulted in
plans for increased local review of school needs and more assessment of student
perfortriance to be carried out with technical assistance from the State. The
"Learn Alaska" program uses satellite technology from four transmitter sites
for courses on Mathematics, biology, and other subjects.

.Arizona: The Governor's Six-Point Program for Academic Excellence in
precollege mathematics, science and technology includes higher state univer-
sity admissions requirementS, mathematics and science centers at the state
universities, summer institutes for teacher training, a computer literacy require-
ment for precollege teacher certification, and the use of industry mathemati-
cians and scientists in the classroom.

California: The investment in People program seeks to strengthen mathe
matics, science, and computer instruction in elementary and secondary
schools. It includes demonstration projects, summer institutes, curriculum
efforts, computer training and software evaluation.. A "Mentor" teacherPro-
gram was recently enacted providing higher pay and additional responsibilities
for assisting other teachers together with higher starting salaries for all teachers.
The State Board of Education has-passed a resolution urging at least three years
o9mathematics, two years of science, and one semester of cOmputer science for
every high school student.

- Connecticut: The Department of Education's Distinguished Citizens Task
Force on Quality 'leaching issued recommendations-in 1983 to improve recruit-
ment and retention of high' quality teachers particidarly, in mathematics and
science.

Delaware: TheGovemo has recently appointed a Task Force to recom-
.mend steps for improving the schools', and the Delaware Board of Education has
appointed another grottp to study the problem of teacher shortages in mathema-
tics and science. The Jobs for American Graduates progiam, involving
customized training for specific jobs, was developed through.a committee of
corporate and educational leaders and is now a model for other States.

Florida: The Governor's Commission on Secondary Schools has recently
issued a report with recommendations for teacher training and high school
graduation requirements, which includes three years each of mathematics and
science. Task Forces led 6y the House Speaker and-Senate President have also
made recommendations to the Florida legislature to upgrade student .perfor -'
mance, encourage students to enter mathematics and science teaching, and raise
teacher certification requirements.
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Georgia: The State Board of .Regents and Board of Education have
recommended differential teacher pay for priority locatiOnS such as low income
areas, disciplines such as mathematics and science, and improved student
performance. The legislature_ has enacted a mathematics and science scholar-
ship loan program for future teachers.

Indiana: The Governor's proposals to promote excellence in public
schools include matching funds to local school districts for computer hardware,
software loans to less, affluent districts and teacher training.

Iowa: The Education Committee of the IoNVa Academy of Science made
recommendations for science and mathematics education to the Governor,
including upgrading and implementing teacher certification requirement, re-
cognizing outstanding teacher and student performance and thing mathematics.
and science consultants to help upgrade teachers. The State has instituted a pilot
program to train biology teachers to teach the physical sciences. To do this, it
has developed a new curriculum package and a telefecture interactive telephone
system designed especially for rural areas.

Kentucky: This State was one of the first to epact a program of loan
forgiveness for Mute mathematics and science teachers. It has also established
a certification plan that requires competency testing, a one-year internship and a
threeyear commitment to teach. The State recently increased high school
mathematics and science graduation requirements, established a "Governor's
School" for outstanding high school students, and enacted a, new school
accreditation plan focused on district-wide performance of students, rather than
performance level by individual school. This places more responsibility on the
school board to assure that the district meets accreditation standards.

Louisiana: The Louisiana School of Mathematics, Science and the Arts, a
p ubli residential, coeducational high school for exceptional students, was
established by the State legislature in 1981.

Maine: The Governor has established a Commission to develop rec-
ommendations on how to improve the quality of the labor force from entry level,
blue collar workers, to professional engineers..

Maryland: The Education Committee of the Governor's Science Adviso-
ry Council is examining mathematics and science programs at the precollege
and university levels. The CommiF-'m for Quality Education has proposed
differential pay and an eleven-month contract for teachers.

Minnesota: Minnesota Wellspring, a coalition of state government, busi-
ness, labor and education is working to improve technological and economic
strength in the State. The Minnesota Alliance for Science Education, composed
of scientists, industry; and educators, is engaged in a joint effort to upgrade
science education,' K -12.

Mississippi: The Governor's Comprehensive Plan to upgrade puyic
education includes ten percent pay increases for teachers, tougher, teacher
certification standards, a compulsory school attendance laCv, and performance
standards for school accreditation.
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'New Hampshire: The Clzporate Council for Critical Skills,-financed by
thirty New,Hampshire businesses, provides summer jobs and supplemental
training for mathematics and science teachers,in critical-thinking and problem-
solving skills to help them better equip students for jobs in industry. It plans to
involve higher education and the state government, as well.

New Jersey: The New Jersey Council on Mathematics and Science
Teacher Supply and Demand is considering proposals for training and retaining
teachers in these fields. ..E was established by the Commissioner of Education-
and the Chancellor of Higher Education.

New York: The Center for Learning' Technologies, established by the
State Dep.artinent of Education/in the spring of 1982, will provide technical
assistance to schools and implement new programs enhasizing computer
literacy.

North Carolina: The North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics
is a statewide, state-funded residential high school for able and motivated

juniors and seniors. Recommendations have been issued by (-,e Governor's Task
Forcv Science and Technology, the North Carolina Board of Science and

gy, and the State Department of Public Instruction to impiove science
MO i ,athematic. education. The State has enacted programs requiring that
tzuciv: rs be teaching in field by the fall or 1983, extending employment for

mathematics and science teachers, providing summer institutes for
junior high mathematics and science teachers, and establishing a Quality
Assurance Program for teacher training.

Ohio: A Commission representing schools and colleges has recom-
mended more rigorous high school courses, including three years each of
mathematics and science for college-bound students.

Oklahoma: A statewide Master Teacher plan pays an additional $500 a
year to teachers who help train other teachers. .

Pennsylvania: The State Department of Education has established sum-
mer science programs at Carnegie-Mellon University for students who perform
exceptionally welt n science at the sophomore and Piior high school level.

Rhode ":stand: A proposal is pending in state legislature for a feasi-
bility study ,)f a state seccndary school for mathematics and science. The
Governor has also proposed a Program of forgivable loans for future mathema-
tics and science teachers.

South Carolina: The State, Board of Education's "Move to Quality"
program involves increased high school graduation requirements. The State
Superintendent has proposed adding science to the state's "Basic Skills" list and
establishing' special mathematics and science teacher training programs.

Tennessee: The Governor's proposal for a Master. Teacher program to
provide merit pay, based on the legislature's Tennessee Comprehensive Educa-
tion Study, narrowly failed to be enacted this year. The Governor has also
proposed increasing high school mathematics and science requirements.
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Teas: The Essential .Goals for College Success project of the Texas
Commissioner of Higher Education involves greater efforts to mare students
aware-Of the need for a strong prescollege program. House Bill #246 has been
enacted to restructure the K-12 curriculum with increased mathematics and
science emphasis.. A Workshop on the Mathematics and Science Teacher 77--

Shortage in Texas was sponsored by the Texas Education Agency, Coordinating
Board, and Southwest Texas State University.

Utah: The Governor's Solving the School Crisis Pr gram proposes for-
givable loans and tuition grants for prospective mathe atics and science
teachers, a longer work year, links with business for summer employment of
teachers, use of scientists in schools, upgrading state teacher training and
certification, allocation of resources to computer equipment, building career
ladders and, eliminating clerical and custodial duties for teachers.

Virginia:The Governor's Task Force on Science and Technology recently
issued forty-four recommendations including proposals for education programs ,

in mathematics, science and computer technology, the raising of high school
graduation requirements, salary lac:eases for all public school teachers and a
pilot master teacher program.

Washington: The Governor's Committee on High Technology Training
and Advancement issued its recommendations .in January 1933. Inservice
training and retraining of K-12 teachers in science, mathematics and computer
literacy was third in priority out of fourteen recommendations.,

IVI-ronsin: A recommendation has been made to the University of
Wiscou,ni Regents by a state-appointed council urging three years each of
science and mathematics for all college-bound students.

Education Commission of the States: Its recent report, "The Informa-
tiorrSixiety: Are High School Graduates Ready?" presents results of the
Nat-.,n0 Assessment of Educational Progress and recommendations for
changes at thc,. precollege level, A special briefing to the National Governors'
Association Annual Meeting, August 1982, "Education fora High Technology r.
Economy," contains recommendations for state-level action. The Advanced
Leadership Program Series (ALPS) holds regional meetings ttpd workshops for
state legislators involved in education.

-Southern Regional Education Boa.td: "The Aity", a report
of the SREB Task Force on Higher Education any the June 1981,
contains twenty-two recommendations addressing teacher training and cer-
tification, school leadership, the quality of the curriculum and voottiomi
training. The Southern Regional Education Board is a consortium of fot,i tten
States concerned with issues at all levels of educat:A.

Local Governments/School Districts

Local control of education has been a hallmark of the American mblic school
system from its beginning. Local school systems, district 9,11:;:- intendents,
boards of education, school boards,"and local municipalities e important
roles to play in establishing local policies and implementing Fe1eral and state
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directives 2In most school districts the school board has tax levying power and
develops and has control over its own budget. Where this is the case the local
school board is the immediate unit of government at the local level as far as
schools are concerned.

Today, each of the more than 16,000 local school districts has a major role
in determining policies, in that district particblarly in the following areas:
Standard-setting beyond what is directed at the state level, selection and
development of curriculum, enforcement of teacher certification requirements
and determination of salary where there is not statewide bargaining, evaluation
and assessment of teachers and students, determination of codes of conduct in
the classioom, and the responsibilities of an ombudsman wto works with the
local community and state and Federal government.

Mesa Public Schools, Arizona: The District has been selected as one of
the top twelve in the United States in elementary school science programming
by. the National Science Teachers Association. It has an innovative science
coordinator for all elementary science programs, who plans curricula, assem-
bles and distributes materials,,and works with teachers in the district.

Tucson Unified School District, Arizona: The University High School
provides an academic magnet program from which it sends ninety-six percent of
its graduates to college (eleven National Merit Scholars in 1981) and works with
the University of Arizona to provide special .courses for more advanced
students.

Santa Cruz, California: The Green Acres-Elementary School's Life Lab
Program combines science, nutrition and gardening lessons and their applica-
tions by using a three and one-half acre garden site. It Was selected 's an

- outstanding program by the National Science Teachers Association's "Search
for Excellence in Science Education" project.

Denver, Colorado: George Washington High School is noted for its
extensive program in computer mathematics, which allows students to progress
from computer literacy to writing programs.

Lakewood, Colorado: The Jefferson County Revised Elementary Sci-_

ence Program, operating in all. seventy-six elementary schools? features a
"hands-on" inquiry approach based on district adaptation of the Elementary
Science Study (ESS), the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) and
locally developed units. Programs in physical science and in Science/Technol-
ogy/Society were_selected as outstanding by the National Science Teachers
Association's "Search for Excellence in Science Education" project.

Washington, DC: The DC school board has adopted a city-wide,
high - expectation curriculum. Six new high school career programs have been
initiated in cooperation with private ind ti'y support, including engineering,
information technology, and the health sc.ences. Jefferson Junior High School
uses instructional TV in conjunction with Howard University to share class-
room strategies with teachers and requires parents to sign a contract jovidirig
that students will do a certain amount of homework each night: Five high
schools use computer-assisted remediation.
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Wilmington, Delaware: 11.andywine High School's model biology,pro-
gram in Human Ecology was chosen as an outstanding program by the National

Science Teachers Association's "Se3rch for Excellence in Science Education"
project. It seeks to relate individual development to the social and physical
environment.

Merritt Island, Florida: Merritt Island High School's model prOgrams in
biology and inOiry encourage students to-go beyond .usual courses to do
independent research investigations. They were selected asoutstanding by the
National Science Teachers Association's "Search for Excellence in Science
Education" project.

Atlanta, Georgia: The Resource Center for Science and Engineering at
Atlanta University, begun with NSF sup, provides training, facilities,
research and other oppottunities atprecol lege, university and community levels
fer the Y theastern Region. It has Saturday and summer programs for elemen-
tary and secondary students to heighten career awareness and establish links

between the education and7business communities.

Chicago, Illinois: The Chicago Adopt-a-School program, involving local,
industry and an emphasis on science, mathematics and technology programs,
and the local MATHCOUNTS program, an accelerated high schc.ol mathema-
tics coaching project, have been pione ed by the Board of Education in the last
two years. The Pre-Algebra Development Cente r was the recipient of an
Educational Pacesetter Award. Computer-assisted instruction is used in forty-
four elementary schools, and there are six specialty senior high schools for
computer science programs. These programs have been cited as exemplary by
the Human Resources Research Organization.

La Grange, lllhiois:. The Lyons rowns:,;p High School Computer Liter-
acy Program introduces teachers and students to a range of instructional uses of
personal computers. It attempts to provide training for all staff and students in
the use of the computer, its functions in society and its promise as an educational
tool. Teachers in all disciplines help to develop computer courseware.

Prince George's County, Maryland: The county has proposed three new
programs to retrain non-mathematics teachers in mathematics, to provide in-
service training for mathematici teachers, and to establish a team of elementary
school teachers in mathematics to train others.

St. Louis, Missouri: The Ladue School District merit pay program
provides three salary schedules for teachers according to criteria recommended
by a Committee on Teacher Evaluation, on which teachers are heavily repre-
sented. Evaluation points are then assigned by the principals.

Sunburst, Montana.
physical science and inquire
plan and complete scientific ,

as outstanding by the Natio

County High School's program in
1th, I lth and 12th grade students to

of interest to them. It was selected
lachers Association's "Search for

Excellence in Science Educai

New York City, New York: The Comprehensive Mathematics and Sci-
ence Program, started with support from the National Science Foundation, has
sought to counter the overall decline in mathematics achieyement by working
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with ninth graders from ten high schools, to bring them into science and pre-
engineering courses. The Manhattan Center for Science and Mathematics in
East Harlem, a four-year (9-12) magnet school which accepts students from
thar7hout the city and is funded by the Board of Education, also includes the
Isaac Newt 611 School for Mathematics and Science, an intensified middle
school program. The high school has an eight-period day, a microcomputer
laboratory, and emphasiies preparation for college science and engineering
courses. Its advisory board includes officials from Hunter College and major
corporations. The Aviation High School in Queens simultaneously prepares
students for careers in aviation and for the NYS Regents diploma. Morris High
School in the South Bronx, which now requires nightly homework and con-
tracts with parents certifying that they understand the course requirements,
recen,tly received a Ford Foundation award for substantial progress in improving
achievemens scores.

Charlotte-Mecklenburg, North Carolina: The school district's Master
Plan -proposes to offer a differentiated salary ladder for career teachers by
assigning them additional administrative duties. It aims to pay career teachers
(the highest of five levels) salaries comparable to those of middle management.

Seiling, OklaPf:Fraa: leachers are designated as master teachers on the
basis of student scores on standardized tests. 'All teachers in a school receive a
bonus if the students 'in that school have higher scores than the district average,
and individual teachers receive extra bonuses if their students score higher than
the school average. Master teachers can earn up to $1,000 more in addition to
bonuses, through added responsibilities.

p
Houston, Texas: The Houston Second Mile Program provides incentive

pay for teachers who teach in schools Where educationally disadvantaged
students are concentrated, in fields of teacher shortages, or in schools that
exceed predicted achievement scores, or who have outstanding attendance and
participate in professional growth activities. Also "Project Search" seeks to
identify and recruit teachers in mathematics and science. There are "Magnet"
programs in mathematics and science at the elementary and secondary school
levels. The High School for the Engineering Professions sends its graduates to
outstanding universities across the United States.

Fairfax County, Virginia: The "hands-on" elementary school science
program provides science education for all elementary students (60,000),
mandatory inserviCe training for all elementary teachers, and instructional
resources (materials, guides, and science reading materials) for each classroom.

Richmond, Virginia: Newly certified mathematics and science teachers
are offered a $2,000 bonus by the Richmond school district in return for a two-

winmitment to teach.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin: The High School Unlimited Program provides
that each of the city's. high schools has it own unique career and skill focus.

Wa;361111, Wisconsin: Wausau West High School's program in Science;
Technology, Society and Inquiry is a unified science approach with the goal of
developing scientific literacy in all students. It was selected as an outstanding
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program by the National Science Teachers Association's "Search for Excel-
lence in Science Education" project.

institutions of Higher Education

The Nation's coflo.gcs and universities are in a position to provide particular
leadership in improving elementary and secondary education in mathematics,
science and technology. They have the major role in setting admissions require-
ments for higher education, which in turn directly affect high school curricula

, and graduation requirements. They train elementary and secondary school
teachers, develop curricula, and guide students into career paths, including the
path of elementary and secondary school teaching. Thus they are closely
involved in influencing the quality of precollege education and the preparation
of the students who graduate from the Nation's high schools.

In addition, by working with state and local governments, local commu-
nities; and principals, teachers and students from elementary and secondary
schools, higher education institutions can help to formulate goals and develop
public awareness of the need for excellence in mathematics, science and
technology education, at the elementary and secondary level.

Arizona State University: A task force on implementation of the Gover-
nor's Six-Point Program for Academic 'Excellence has been established in the
university. The College of Education has an innovative and growing Prograrh
for Computer Literacy. The College of Engineering's Center for Engineering
Excellence, jointly supported by industry, conducts summer programs for
women, minority and gifted high school students to 'encourage them to enter
engineering careers.

-11rleton College: The college operates summer computer workshops for
:hers who attend from throughout the nation. The program includes

computer science, training in LOGO and Pascal alid in use of the computer with
handicapped students,

City College of New York: A new program at the A. Philip Randolph'
School for 9-12th grade, located on the City Collegeampus, provides rigorous
training in mathematics and science as preparation for the health piofessions.
Most of the students are economically disadvantaged and drawn from all five
Manhattan boroughs. The program is supported by the Macy Foundation and
uses the facilities and professional resources of City College to supplement its ,
own,Ninety-five percent of the program's ninth graders this year passed the
NYS Regents biology examination.

Detroit Area Precollege Education.PrOgram:11fis five-university con-
sortium foeuses on junior high school programs to enrich training in science,
rnatheiri47:4.;, pre-en f:aneering and to increase interest in science and

. The university's Talent Identification Program for six-
teen southeastern "pientifies mathematically and verbally talented twelve-

year-olds for schools, and parents. The, university itself runs several
summer progrp.:-:;:-; ;;;,r talented twelve- to fifteen-year-old students. It also
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pUblishes an educational opportunity guide which lists programs, by state, for
talented students.

Eastern Illinois University: The niversity has a graduate program for
experienced high school teachers of chef istry and physics MS Ed in Physical
Science -= to enable them to increase t eir subject matter knowledge in both
fields during three or four summer sessions.

Harvard University: T new_Graduate School of Education program
seeks to thin mid- to late-career mathematicians and scientists from industry to
become certified Massachusetts secondary school teachers. It will also offer an
inservice sumrtirx program for currcnt high school mathematics and science
teachers.

Howard University/University of Maryland: METCOM is a summer
program operated jointly by Howard University and the University of Maryland
to expose urban high school students to engineering. lt,is supported by private
industry.

Mount Holyoke College: The Summer Mathematics Program prepares
high school women for more effective study of mathematics at ei:s college level.

New Jersey Instituteof Technology: The Precollege Institute in Mathe-
matics,"Science and Engineering is designed for secondary students and
teachers.

Princeton University: The Dreyfus Institute on High School Chemisny,
held in the summer of 1982, selected fifty high school chemistry teachers
nationwide for four weeks of intensive training, including use of microcompu-
ters, in order for them to become master teachers in their home regions.

Simmons College: The Dreyfus Institute on High School Chemistry, like
the program at Princeton University, trained master high school teachers,
primarily in chemistry, to conduct inservice workshops in their school systems.

SpelMan College: rflie college conducts a postsecondary, precollege
summer program of intensive science and mathematics instruction for black
women to enhance student preparation for science majors and to encourage
entry into science and engineering careers. It emphasizes study skills, home-
work and rigorous discipline.

The Johns Hopkins University: The Center for the Advancement of
Academically Talented Youth conducts a talent identification .program for the
Middle Atlantic states as well as several summer programs for secondary level
students.

University Inservice Teacher Education Network (UITEN): A con-
sortium of seVen Philadelphia-area colleges and. universities iSworking with the
PhiladelPhia School District on secondary school mathematics certification.

University of Arizona: The Department of Mathematics' innovative
program of work with high'school teachers is serving as a model for other
departments. An A41-Hoc Committee on Mathematics and Science Education
has been established to coordinate intra-university programs and outreach with
both the precollege and business communities.
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ersity of California, Berkeley: Project EQUALS, developed at the
Lawrence Hall of Science, provides multi-state training programs and curricula
for teachers, counselors and administrators of grades K-12. The project has
strong links to the professional education community and emphdsizes attracting
and retaining women and minority students. The Math/Science Network holds
conferences to acquaint parents and students with the importance of mathema-
tics and science. EQUALS IN TECHNOLOGY works with school districts to
reduce the technology gap between les and females and advantaged and
disadvantaged students.

University of curriculum, Career-Oriented Modules to
Explore Topics in Science L'S) was designed for use in grades 5-9 to
supplement science and scl .entered language arts courses.

University of Maryian4: 'Me university has a Science Teaching Center,
which features joint appointments between the academic departments and the
Center for faculty eng-i,A +a training secondary school science teachers. The
Center also serves as an inttrnational clearinghouse for science and mathema-.

tics curriculum devekTinent.

University of New Mexico: The Southwest Resource Center for Science
and Engineering provides training, facilities, research and other opportunities
for the Southwestern Region with a particular focus on mathematics and science
programs for elementary and secondary school youth.

University of Oklahoma: The American India' 8ngineering progra,rn
seeks to increase interest by American Indians in engineering careers and to
prepare students better in mathematics and science.

University of Utah: The university has announced it /will provide re-
medial training for only three more years. After that; if students do not have
adequate precollege preparation in mathematics, for example, they will not be
admitted. Cs

University of Vermont: Starting in the fall of 1983; the university will
offer a program-to retrain retiring or mid-career industry scientists and mathe-
maticians to be precollege teachers, similar to the new program at arvard's
Graduate School of Education.

\.\ University of Wisconsin: Multiplying Options and Subtracting Bias is an
intervention program designed to eliminate sexism from mathematics educa-

developed at the university for use at the precollege level. In addition,
effortare underway to establish a national Institute for Chemical Education that
would plyr.\de continuing inservice workshops as well asresearch opportunities
for precollege and college teachers.

Wesleyan University: The summer institute held by the university- for
elementary and junior high school matliematics teachers continues a program
originally funded by NSF that includes courses and workshops on `mathematics
and mathematic4 anxiety.
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essional.Societies/Associations

!As a bridge between professional mathematicians, scientists and teachers, the
j Nation's professional Societies have a special role in any effort to improve our

educational system in the areas of mathematics, science and technology. The
Commission was told of outstanding programs that are currently being
operated by professional societies,to help teachers and to motivate students. In
every case the programs involve professionals in the individual disciplines who

' c, tip-with the presentation of that discipline in the schools. An illustrative listing
of such programs follows: --\

American Association for the Advancement of Science: The AAAS has
established the Coalition for Education in the Sciences to involve, AAAS
members directly with schools, developing resource materials and increasing
science and technology understanding in local communities. It is collaborating

j with the Association of Science-Technology Centers and five of its member
7 centers in a pilot project to 'encourage scientists 'and engineers to do volunteer

work with the centers on school and public understanding projects. It has had a
long-term commitment to use its unique resources to improve science kind
mathematics education in the Nation's schools. Financial support from Phillips
Petroleum and Standard Oil Of Ohio is being used to Eleyelq mathematic and
science resource materials for junior high sctiools, to be used by students, .
teachers, administrators, librarians and parents.

American Chemical Society: ACS has established a high school chemis-,
try office that conducts and coordinates a rangg of activities to improve chemical
education and science education in general. It maintains a- film library, dis
tributes career information materials and guidelines for chemistry teacher
training and continuing education,,, a teacher newsletter (Chemistry), and` :a
student publication (Chem Matters). The .Society is developing a year-long
course, Chemistry in the Community, that stresses applied chemistry for the
general student. It also sponsors regional worksliops for teachers and conducts a
career 'development program for disadvantaged students. The Society confers
the James Bryant Conant'.Award annually on an outstanding high school
chemistry teacher, and many local ACS sections provide teacher awrials as well.
It also encourages industrial chemists to work with schools.

0
American Geological Institute: AGI has developed, earth scienc career'

. ,

information materials. It publishes Earth Science, a non-technical magazine .for
amateur geologists, teachers and students and continues to revise earth science
films and the ninth grade earth science program, Investigating the Earth.

American PhysiCal Society: Ar)§,has established a joint APS-American
Association of Physics Teachers College-High School Interaction Committee to
promote working relationships between departments of physics andhigh school

;teachers, ,,including Industry support, summer jobs and .equipment loans. It
distributes career materiali, including one that focuses OP *omen's careers, and
information packets for junior end senior high school counselors. Recently it

_opened an office in Washington and is following congressional and executive
branchactivities in the area of precollege mathematics and science education.
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American Society of Civil Engineers: The Society supports a summer
intern program for minority high school students at Northeastern and Notre
Dame Universities.

Association of Science-lkhnology Centers: Association members con-
., duct numerous programs both inside and outside of the schools for teachers,

students and the general public.

Geological Society of Washington, DC: Its Committee on Precollege
Education arranges field trips for Focal high school science teachers to acquaint
them with sites for use in teaching. It also judges science fairs and holds award
ceremonies for student winners and is trying to encourage more interaction
among earth . science teachers in the. Washington area and more recognition of
the importance of earth science at the precollege level.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers: IEEE haS prepared
and distributed materials explaining careers in electrical engineering and com-
ptiter science. It is developing a curriculum for a one-year high school course on
computer science and a corresponding achievement test.

Mathematical AssOciation of America: The Association develops rec-
Iommended -guidelines for mathematics teacher training, including detailed

content coverage and level of courses. It sponsors the American, High School
Mathematics Examination,: taken by more than 400,000 students, and the
Invitational Mathernatics Examination that selects the U.S. team for the Interna-
tional Mathematics Olympiad. Support is also provided for lecture's, often
directed at encouraging women, and minorities to participate more in
mathematics.

National Association of Biology Teachers: NABT sponsors an annual
awards program for outstanding high school biology teachers.

National" Association of Secondary School Principals: NASSP has
recently surveyed changing entrance reqUirementS, particularly among state
universities, and issued a report, College Admissions: New Requirements by the
State Universities, which discusses the implications of these rising admissions
requirements for secondary schools.

National Council of liachers of. Mathematics:. NCTM developed and
published Priorities in School Mathematics and An Agenda for Action: Rec-
ommendations for School Mathematics of the 1980s. It has recommended
guidelines for the preparation of teachers of mathematics and holds regionaland
national meetings to help in the professional growth of its members°. It is a
sponsor of the American High School Mathematics. Examination, the Invita-
tional Mathematics Examination and the International Mathematics Olympiad.

National Science leachers Association: NSTA proje,ct on "Search for
Excellence in Science Education" examined outstanding elementary and sec-
ondary science programs throughout the country, evaluating them to -identify
the elements responsible for their success.

National Society of Professional Engineers: The Society initiated
MATHCOUNTS, a national tournament to increase public awareness of the
importance of mathematics and 4 enhance the interest and motivation of7th andI
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8th' grade mathematics students. The tournament involves the collaboration of
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the Mathematical Asso-
ciation of America with financial support from the CNA insurance companies.

Society of Sigma Xi: The Society has a program to encourage local
, chapters, to recognize through a reward ceremony outstanding teachers of

science.

Business and Industry

American business and industry are increasingly concerned about the quality of
elementary and secondary schools. A majority of the new employees under
twenty-five years of age who are hired by business are not college graduates.

.Business is particularly focusing on the quality of elementary and, secondary
education as it relates to the learning skills, problem-solving abilities and
discipline of new employees entering the labor force. A number of companies
are developing programs in cooperation with school systems to providesassis-
tance in a variety of ways. Those that employ a high proportion of scientists,
engineers and technicians have shown increasing interest in mathematics and
science education especially at the high schgol level.

A number of companies such as DuPont, Exxon, General Electric, Phil-
lips Petroleum, Westinghouse and Xerox have had a long-standing interest in
and commitment to publiC education as a matter of corporate responsibility.
This interest is becoming more wicregfiteed. According to a recent survey by
The Conference Board, over 1,000 businesses and corporations now place
public education as a "primary agenda item in their companies' public affairs
programs."

Atlantic Richfield Company: The company provides released time for
company employees to teach mathematics and other subjects in inner-city
schools in Los Angeles.

Bell Laboratories: The Summer Science Program provides hands-on
experiences in a research laboratory for minority students who have completed
the 8th grade.

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: The company sponsors national exem-
plary science teaching awards for elementary, junior and senior high school
teachers.

Control Data: Working with a number of educational institutions, the
company developed the PLATO computerized learning system for mathema-
tics, reading and English in grades 3-8. PLATO is being used foreducation in
schools, business and government, providing,training in a self-paced manner.

Dow Chemical Company: The Dow Michigan Division's Frontiers in
Science program provides for the exchange of industry scientists and high
school teachers.

es,E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Co.: The company supports pre-engineer-
ing programs targeted at minority secondary school students at fifteen colleges
and universities. It also has provided support for the Del-Mod Program, a major
ejort to improve science and mathematics education in the Delaware public .
schools.
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Exxon Corporation: Numerous grants, largely through the Exxon.Edu-
cation Foundation, have been made for selected objectives. These include
promoting minority student interest in engineering, advancing the application of
technology to the instructional process, fostering exemplary teacher programs,
and providing-support for IMPACT-II, a teacher-to-teacher dissemination pro-
gram in New York City and Houston.

General Elechic: The company provides support for "PIMEG" (Pro-
gram to Increase Minority Engineers), which now ha eighty precollege pro-
grams conductei.lby General Electric in forty-eight con unities throughout the
Nation 'to increase the number of minority high school graduates preparing for
careers in engineering, science and technology. The program involves students,
teachers, parents and other employers.

v-

Hewlett-Packard: The company has helped to establisbzind fund Penin-
sula Academies to reach high schooLdropout students, emphasizing computers
and microelectronics. Thecomputers are provided by Hewlett-Packard and the
teachers by several high technology companies', including Hewlett-Packard. It
provides support for the Institute of Coniputer Technology, involving the
collaboration of three high schools and two full-time staff froth HIP and IBM. In
addition; Hewlett-Packard hap contributed computers to many high sChcols.

Honeywell:, The company provides support for Summatech, a magnet
School under the Minneapolis public school system, which focuses on a core .

curriculum in mathematics, science and technology, grades 9-12, with an
emphasis, on computers. The school is located in a predominantly minority -

community.

International Business Machines: In conjunction with the Educational
Testing Service, IBM is supporting a "Computer Literacy Program" involving
'twelve colleges and universities and eighty-four secondary schools. selected.by
the Educational Testing Service in California, New York and Florida to train
teachers ind-infroduce computers into the secondary school curriculum. IBM is
also donating 1,500 microcomputers and related software to the secondary
schools.

Kaiser Aluminum 'and Chemical Company: The corpany provides
financial support and released time for personnel to assist in mathematics and
science education in the Oakland, California sehool system.

Mitre Corporation: The company has a program to encourage interest
science and engineering careers oh are part of minority students in secondary
school. It provides scholarship support, summer employment, seminar speak-
ers, and minority professionals as role models.

Phillips Petroleum: The "Search for Solutions", a film series and related
text to augment science instruction in secondary schools, was developed with an
investment of over $7 million by Phillips, including provision for national
distribution and assessment of the materials.' A $6.5 million four-year grant has
recently been_ made to the American Association for the Advancement of
Science to develop mathematics-resource materials for middle-school stu-
dents"Challenge of the Unknown"emphasizing critical thinking and prob-
lem solving.
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A RCM Among other projects, support was provided to the Camden, New
Jersey high schobls for a student experiment with carpenter ants carried out on
the space shuttle. It was undertaken particularly to interest minority students in

nce.

Tandy Corporation: The comp*, has announced a plan to offer twenty-
three hours of computer.instruCtion to one teacher from every public and private
school at four hundred sites nationwide.

Standard, Oil Canpany (Ohio): The company has targeted for support
the areas Of mathematics and science educatidn, tisesbf technologyin educiation
and educational management issues. It has made a grant of .$1:7 'Anion to the
American Association for the Advancenient of Sciencefor a science Resources
for Schools program to upgrade junior high sckwal science teachers' knowledge
and curricula. Tile Cleveland Teacher Internship program provides summer
employment in industry with SOHIO 'a leading source of funds and placement
opportunities. The company together with TRW began a Saturday enrichment
program in the Cleveland area for student's in'Odes 7-12 directed at motivating
minorities and women to take science courses. The company provides scholar-
ships for Cleveland area students to participate in the, MS2, (Mathematics and
Science for Minority Students), at Phillips Academy in Andover, a rigorous

N. three-summer program in mathematics, science and communication skills. It
has increased funding to the EduCatiOnal Computer Consortium of Ohio
(ECCO) to expand its software literacy and teacher network.

'Texas Instruments: Among other projects, the company initiated Project
Seed in Dallas in grades 4-6 to help develop positive attitudeS toward mathema-
tics through regular provision of employees, who are qualified mathematics
profes'sionals, to work with students. Other industries now participate as well.

U.S. Chiunber. of CommerceNational Chamber Foundation: The
"Task Force on Education and America's Workforce: Helping Schools Make
Better Workers," is look* at steps local business can take, to work wifh

' schools in strengthening students' skills.

Walt Disney Educational Media Company:. The Epcot Teacher Center
offers materials and guides on education and technology. It also produces
educational softWare for computers:

Westinghouse: A long history of interest in and support for precollege
science education characterizes this company. It has supported the national
Science Talent Search conducted by-StierieT-Servict for the past forty-two
years. It followed the early lead of the General Electric Company in providing
support for summer institutes for science teachers beginning in the late 1940s.
These eventually became the model for the National Science Fotindation's--
institute program.

WICAT Systems: This company provides support for Waterfofd School,
K-8 (to be expanded to K-12), an experimental school established for developing
and evaluating curriculum materials delivered by technology. Commencing in
kindergarten, the children use WICAT computers 'specifically designed for the
education market.
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Xerox Corporation: The company has initiated a program to bring
volunteer employee sdientists and engineers into the ROchester, New York and'
Tampa,'Floiida elementary schools on a bi-weekly basis for demonstrations and
handion experience in physical science and mathematics. Xerox has also
developedrEecula kits for the program that enable regular classroom teachers
to follow up on the sessions.

0

Museums, Science Academies, and Other Informal Education
Programs .

Museums, state academies of science, private foundations and other groups
outside the formal system of education have played a role at the most innovative
edge of-elementary and secondary education in mathematics, science and'
technology. The unprecedented number of children and adults flocking to
science museums across the country attests to the power,of creative ideas and
Wands-on experience; Attendance at science museums and related institutions is
almost as large as . at all other museums combinee-rotighly 150 million per
yearmore than the 'total attendance at all baseball, football and basketball
games played each year.

The private foundations have always been in the vanguard of new in
fives in,in education. Many of the most successful developifients in formal public
education, such as the Houston High° School for the Engineering Professions,
received initial support front. 'nitrate foundations,' such as the 'Carnegie, Ford,
Macy and Sloan foundations. These organizations have also played a catalytic
role in mobilizing other community groups and institutions to participate in
supporting and working with locaNschool systems.

. Following are some Of the many activities that have come to the Commis-
sion's attention:

Capital Children's Museum (Washington, DC): This museum was
selected for the AAAS/Association of Science - Technology Centers program to
use volunteer scientists and engineers to work with schools, teachers and the
public in increasing interest in.and understanding of-science. It is a hands-on
museum, and this philosophy is carried through to its teacher training program.

_Camille and Henry , Dreyfus Foundation: The- foundation provided
support 'for the Dreyfus Institutes in High School Chemistry at Simmons
College and Princeton University to train promising chethistry teachers as
" Dreyfus Master Teachers," and to develop curricular materials and a network .
of master teachers throughout the country.

Cranbrook Institute of Science (Bloomfield Hills, MD: The Institute
was selected for the AAAS/Association of Science-Technology Centers pro-
gram to use volunteer scientists and engineers to work with schools, teachers..
and the public to increase interest in and understanding of science. The Institute
has a wide variety a educational activities, particularly in environmental and
nature education.
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Exploratorium (San Francis Co, CA): The museum centers around, the
'theme pf perception. It is designed so. that children and adults can interact with
the exhibits -in- exploring; for-example,---vikiorrand-light, hearing and sound;
waves and resonance, and patterns,and motion.

Fernbank Science Center IlleKalb County, GA): The Center was de-
signed to supplement and extend the science curriculum for students from
DeKalb County and other school systems. If offers independent study programs
for secondary students Whil work with professional staff at the Center. A special
course in Scientific Tools and TeChniques covers all major science fields and,
gives students access_ to major scientific equipment such as_ electron Micro-
scopes. There are also programs for teachers and traveling exhibits for schools.

Florida Foundation for Future Sr.tists: This is a recently formed
private foundation to encourage and provide support for talented young peoPle
to enter careers in science and engineering:

Ford Foundation: Among many projects, the City HighSchool Recogni-
tion Program made awards in 1982 to 110 high schools nationwide that are
succeeding in making self-improvements -in such areas as academic achieve-
ment, studentlife and parental participation. Fifty schoolswere selected among
these for larger grants to continue building on their successes. The program is
being repeated in 1983. o

Franklin Institute (Philadelphia, PA): The Institute has a variety of
education prograini for school groups and the general public including a special
program for academically talented children. A traveling science show visits
local school assemblies and shopping malls. It uses scientific apparatus and
audience participants for a handson reenactment of significant experiments e In
this way it provides an actual science lesson' to schools that do not have the
equipment and resources for this, at the same time generating interestn science
and in obtaining more materials for classroom use.'

Girl Scouts, USA: Special science programs based on the TV series
"3-2-1 Contact" have been deVeloped, which include science badges requiring
research and practical experience, such as Computer Fun, Math Whiz, Science
Around Town, Science in Action and ScienCe 'Sleuth. Over 10,000 science
badges were awarded in Washington, DC alone during the .first year.

Girls' Clubs of AMerlca: This organization has established a program to
link its national level youth employment initiatives with interests in new
technology..

League of Women Voters Education Fund: TheLeague has distributed a
publicatiOn to all chapters and members,' Math, Science and Technology:
Adding It Up for Women, `which focuses on the labor market and essential
scientific and technical skills.

Macy Foundation: Since the early 1950s the foundation has supported
numerous projects to improve neclical education and in 1968 began an initiative
to increase minority participation in the medical professions. In 1982, grants
totaling nearly $4 million were made to inner city and rural high schools for
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demonstration projects offering special opportunities for ,minority youngsters
,.

wishing to pursue medical careers. _

Maiyland Science Center (Baltimore, MD): The center's exhibits in-
clude geology, evolution, and the Chesapeake Bay. It has live demonstrations of
actual science experiments and over 100 instructors including many university
professors who provide science instruction.

Museum of Science and Industry (Chicago, IL) ; The, museum has
organized "Summer Science," a science training prograry for inservice teach-
ers, administrators and school board members. It conducts a Children's Science
Book Fair and has weekend science workshops for families and youpg children.
Ih cooperation with a local public TV station, it offers teacher workshops related
to the "3-2-1 Contact" program. It has been selected for the AAAS/Assiation
of Science-Technology Centers program using volunteer scientists and engi-
neers to work with Schools, teachers and the public in increasing interest in and
understanding of science.

New York. Academy of Sciencesi The Academy has a Scientists in
Schools program, computer workshops, and helps to arrange summer employ-
ment for students and teachers in industry or in other scientific laboratories.

New York Hall of Science (Flushing, NY): This museum was selected.
for the AAAS/Association of Science-Technology Centers pfogram to use
volunteer scientists and engineers to work with schools, teachers and the public
in increasing interest in and understanding of science. The museum operates a
number of educational and summer science programs for children and adults in

astronomy, electronics, and the natural sciences.

North Carolina Museum of Life and Science (Durham, NC): This
museum was selected for the AAAS/Association of Science-Technolpgy Cen-
ters program to use volunteer scientists and engineers to work with schools,
teachers and the public in increasing interest in and understanding of science.
Originally a children's museum, it now serves all the Citizens of North Carolina.
There are many hands-on exhibits, a physics playground and a pre-history trail

with full-scale models.

Oregon Museum of Science and Industry (Portland, OR): The mu-
seum's exhibits coyer industry and the physical and natural sciences. It operates
an extensive educational program for children and adults including in-service
training for science teachers and three outdoor science, camps for children that
provide an opportunity for learning skills and concepts from a number ofnatural

sciences such as geology, botany, zoology, paleontology, archaeology, astrono:
my and ecology. The camp program receives community support from local
and regional science-lated, groups including .industry. .

Public Education Fund: With a $6 million grant from the Ford Founda-
tion and additional funds still to be raised, the Fuld will seek to forge part-
nerships between schools and the community through "grass roots" education
groups in forty to fifty cities over the next five years. It will make matching
grants to local education foundations and districts, some of which will be used

to support innovative teacher projects.
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Sloan. Foundation: During the 194'3s the Sloan Foundatipn made a major
'investment focused :on increasing the number:of minorities 'entering-ilk engi-
.ndering .prOfessionsL :SeVeral- projects were directed *toward improving:pre-
zngineering programs in high schools and:Motivating increased minority: par-
ticipatiOh.The High School for the Engineering 'Profeg'sions in Houston was
started with'a $56,000 planning grant from Sloan"

Squam Lakes Science Center ,(Holderness, NH): With support from
corporate and' individual contributions, this Center provides life and earth
science education services to New HampShire schools, K-12. The 200 acres of
fields, forest, and pOndS.'are used .for scientific studies of native flora and fauna.

University of the Air: This nonprofit corporation is, concerned with the
development of materials and a national telecommunications networkfor satel-
litecommunications to serve civilian and military education needs, particularly
in mathematics and science instruction and teacher training, Support has been
provided by the Commerce Department: to 'develop 'a network .,for teacher
training via satellite with public school systems in six regions of the country.

Multiple Collaboration Among Sectors

Ailegheny Ctonference on Cominunityllevelopment (Pittsburgh, PA):
The Conference, which was formed by private businesses in Pittsburgh, has
provided financial and.policy assistance in developing education programs
including magnet schools, desegregation.plans and summer'and after-school
programs. It has supported innovative teacher projects, and partnerships -in-
education with the schools. It is the model for the newly-

. . created 'Public ucatiqn Fund (PEF)' which will ssek, to encourage similar
groups in cities throughout the Nation (see above).

Atlanta Partnership in Business and Education: Private businesses,
working together, -have established adopt-a-school and adopt-a-student pro-
grams to assist studentsn career planning and to encourage them in the study of
mathematics-and science..

Chicago Area Pre-College Engineering Program (CAPCE ): 'This
partnership of employers of engineers and technical personnel, precollege
schools and engineering colleges was formed to encourage the entrances of
minorities into engineering and technical careers-through support \ to the
schools. It, involves teacher training, curriculum development, nfaterials and
adjunct perSonnel, and a program of recognition for those schools that `do an
exceptional job.

Chicago United:.This is a consortium of business executives and profes-:
sionals that worksWith the Chicago Board of Education to help improve the
quality of education and 'career preparation.

Children's Television Workshop: "3-2-1 Contact" is a television series
aimed at interesting students in science and technology, which was developed;
with support from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, United Tech-
nologies, Department of Education and National Science Foundation.
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Connnittee on Economic DevelOp_ment:At -has-initiated -a-project-to

asSesithe economic impact of education and the cost to business,..industry and
the "economy. in-gefieral of poor quality education. Particular attention will be

6 how to improve quality idthe public schools and what private business
can do to help. .

Detroit Area Educatioii Program: This program is designed
to identify students with aptituder mathematics, science anlIengineering and
to work-with them in special, education programs and counseling to encourage
their interest in-these areas.

Institute forr`EdLicationkl Leadership (Washington, DC): The In-
stitute brings together heads of atcation,, business; government and d union
organizations for policy sessions on education, including how to strengthen
elementary and secondary education..,

Junior Engineering. Technical Society (JETS): A riationatyouth activity
operating through student chapters, JETS strives to increase interests and-Skills
in mathematics;scierice and technology. It is cosponsored by several profes-
sional societies and supported by industrial sources and the volunteer services of
individual engineers;

Mathematics, Engineering, Science Achievenient (MESA): This inten-
sive enrichment program was begun in 1970 with suppott frlfm the business and
education communities to_increase the preparation of minority students in
matheinatics and science and tosinterest thein in entering careers in these fields.
It is now operating in over 125 high schools in California and also in C6lorado,-
New Mexico, and Washington.- The program` involves tutoring, counseling:andt
field trip's together with summer employment and scholarship support:

Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC): This quasi-
governmental organization coordinates inservice training and the. use .of
Fedeial, state and local funds for hardware and software purchases for computer
programs. It is linked to all the state's school districts, and a number of other .

states have joined the network as well.

National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering: The Council
provides support for eighty-fiVe colleges of engin6ering that operate summer
institutes for minority high school students focused on mathematics and science
skills.

New 'Jersey Bushiess/Industry Science-Education Consortium: The
consortium includessixteen torporations, state and local education officials,
professional societies and educators. The corporations donate funds that are
supplemented by local-school systems receiving giants fromthe.-consortium.
Projects live particularly focused on training programs for science and mathe-
Maids teacherS and.career counseling to encourage students to seek careers in
these fields.

L

Northeagt Educational Center, North Carolina: The agricultural ekten-
sion agent format is used to help rural schoOlS provide equal access to etuca*in.

PhiladelphO Regional Introduction for Minorities to Engineering
(PRIME): The program identifies minority students in grades 7-12 with high
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aptitude in science and' mathematics and provides academic year and summer
activities fOr theM with specially trained 'teachers. and staff

Program fOr Rochester to', Interest Students in Science and Math
(PRISSM): Originated by Rochester, N.Y. industry, the program seeks to
iniproveec'onomic stability and to increase the number of minority students
qualified 'to enter engineering schools., It fundS teacher training and teams of
teachers. to develop curricula, arranges field trips and provides. scientific and
technicalstaff for classroom and_ summer internships for students. It also works
with parents and the community to create awareness of the need for preparing
for a technological. society.

PrOject to Increase Mastery of Mathematies in Connecticut (MINI):
This state-Wide organization of businekS; labor, state government and education
has the aim of rarsini.the leyel'of mathematics competence and thereby-helping
people achieve vocational and professional goals. It provideS`job requirement
analyses and worIcS with teachers and school counselors. Funding is provided
by industry.

Staten Island Cooperative Continuum of Education: Many schools and
colleges, businesses, community agencies, private foundations, and goyern-
ment are br9ught together for the' purpose ofjoining educational needs and
interests with resources. The Co native act as a clearinghouse and ombuds-
man for education throughout tie community and at all age, levels.'

,Southeastern Consortium.for Minorities in _Engineering (SECME):
Representatives of twenty-two universities in eight States are involved in de-
veloping local projects with the participation .of secondary schools, universities
and' corporations to increase the number of minorities in the engineering
profession. Most support for the program comes from engineering employers
with.the remainder from foundations and professional societies.

Z
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EXHIBIT B

SUGGESTIONS FOR COURSE TOPICS'AND. CRITERIA
FOR SELECTION

In preparing on outline of topics and criteria, the Commission has been
fortunate to have the advice of experts who have spent much time developing
materials and contributing to conferences' on elementiry and secondary mathe-
matics, science and technology education. The Commission is confident that
the thrusts of the recommendations from_these conferences go in appropriate
directions. Some suggested course topics from Commission sponsored meet-
ings and other groups and professionals-are cited in this section.

At the same time, it is one thing to give a list of the ideas and objectives
desired, and anOther to create the courses appropriate" to pupils in a specific.
school system in such a way that an integrated educational program results.
Such programs require substantial work by groups of professionals at all levels.
No one course of study is appropriate for all students and all teachers in all
schools in all parts of the country. Nor is there just one good curriculum.
Various parts of the Nation must develop their .total ;curriculum and revise it
repeatedly to keep it suitable for students and teachers. We hope this paper and
the cited references will help with the process.

In the fields of mathematics and science, we have many .more years of
experience in curriculum development than we do in the area of technology,
where clearly special efforts are required. Technology is a part of everyone's
daily life. Even so, most people do not appreciate the complexity of our
technological society. Yet, a key to understanding problems among nations,
communities, and individuals ca be found through our actions in producing
goods and services. The needs of today demand useful inventions, productive
research, efficient production, quality workmanship, and personaliied service.
To achieve these goals, we must begin to develop our huinaii resources in the
elementary and secondary schools through a comprehensive, contemporary,
technology education for all.

Computers and 'related software systems are developing at a great rate.
These developments must go well beyond speeding arithmetic work or elec-
tronic page turning. ComPuters can-ffectively be:integrated into virtually all
teaching and learning areas such .as the teaching of.reading, development, of
graphing techniques, develOPment of skills in composition and development of
physical insights through modeling and interaction with the real world.

Creating better computer programs and uses to "assist with learning should
proceed in parallel with curriculurri development. For this technology to have an
appropriate impact on our schoois and national economic program, it will
require close and continuing attention and development. _
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To conduct curriculum development as though the disciplines exist inde-
pendently of each other does an injustice to the natural and necessary integration
of mathematics; science and-technology. However, for obvious and practical
reasons we have addressed course topics under the 'headings involving,the
mathematical sciences, the natural sciences (further divided into physics,
chemistry and biology) and technology. Such a presentation does not neces-
sarily recommend classroom- delivery .through these same categories. Rather,.'
we hope that teachers of mathematics, the natural and Socialciences, technbl:
ogy, of reading and, writing, history, English and the arts, will seize the
numerous opportunities to demonstrate the interdependence of human knowl-
edge and encourage students to apply the skills and concepts from one disci-.
pline in seeking solutions in the others.

Caution

We know some students in secondary school do not display special talent in
mathematics or may haye difficulties stemming from poor preparationr many
others are riot headed for careers in the sciences or technology. For these
reasons, 'suggested topics should be considered in view of student needs and,
skills and modified accordingly to allow all students to benefit irrom their
knowledge of science, and technology and for all to reach- their highest
potential. Courses encompassing important mathematics 'principles must be
developed to meet the needs of-these students. We urge the consideration of
computers 'assboth mathematical tools and facilitators of learning. They can offer
a fresh window. into learning for the average student._:,---

1.

Mathematics,
. ,
1{8 1Viatheniatics,.-,----

..---
_.-The Commission recommends 'changes that are fairly substantial, but at

.

.this.--- level they are primarily in emphasis rather than in overall content. When_-,

implemented, the desired changes at the K-3 -level lead to even more significant
improvements at the 4-6 and 7-8 grade levels. The changes de-emphasize
excess drill in formal paper and pencil computations and provide various
procedures to develop better number sense on the part of the student. Ne must
design/instruction to build upon the young child's innate numbers sense.
Mathematics educati )n must try to develop confidence and minimize "math-
anxiety.") We feel that the desired changes will bring a new sense ofyitality to
mathematics education. . , --,

.-

InstfuctiOn at the K-8 level should be designed to achieve the following
outcomes: .

4

---L-Unders. tanding of arithmetic operations and knowledge of when and
where specific operations should be used.

. .

Development of a thorough understanding of and facility with one digit
number faCts.
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Ability to use selectively, calculatots and, computers to help develop

concepts and to do many of the tedious computations that previously

had to be done by using paper and pencil.
)-

Development of skill in the use of informal mental arithwetic,. first in

providing exact answers to simple problems and later, approximate
answers to more complicated problems.

Development of skills in estimation and approximation.

Bevel ( *pent of proolem-solving abilities. Trial and error methods,

. guessing and guestimating in solving word problems should be actively

encouraged at all levels.

Understanding of elementary datft analysis, elementary statistics, and

prObability.

Knowledge of place value, decimals, percent, and scientific 'notation.

Understanding of the relationship of numbers to geometry.

Understanding of fractions as numbers, comparison of fractions, and

conversion to decimals.

Development of an intuitive geometric understanding and ability to use
the formulas for two- and three-dimensional figures.

Ability to use the concepts of sets and some of the language of sets
where a ppropriate. However, sets'and set language are useful tools, not
end goals, and it iiinappropriate to start every year's program with a
chapter on sets.

-Understanding of elementary function concepts including dynamic

models of increasing or decreasing phenomena.-

-Ability to use some algebraic symbolism and techniques, particu ly in

des 7-8.

Secondary School Mathematics
. .

The current secondary school mathematiCs curricula are organized into separate
year-long courses covering algebra, geometry and precalculus topics, but there,
are some who question these traditional divisions. There is a growing sense that

the traditional components can be streamlined, leaving room for important new

topics. The current sequence, isolating geometry in a year-long course rather

-than integrating subjects of geometry over several years with other mathema-

ti6s, must be seriously Challenged. ,

Although the following analysis uses conventional course headings for
discussion of proposed changes, this does not constitute an endorsement of the
status, quo: We_ must give serious consideration to the deyelopment of an
integrated secondary school mathematical sciences curriculum.

Instruction should be designed to achieve the following outcomes:



Algebra

For.all stirdents:.

Ability to recognize basic algebraic forms and know how to transform
them into other forms.

Understanding of the logic behind algebraic manipulations.

Skill in solving linear equations and inequalities.

---,Skill in solving quadratic equations.

Ability to graph linear and simple quadratic functions and use these in
interpreting and solving problems.

Familiarity with permutations, combinations, and simple counting
. problems.

Knowledge of relations and functions.

elopment of problem-solving abilities.

In addition to the above, 'students exhibiting, interest in and talent for
mathematics- should receive instruction designed to achieve the following
outcomes: ,

Skill in solving higher degree equations and inequalities.

Knowledge of various types of functions including polynomial, expo-
nential, logarithmic and circular functions.

Ability to graph higher degree functions.

Familiarity with the binomial theorem.

Skill in solving trigonometric, exponential and logarithmic equations.'

Familiarity with arithmetic and geometric sequences and series.

Knowledge of simple matrix operations and their relation to systems of
linear equations.

in ,operations with complex numbers.

New computer technology allows the introduction of pertippnt new material
into the curriculum and new ways to teach traditional mathematics. .Particularly
noteworthy in this context at the secondary level are:

Symbolic manipulation systems which evennow, but certainly far more
. in the near future, will allow students to do symbolic algebra at a far

more sophisticated level than they can be expected to do with pencil and
paper.

Computer graphics and the coming videodisc systems which will
enable the presentation and manipulation of geometric and numerical
objects in ways which should be usable to enhance the presentation-of
much secondary school mathematical material.
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We believe that the geomztric ideas listed below should be acquired by all
8ttidents,_ We again suggest that/serious attention be given to introducing
geometry together with ;algebra in the 8th and 9th gradeg rather than having a
separate year-long course interrupting instruction in algebra. Instruction should
be designed to achieve. the following outcomes:

Ability to think logically.

Ability to work ihrbugh'short sequences of rigorously developed mate-
rials while de- emphasizing column proof.

Knowledge cf two- and three-dimensional figures and their properties.

Ability to think in two and three dimensions in terms of congruence and
similarity.

Ability to use the Pythagorean theorem and "special right triangle
relationships.

Understanding of algebraic methods in geometry and analytic geome-
try; and vector algebra, especially in three dimensions.

Familiarity with computer graphics packages to get a visual sense of
geometric concepts and transformation.

Other Mathematics .4
Instruction should be designed to achieve the following outcomes:

Knowledge of discrete mathematics (basic combinatorics, graph theory,
discrete probability).

Understanding of elementary statistics (data analysis, interpretation of
tables, graphs, surveyS, sampling).

Knowledge of computer science (programming, introduction ,to al-
gorithms and iteration)r

Familiarity with the philosophical basis of calculus and understanding
of the elementary concepts of the subject (e.g., rates of change, intuitive
ideas of limits).

Science

The desired outcomes of science instruction involve understanding and appre-
ciation of the external and internal biological and physical environments. Such
learning must clearly be a lifelong process. Thus, there are many choices as to
what topics are to be included from science and technology in elementary acid
secondary school education, whereas, in mathematics, there is a generally
accepted sequence to provide essential building blocks.

The desired outcomes of science and technology involve various levels of
rigor in topics and the stimulation of student interest to continue science and
technology study throughout a lifetime. In the early years, students should have
many opportunities to experience science in a real world (laboratory) context in
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a manner that does not separate the sciences into biological and physical
science.-The natural environment of the community and school can also be used
as a laboratory setting. In the later years of high schOol, specialized courses will
naturally be provided for those students especially motivated to pursue one or
more of the science areas in greater depth.

Instruction in, the sciences and technology in grades K-5 should be
designed to achieve the following outcomes:

Knowledge of phenomena in the natural environment and opportunities
to use applicafie arithmetic in the learning of science. In addition, the
integration of science with the teaching of reading and writing should be

. actively pursued. .

Growth irf-the natural curiosity of children about their 'physical and
biological surroundings.

Ability to recognize problems, develop procedures for addressing the
problem, recognizing, evaluating and applying solutions to the
problem.

Personal experiences with appropriate level hands-on science activities
with both biological and physical phenomena.

Ability to use appropriate level mathematics in describing some science
and in solving science problems.

Ability to communicate, 'orally and in writing, observations of and
experiencerwitroientific-phenomena.

--Some knowledge of scientific and technicalcareers and of the necessary
background for continued study in these areas.

Instruction for. students in grades 7 and 8 should place emphasis on the
biological, 'chemical and physical aspects related to the personal needs- of
adolescents; and tathe development of qualitative analytical skills. Instruction
at this level should continue to build on students' earlier experiences and be
designed to achieve the following outcomes through experimentation, text and
community resources:

An understanding of how their owiLbodies function.

Recognition of societal issues related to science and ,technology.

Development of greater skill in observing, classifying, communicating,
measuring, hypothesizing, inferring, designing investigations and ex-

, periments, collecting and analyzing data, drawing conclusions and
making generalizations.

Growth in problem-solving and decisionmalsing abilities.

Ability to ask questions, manipulate variables, make generalizations
and refine concepts.

A beginning understanding of The integration of the natural sciences,
social sciences and mathematics.

Familiarity with the usefulness of integrating technologies (calculator,
computer, cable television) with experiences in the sciences.
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Appreciation of local resources such as museums, scientists and spe-
cialists to extend learning experiences beyond the school walls and
hours.

Continued development of a sense of a potential science role in career or
life choices.

Secondary School Science

The number of topics covered in' high school science courses should be
drastically reduced. Attention,should then be directed toward the integiation of
remaining facts, concepts and principles within each discipline and with other
sciences and areas such as mathematics, tecluiology.and the social sciences.
Ideas should be selected which can be developed honestly at a level comprehen-
sible to Digh school students; develoPed out of experimental, evidence that high
school students can gather or, at least, understand; and tie into other parts of the
course so that their use can be reinforced by-practice. In addition, all courses
should provide opportunities to develop the ability to read science materials.

Biology

The primary need for the revitalization of biology education is the need for a
) conceptual framework that is more in harmony with understanding oneself and
which is supportive of the national and global welfare. * The educational context
of the biological sciences should be more sharply focused at different schooling
levels. The curriculum in grades K-6 should emphasize a study of nature and
biological phenomena. In the life sciences of-grades .7-9, the emphasis should

,ebe upon understanding oneself as a human being. General biology in the high
school (grade 10) should emphasize biology in a sociallecological Context.

Instruction should be designed to achieve the folio' ing outcomes:

Understanding of biologically based personal or social problems and
issues such as health, nutrition, environmental management, and
human adaptation.

Ability to resolve problems and issues in a biosocial context involving
value or ethical considerations.

--Continued development of students' skills in making careful observa-
tions, collecting and analyzing data, thinking logically .and critically,
and in making quantitative and qualitative interpretations.

Ability to identify sources of reliable information in biology that they
'`Nmay ,tap long after'formal education has ended.

Undegstanding of basic biological. conceptS and principles such as
genetics, nutrition, evolution, reproduction of various life forms, stile-
ture/function, disease, diversity, integration of life systems, life cycles,
and energetics.

*Recommendations of the Conference on Goals for Science And TeChnology Education Giades K-12, Report of
The Working Biology Education, March 11-13, 1983.
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Chemistry

At all levels, the social and human relevance of chemistry should be empha-
sized. The curriculum should incorporate a proper selection and integration of
topics from both descriptive, chemistry and theoretical chemistry.

Instruction should involve extensive hands-on experience and should be
designed to achieve the following objectives:

Illustration of how answers to chemical questions are obtained.

Familiarity with the molecular description of matter and implications of
such a particulate view.

--Understanding of elementary atomic structure and the regularities con
tamed in the Periodic Table.

--Understanding of molecules and chemical bonds.

Understanding of reactions (stoichiometry, equilibrium, energetics,.
rates). 40

Familiarity with the chemistry of common substances (descriptive
chemistry).

UndIrstanding of the states of matter, and the nature of solutions.

Familiarity with applied chemistry (radioactive materials, common
poisonous and combustible chemicals, water purification, prevention of
food spoilage). -

Familiarity' with the varietyof chemistry-related careers.

Physics

An understanding of the basic principles of physics is a necessary foundation for
most of the other sciences. The students' earlier exposure at the elementary level
will have begun this understanding which is especially important for an under-
standing of many technological applications of science. Even for those students
who do not go on to major in science or engineering, physics provides important
examples of how the physical world works and the kind ofanswers scientists can
(and cannot) give to the important questions of life. For this reason, courses
must be designed for a wide variety of students.

Instruction should be designed" to achieve the following objectives:

Laboratory experiences including opportunities to acquire information/.
inductively. .

Opportunities for continued development of more advanCed mathemati-
cal techniques as applied to science matters.

Comprehension of fundamental units, derived units and systems of
measurement.

Understagdifig of the concepts of motion from the smallest particle to
celestiaLbodies.

Undersianding of the conservation of mass and momentum, of energy,
the kinetic theory of gases and wave phenomena."
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Understanding of light and electromagnetism.

Appreciation of atomic and nuclear physics, and of relativity.

Familiarity with the variety of physics-related careers.

Computer Competencies

One major goal of education is to help students prepare to cope with situations
they will encounterTater in life. Every student will encounter change, much of
which will be based upon -developments in science and technology. Con-
sequently, the educational system has a responsibility to impart Certain skills to
all students. This list of student outcomes for computing skills is differentiated
for those students who may be particularly interested in,,computing or Vila
pursue careers in scientific rid S2chnical areas and for those: students with 4her

reintests and abilities:
Instruction should be designed to achieve the followjng outcomes:

Basic knowledge of how computers work and of common computer
terminology, including a general understanding of the various applica
tions of computers.

Experience, in using the computer as a tool, which should include
experience,s in the, use of standard applications software such as word
processing systems, and filing systems.

Familiarity with one high-level computelanguage and ability to use
that language as a means, of interacting with the device.

Ability to use a computer language to do problem-solving tasks in the
context of normal academic experiences and at a level which reflects the

`incliyidual student's level of ability.

General understanding of the, problems and issues confronting both
individuals and society as a whole in the use of computers, including the
social and economic effects of computers, the history and development
of computing, andthe ethics involved in computer automation.

In addition to the competencies outlined for all students; those students
showing a gPecial interest in and ability for computing, and those who may
pursue further 'study in scientific and technical fields should:

Have a thorough knowledge of how computerS work, including an in-
depth understanding of varied computer applications and automated
information sources.

100

Have experience in using the computer as a tool, with particular
emphasis on applications such as text editing, computer-assisted com-
position, computer-based statistical analysis, simulation, data logging
and manipulation when the computer is oonnectecl`to the experience,
and use of common computer utilities.

-Be able to use at least two computer languages, in the context of other
academic experiences, with an emphasis on appropriate problem-solv-
in& skills and development of readble, structured programs.
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Tedhnology

Although technological concepts are inseparable from their natural content in
the 'Sciences and mathematics, the Commission considers the topic to be of
critical importance and meriting separate treatment. Appropriate instruction in
technology should be integrated into the curriculum for grades K-12. Doing so
will serve to strengthen the teaching of 'science, mathematics and computer
literacy. This will require a major emphasis on the development of new teaching
materials and on the training of teachers to enable them to handle technological
concepts.

In 1970, the writeriofthe Preface to The Man Made World stated that 'Ile
problems we face-as-a nation are monumental. We not only need to understand
technol gc'w-e must also anticipate its side,effects Change today is so rapid and
the visible effects are often so delayed that the wrong decision can lead to major
problemS before the effects can ,be reversed." That statement has grown in
Significance. It is imperative that the precollege education of today and the
future equip students:

To use technology,to improve the quality of many personal and profes-
sional technology:baied deCisions. r

To participate intelligently as informed citizens in the transition from an
industrialized society to a post-industrialized service and information
age.

-7'To be more active in shaping public policy, which often involves the use
of sophisticated techriology.

Two approaches are often suggested: a specially devetped one-year
course treating technological concepts; or thorcingh integration of technology
throughout other -instructional topics, K-12" Since there are few precollege
courses about technology or the integration &technological concepts' into other
disciplines, development efforts are greatly needed in this area. It is important
to begin to identify some of the content, and desired student outcomes of such
courses.

Students .should have opportunities to examine technology-related con-
cepts in some of the following systems:

Communications, transportation

Energy production and conservation, resource. management

Shelter, residential use of space N

Food produCtion, health care delivery, safety

Biotechnology, nuclear issues-Computers and their applications

Through learning about technology, students should gain some skills in:

Formulating and solving problems and identifying alternative solutions
to problems.



Making connections between theory and practiCe, building and testing
models.

Examining trade-offs and risk analysis, §ynthesizirig and designing.

Using the concepts of feedback and stability.

Conclusion

Hopefully, the ideas .contained herein will enrich ongoing discussions and
encourage further, study and development of curriculum in mathematics, sci-

\\ ence and technology at the elementary, middle and secondary school levels.
\ There has been little treatment here 11f methodology, nor have examples been
provided for .the delivery of content. The reader is strongly encouraged to
consult the references provided at the end o the paper for much more detailed
information about the desired...state for e cation at the precollege level in
mathematics, science and technology.
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6. Chemical Education Material Study, The
CHEM Study Story, Richard J. Merrill and
David W. Ridgway, 1969.(t)

7. College EntranceExamination Board, "Aca-
demic Preparation for College: What Students
Need to Know and Be Able to Do," Project
Equality, 1983:(g)

8. Commission on Human Resources, National
Research Council, "Science for Non-Special-
ists: The College Years," Committee Chaired
by Richard Gray, 1981.(h)

10. Conference Board of the MathematiCal Sci-
ences, Meeting Chaired by Henry 0. Pollak,
"The Mathematical Sciences CUrriculum,
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K-12: What is Still Fundamental and What is
Not," Report to the NSB Commission,
1982.(a)

11. Conference on Goals for Science and Technol-
ogy Education, Chaired by Earle L. Lonnin,
'A Revised and Intensified Science and Tech-
nology Curriculum, Grades K-12:, Urgently
Needed for Our Riture," Report to the NSB
Commission, 1983.(a)

12. Engineering Concepts Curriculum Project,
The, Man Made World, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1970.(i)

13. Paul DeHart Hurd, "Problems and Issues in
Precollege Science Education in the United _-
States," Presentation to the NSB Commis- '
sion, .1982.(a)

14. Junior Engineering Technical.Society, Meet-
ing Chaired by John G. ltuxal, "Fundamen-
tals in Precollege Technology Education,"
Report to the NSB Gimission1983.(a)

15. National Association of Biology Teachers,
"New Directions in Biology Teaching: Per-
spectives for the 1980s," Edited by Faith K
Hickman and Jane Butler Kahle, 1982.(j)

16. National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
"An Agenda for Action," Recommendations
for School Mathematics of the 1980s,
1980 ;(k)

17. National Science Teachers Association,
"Characteristics of a Good Elementary Sci-
ence Program," Project for Promoting Sci-
ence Among Elementary School Principals,
Directed by_Kenneth R. Mechling and Donna
L. Qliver, 1982.(1)
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18. National Science Teachers Association, "Sci-
ence-Technology-Society: Science Education
for the 1980s," Position Statement, 1982.(m)

19. National Science Teachers Associatian,
"Search for Excellence," directed by Robert
E. Yager,--1983.(m)

20. National Science Teachers Association,
"What Research Says to the Science Teach-
er," Volume 3, Edited by Norris C. Harms
and Robert E. Yager, 1981.(m)

21. The Project Physics Course (handbook), Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1970.(n)

To obtain information about the 'references listed
above, contact xhe following:

(a) NSB Commission on Precollege Education in
Mathematics, Science and Technology

rational Science Foundation
1800 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20550

(b) American Association for the Advancement
of Science

1776 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036

(c) American Association of Physics Teachers
Graduate Physics Building_.,
State University of New York
Stony Brook, NY 11790

(d) American Chemical Society
1155 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
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(e) American Industrial Arts Association
,1914 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091

(0 W. H. Freeman & Co.
660 Market Street
San FranciscO, CA 94104

(g) Office of Academic Affairs.
The.College Board
888 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10106

National Academy Press
2101 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20418

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New,York, NY 10020

The National Association of Biology Teachers
11250 Roger Bacon Drive
Reston, VA 22090

(k) National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

1906 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091

(I) Kenneth R. Mechling
Clarion University of Pennsylvania
Clarion, PA 16214

(m) National Science Teachers Association
1742 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20009

(n) Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
383 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017



EXHIBIT C

COSTS OF RECOMMENDED FEDERAL INITIATIVES

SUMMARY

The following is a list of the Commission's major recommendations for Federal
action and an indication of the annual costs, above current estimates of spend-
ing, neededio implement each. Detailed notes on each recommendation follow
this summary listing.

1. The President should immediately appoint a National Education Council
made up of representatives.from a cross-section of national interests. This
Council should report regularly to thePresident. It should provide leader-
ship in developing, coordinating and implementing plans to improve and
maintain the quality of the Nation's elementary and secondary education in
mathematics, science and technology. The President's National Education
Council should, on a continuing basis, (1) identify educational goals land
recommend the changes needed in the forin and-Content of education to
reach those goals; (2) ensure that the assessment mechanism, described
kelow is developed and maintained for measuring andcomparing student
achievement, participation and progress toward these goals in every State,
school district and school; and (3) monitor and report annually to the
American people on the status of American education and progress toward
achieving these educational goals. It should also facilitate the sharing of
information about successful mathematics, science and technology educa-
tional programs. Finally, the President's National Education Council
should recommend incentives to encourage state, local and private invest-
ment in education.

Cost: $2.75 million

2. The Federal government should finance and maintain a. national mecha-
nism to measure .student achievement and participation in a Manner that
allows national, state and local evaluation and comparison of educational.
progress. This assessment mechanism should be overseen by the Presi--
dent's National Education .Council. The actual assessment, however,
should be performed by the groups responsible for the National Assess-
menfof Educational Progress or other such entities experienced in testing
procedures and techniques.

Cost: $5 million

3. The unique national role of the Federal government (including important
Depattment of Education and National Science Foundation programs) in
ensuring access in its broadest sense to educational opportunity must
continue.

Cost: $157 'Willa'
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4. The Federal government should encourage and finance, in part, the
establishment"of exemplary schools or programs in mathematics, science
and technology in each community throughout the Nation to serve as
examples and catalysts for upgrading all schools. The Federal government
should evaluate current resource allocation policies, entertain redistribu-
tion and, where necessary, appropriate funds to support the development
of such programs. . . . The Federal government should appropriate funds
to aid the establishment of at least 1,000 such exemplary schools at the
secondary level and at least 1,000 such schools at the elementary level
throughout the country.

-Cost: $829 million

5. The Department of Education and the National Science Foundation should
support and facilitate the dissemination of information to help build this
national network Of exemplary programs.

Cost: $0 added

6. The Federal government has a responsibility to ensure that such [teacher]
training is available and should provide funding for in-state teacher train-
ing programs in mathematics, science and technology. Summer and in-
service institutes, supported by the National Science Foundation, provide

--- a proven model for upgrading of teacher skills.
Cost: $349 million

7. The National Science Foundation should provide seed money to develop
and establish state-wide or regional on-site teacher training programs
using the new information technologies.

Cost: $30 million

8. The National Science VoUndaiion, which has recognized expertise in
leading curriculum development, should again take the leadership. role in
curriculum evaluation and development for mathematics`, science. and
technology. The National Science Foundation should set up a process to
evaluate existilig curricula, identify good curricula, disseminate informa-
tion, act as a clearinghouse and promote the development of guidelines for
new curricula as necessary: [Also] The National Science Foundation
should support the development of courses to meet this need (courses
dealing with technology at grades 8 and 9]. . . To achieVe this objective,
the Commission suggests, as one mechanism for the National Science
Foundation to 'Consider, that a Mathematics, Science and Technology
Curriculum Council be established in the National Science Founda-
tion . . . It should appoint and coordinate the activities of [4] specific
committees . . . . The responsibility for each committee should include:
determination_of the best course content for its subject area; critical review
of the available texts and other teaching materials; publication through the
National Science Foundation of the results of the critical evaluation;
identification of the areas where improved materials and totally new course
materials are needed.; identification of areas where future research is
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needed in curriculum development and the processes of teaching and
learning . . . . The Council and committees should work with widely
diSpersed demonstration centers to test new curriculum.

Cost: $52 million

9. Research into the prOcesses of teaching and learning should be supported
with Federal funds at both the basic level and the level of classroom
application. This research should further the recent progress in the cogni-
tive sciences, and particular research projects should investigate the inte-
gration of educational technologies into the processes of teaching and
learning.

Cost: $10.5 million

10. The National Science Foundation . . . should again take the leadership
role in evaluating the status of developments in this area [educational
applications of new technologies]. This should include such actions as
determining needed initiatives, supporting prototype demonstrations, dis-
seminating information on model materials and practices, and supporting
research on integration of educational technologies with the curriculum.

..To achieve this, the Commission suggests, as one mechanism for the
National Science Foundation to consider, that a Council for Technology
Application in Education be established . . . . This group would advise
the National Science Foundation on initiatives in this area including.
supporting research into the fundamental aspects of the integration et
modem technology into the processes of teaching and learning; developing
mathematics, science and technoldgy curricula that can integrate compu-
ter systems and supporting materials effectively; promoting private indus-
try, colleges and universities to collaborate in training in-service teachers-
in the utilization. of high technology systems [e.g., out-of-school and in-
service training programs, computer conferences, training programs,#
schools of education]; encouraging and assisting school systems to acquire \
computers, software, instructional materials and science equipment [e.g.,
via tax incentives]; assisting in making the highest quality software avail-
able -tm the broadest possible scale.

Cost: $36 million-

11. Science broadcasts are an important and cost-effective vehicle of info
learning, which warrant continued and substantial Federalinvestment an
support'. .

Cost: $13 million

12. Federal regulation of commercial [broadcasting] stations should include a
required period of educatioyal programming for children.

Cost: $0 added

13. The Federal government should provide supplementary support for mu-
seum education activities in mathematics, science and technology at a
level that will encourage a rich spectrum of activities and options.

Cost: $25 million
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14. Private industry and government agencies should create programs and
opportunities which let children see science and technology in actual
operation in their plants and installations,

Cost: $0 added

TOTAL COST: $1.51 billion

DETAILED NOTES

1 The President should immediately appoint a National Education Council
made up of representatives from a cross-section of national interests. This
Council should report regularly to the President. It shouldprovide leader-
s{ 'n in developing, coordinating and implementing plans to improve and
maintain the quality of the Nation's elementary and secondary education

mathematics, science and technology. The President's National Educa-
m Council should, on a continuing basis, ( I ) identify educational goals

reconunend the needed changes in the form and content if education
h those goals; (2) ensure that the assessment mechanism described

below is developed and maintained for measuring and comparing student
achievement, participation and progress toward these goals in every State,
school district and school; and (3) monitor and report annually to the
American people on the status of American education and progress toward
achieving these educational, goals. It should also facilitate the sharing of
information about successful mathematics, science and technology educa-
tional programs. Finally, the President's National Education Council
should recommend incentives to encourage state, local and private invest-
ment in education.

This Council has the following functions assigned to it: --

a. Developing and coordinating plans to improve and maintain the
quality of education in mathematics, _science and technology;

b. Identifying educational goals;

c. Overseeing the national assessment mechanism (see recommen-
dation #2 below);

r

d. Monitoring and reporting, 9n the status of education;

e. Facilitating the exchange of information about successful
programs.

The Department of Education now spends ap oximately .$200,000 to
support the National Council on Educational Research, which formulates
educational policy. It does not, however; have a study or policy analysis budget,
required for the activities of the proposed National Education Council. If the
National Education Council is to have national impact and a staff to conduct and
facilitate implementation of policy recommendations, it will require a profes-
sional staff and budget for analyses. It is estimated that this will cost $1,million.

The costs of the national assessment mechanism are discussed under #2
beloW.
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The National 'center for Education Statistics, which is budgeted at approx-
imately $8.7 million, monitors educational progress. Their annual report costs
approximately $750,000, but rests heavily on the data gathered through the $87.7
million program. The costs of the proposed National Education. Council's
annual report should be about the same.

There currently are two mechanisms to facilitate the exchange of informa-
tion about successful model programs. The ERIC centers in the Department of
Education receive approximately $6 million to collect reports on education and
to Ft as a clearinghouse. The National Diffusion Network receives $10 million
per year to disseminate information and materials which have been validated.
They are currently emphasizing information on .mathematics, science and
technology. In order, to formalize the exchange of information, this program
would have to be increased, by a level approximating $1 million.

The total estimated cost above current emzenditures is $2.75 million per
year.

2. The Federal government should finance and maintain a national mecha-
nism to measure student achievement and participation in a manner that
allows national, state and local evaluation and.comparisOnof edjkational
progreis. This assessment mechanism should be overseen by the Presi-
dent's National Education Council. The actual assessment, however,
should be performed by the groups responsible for the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress or other such entities experienced in testing
procedures and techniques.

O

The Educational Testing Service currently receives, approximately $4
million for the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). Previous
budgets-for this activity were much higher. While the assessment is required by
Congress to provide information on mathematics, it does not require such
inforwation for science or technology. The. National Science Foundation, on a
one -time basis in 1982, supplemented the assessment to obtain figures for
science (approximately $600,000). The current assessment covers mathema-
tics, science and social science and includes very little on technology. If
additional testing and analyses were established, such that it could effectively
assist local communities, as is now done for States, a much larger budget would
be needed.

The estimate of. additional funds -required is $5 million per year.
3. The unique national role of the Federal gbvernment (including important

Department of Education and National SCience Foundation programs) in
ensuring access in its broadest sense to educational Opportunity must
continue.

The Department of Education and the National-Science Foundation have
initiated a variety of programs over the .year that have speeiffcaltaddressed
issues of .access in education. The Department of Defense has also operated
significant programs in this area. I

The major DoEd programs are Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, now Chapter I of the Education Consolidation and
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Improvement Act of 1981, and the Aid to All Handicapped Children Act of
1975. The Chapter. I program has not kept pace -with inflation. In order to
maintain FY 1983 expenditures at constant, real levels, an additional $150
million will be needed for that program.

The NSF does not at present have any funded programs that are specifi-
cally aimed at motivating.women and minority students at the elementary and
secondary level in mathematics, science and technology. At one time this
funding was estimarkm' to total around $7 million.

Thus, maintaining DoEd programs at constant, real levels of funding and
reinstituting NSF programs at recent levels will require additional funding of at
least- $157 million per year.

4. The Federal government should encourage and finance, in part, the
establishment of exemplary schools or programs in mathematics, science
and technology in each community throughout the Nation to serve as
examples and catalysts for upgrading all schools. The Federal government
should evaluate current resource allocation policies, entertain redistribu-
tion and, where necessary, appropriate funds to support the development
c f such programs. . . . The Federal government should appropriate funds
to aid the establishment by local communities of at least 1,000 such
exemplary schools at the secondary level and at least 1,000 such schools
at the elementary level.

This recommendation calls for the initial establishment Of an additional
1,000 exemplary secondary schools and 1,000 exemplary elementary schools.
The recommendation also speaks of "establishment" and "development" of
these schools and programs; thus only start-up costs are discussed here.

Start-up costs for a new program, based on studies now in progress and on
experiences of existing programs, are estimated at $750,000 each for secondary
schools and $525,000 each for elementary schools. Thde estimates include the
assumption that economies of scale in building multiple exemplary programs
would result in cost savings of about 10% per school.

It Is assumed that, on the average, the Federal government would provide
65% of the start-up costs fty thesexemnlary schools. This is estimated to be a
minimum contribution needed to ensure that these programs are established.

The Federal share would. actually be distributed over a period of three
years, but immediate authorization and appropriation are required to establish
the scale of the program and provide the necessary credibility and assurance to
state and local governments.

Thus, the total cost of the progam would be $1.275 billion, with the
Fedeial government Contributing $829 million. The Federal share, however,

disbursed -at the rate of $276 million per year over a three year period.

One CommiSsion member feels that the plan to create 1,000 exemplary
secondary schools and 1,000 exemplary elementary schools is too ambitious.
That member feels that the number should not exceed 1,000 of such schools and
that the Federal share of the costs per school should be1100,000.



5. The Department of Education and the. National Science Foundation
should support and facilitate the dissemination (f information to help build
this national network g" exemplary programs.

This activity could be coordinated through the National Education Coun-
cil. Thus, costs for this activity are assumed to be included in recommendation
#1 (e), above. Therefore this recormlation resUlts in no added cost.

6. The Federal government has a responsibility to ensure that such [teacher]
training is available and should .Provide' funding for in-state teacher
training programs in matheinatits, science and technology. Summerand
in:service institutes, supported by the.National Science Foundation,
provide a proven model for upg- Wing of teacher skills.

It is assumed that most teachers would receive some training. The nuinber
of mathematics and science teachers at the junior and senior high level is
approximately-200,000; at the K-6 level, it is approximately 1.17 million. It is
assumed that about 15% of current teachers will. not need such training for
various reasons, including some who are new or just out of schOol and others
who will be retiring in a year or two. Thus, these calculations assume that
slightly more than 1.16 million teachers from both levels would receive some
training.

There are many ways teachers might receive' such training, and not all
teachers would require the same amount. Moreover, different types of training
might be needed by different groups of teachers. Some might require relatively
minimal training that could be accomplished in a large group or through the
effective use of technology for relatively low cost. On the otherhand, many will
requite' extensive training, perhaps equivalent to substantial portions of a
college major in mathematics or a science discipline. The average cost of
training per teacher is estimated to be $3,000 (baSed on past National Science
Foundation programs and the experiences and estimates of othergroups). Thus,
the total cost of training the Nation's current pool of teachers would be $3.49
billion.

It would not be possible to provide this training for all teachers at one time.
It is estimated that this training program would have to be spreadover a five-year
time period. Therefore, the yearly cost of this program would be $698 million.

It is estimated that the Federal government would provide half of the funds
for this program, with the states expected to match on an equal basis. Thus, the
costs to the Federal government would be $349 million per year

One Commission member believes that the proposed retraining of Amer-
ican elementary and secondary mathematics and science. teachers is not a.
workable means of upgrading teacher .quality because, in that Commission
member's opinion, there are insufficient facilities to complete the training of all
teachers in the five-year time frame. As a result, that Commission member
believes the cost of this recommendation would be lower annually because
fewer teachers would be receiving training.
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7. The National Science Foundation should provide seed money to develop
and establish statewide or regional on-site teacher training programs
using the new information technologies.

(1) Estimating a minimum of lagrants needed for prototype development
and demonstration 'of a range of alternative approaches (cable or closed circuit
TV; interactive telecommunications; computer controlled videodisc) at an
average cost of $500,000 per grant, would require a minimum expenditure of $5
million.

(2) Additionally, estimating .100 state or regional on-site teacher training
programs, ranging in cost from $100,000 to $1 million (average $500,000),
would require approximately $50 million. If these, however, were matched on a
50-50 basis by the States this would require $25 million in Federal funds.

Thus, the total required costs would be $30 million per year.

8. The National Science Foundation, which has recognized expertise in
leading curriculum development,' should again take the leadership role in
curriculum evaluation and developnient .tor . mathematics, science and
technology. The National. Science Foundation should set up a process to
evaluate existing curricula, identify good curricula, disseminate informa-
tion, act as a clearinghouse and promote the development of guidelines for
new curricula as necessary. (Also] the National Science Foundation
shOuld support the development .Of courses to meet this, need (courses
dealing with technology at grades 8 and 9] . . . . To achieve this objective,
the Commission suggests, as one mechanism for the Nationdl Science
Foundation to consider, that a Mathematics, Science and Technology.
Curriculum Council be established in the National Science Foundation.
. . . I t should a p p o i n t a n d c o o r d i n a t e t he activities of [ 4 ] s p e c i fi c commit-
tees." . . . The responsibility for each committee should include: deter-
mination of the beircoursexon nt or its subject area; critical review of
the available, texts and other teaching ma erials;publication through the
National Science Foundation of the results of the-Critical evaluation;
identification of the areas where improved materialsand,totally new
course materials are needed; identification of the areas where future
research is needed in curriculum development and the proceSses of .

ing and learning. . . . The Council and committees should 'Work with'
widely dispersed demonstration centers to test new curriculum \

The recommendation includes the suggestionpf a new advisory committee
for NSF, with four Operating subcommittees. The NSF activity would include'\

a. Evaluation of existing curricula and instructional materials;

b. Dissemination of information about curricula and instructional mate-
rials; these committees would coordinate closely with the suggested
NSF Council for Educational Technology;

c. Support of curriculum development activities.

The mamtenance of five advisory committees for the National Science
Foundation estimating 4 meetings each per year, $25,000 per meeting, would
cost $500,000 per year.



The development of instructional, materials for precollege mathematics,
science and technology would involve J5 new starts per year at an average cost \

-20 demonstration projects (neW starts), per year at an average cost of

Demonstration and dissemination efforts should include:

of $500,000. Estimated cost: $17.5 million.

an

$200,000. Estimated cosi: $4
.

One national science and mathematics 'instructional resource facility.
Estimated cost: $5 million.

-0 25 regional resource and teacher assistance facilities (with joint local/
state/Federal funding). Estimated Federal cost: $25 million.

The total estimated cost would be $52 million per year

.9. Research into the processes of teaching and learning sh-%4Id be supported
with Federal funds at both. the basic level and the level, cf,lassroom
application. This research should further the recent progreO`in the
cognitive sciences and particular research projects should investigate the
integration of educational technologies into the processes of teaching and
learning:

Research into the processes of teaching and learning (cognitive sciences)
shofild be supported at a rate of 35 new starts per year and an average cost of
$150,000. Estimated cost: $5.25 million.

Research into the fundamental aspects of the integration of modem educa-
tional technology into the processes of teaching and learning should be sup -.
ported at an estimated rate of 35 new starts per year and an average cost of
$00,000 (see-also Retommendation #10).
Estimated cost: $5.25 million. ,

The, total estimated oos,t;would be $10.5 million per year

10. The ;Vaiional Science'Foundatiim . . should again take the leadership
role in evaluating the status of developments in this area [educational
applications./ new technologies]. This should include such actions as
determining needed,initiatires, supporting prototype demonstrations, dis-
seminating inforniatioh on model materials and practices, and supporting
reseakhon-integration.cf educational technologies with the curriculum.
To achieve this, the CommissiOn suggests, as one. mechanism for the
National Science Fouridation to consider, that a-Council for Technology
Application inEducation be established. . . . This group would advise the
National Science Foundation imthis are' including: supporting research
into the fundamental aspects of the inteiration of modern technology into

. theProcessesO of teaching and learning; developing matheMaties, science
and technology curricula that can integrate computer systems and sup-
porting materials effectively; promoting private industry, colleges and
universities to collaborate in training in-service teachers in the utilization
of high technology systems [e.g., out-of-school and in-service training
programs, computer conferences, training programs for schools of educa-
tion]; encouraging and assisting school systems to acquire computers,



software, instructional materials and science equipment [e.g., via tax
incentives] ; assisting in making the highest quality scftware available on
the broadest possible scale.

This recommendation suggests an advisory council for the National Sci-
ence Foundation and sets a series -of activities for NSF to support:

a. Disseminating information on model materials and practices;

b. Supporting research into the fundamental aspects of the integratioriof
modern educational technology into the processes of learning and
teaching;

c. Developing science and technology curricula that can integrate coml.
puter systems and supporting materials effectively;

d. Promoting collaboration in training teachers-,

e. Encourai. and assisting school systems to acquire materials and
equipment;

f. Assisting in making software available on the broadest possible scale;

g. Testing and evaluation of courseware and integrated curricula in order
to quantify the benefits of the technology and to facilitate its introdue:
tion into the classroom.

Establishing an advisory committee, assuming it would meet about 4
times per year, with appropriate staff support, would cost an estimated
$100,000.

Significant research is needed; which will not result in the near term from
private efforts, to provide a solid base of knowledge to permit effective,
maximum utilization of modem educational technology-which is integrated into
the Curriculu of mathematics and science courses. Assuming an average' 3-
year grant for prototype development of $1.5 million (in total), and an estimated
50 grants to cover prototypes for mathematics and science courses K-12, the
estimated yearly cost would be $25 million.

It is assumed that teacher training and curriculum development as outlined
here would be covered in recommendations 6 and 8, respectively, as discussed
above. No added cost here.

Encouraging and assisting school systems in acquiring materials and,
equipment *ould involve: (a) models for adoption: 5 projeets per year at
$690,P00 per project (cost estimate $3 million per year); (b) 15 papers and
studies per year at $200,000 per project, (cost estimate $3 million per year).
Tonal cost estimate is $6 million per year.

Assistance in making software broadly available would require planning
and prototype development for dissemination, estimated at a level of $5 million
per year.

The total estimated cost would be $36 million per year.

11..,.$cience broadcasts are an important and cost-effective vehicle of nformal
learning, which warrant continued and substantial Federal investment
and support.



Ongoing support for two dailyscience-mathematics TV series (e.g. , 3-2-1
Contact) for distribution via PBS and other appropriate channels at $6 million
per year each; the cost is $12 million per year

Instructional materials for use in classrooms prid to enhance the skills and
background of teachersone series per year at a cost of $1 million.

The total estimated cost would be $13 million per year.

12. Federal regulation of commercial (broadcasting] stations should include
a required period cf educational programming for children.

This recommendation has no costs to the Federal government associated
with it.

13. The Federal government should provide supplementary support for mu-
seum education activities in mathematics, science andtechnology at a
level that will encourage a rich spectrum gf activities and options.,

There are approximately 1,000 science and technology museums and
centers. Assuming that one-half of the museums would participate, with equal
cost-sharing, and a grant of $100,000 per institution, the estimated cost would
be $25 million per year.

14. Private industry and government agencies should create programs and
- opportunities which let children see science and technology in actual
operation in their plants and installations.

It is assumed that both private industry and the government agencies would
provide this service on a volunteer, no-cost basis:
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;EDIT D

I*LAGINATIVE WAYS TO ENHANCE TEACHER
COMPENSATION

Increased attention is being given throughout the country to the problem of
attracting competent people into the teaching profession. There are numerous
proposals under consideration, including master teacher plans that involve
differentiakalary schedules, scholarships for outstanding students who plan to
enter teaching, summer employment for exceptional teachers,, and recognition
that' includes monetary prizes. Although no single proposal would be applicable
to all 17,000 schoOl districts: in the country,. the Commission encourages
communities to examine innovative ways to provide incentives that will attract
and hold well-qualified teachers.

Merit PayThe merit' pay plan has received considerable attention
recently as an alternative to the single salary schedule. In an effort to
keep and attract more talented and qualified teachers, such plans seek to
reward the best performing teachers with higher salaries. These salaries
may or may not be accompanied by greater responsibilities, a longer
teaching year, or other factors.

Differential PayThis term refers to the proposal to pay the salaries
required to attract qualified teachers, in this case mathematics and
science teachers, who are currently in short supply. Underlying it is the
premise that no courses should be offered unless they are taught by

requalified teachers. The sponse at the local level to shortages in
particular fields has usually been temporary certification of persons
trained in other fields, rather than differential pay sufficient to compete
in the marketplace. Increasingly, however, efforts are being made to
augment mathematics and science teachers' salaries, frequently com-
bined with giving them added responsibilities, ,an extended work day/
year, etc. See, for example, the description of the Houston Second mile
Plan in the following item..

Houston Independent School District: The Second Mile Plan--Imple-
mented in the 109-80 school year, the Second Mile Plan offers "incen-
tive" pay to teachers who nrieet several criteria, including teaching in'
school's withia high concentration of educationally disadvantaged stu-
den6, instructing in fields where there are critical teacher shortages,
and 4naintaining outstanding attendance. A yearly stipend of $2,000 is
awarded to science and mathematics, teachers, with an additional $400
available to teachers who take courses in their specialization. The plan
allows teachers to supplement their income by amounts in excess of
$5',000 per year. A prominent aspect of the plan is its reliance on
objective measures in determining eligiF y for salary increases.
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The Ladue, Missouri PlanThis working plan and salary program
created three salary schedulesschedule III is the equivalent of a
master teacher in which teachers are evaluated and assigned points
ranging from 0 to 15. Each point is worth $300 with a $4,500 salary
supplement posSible. The average evaluation is ,about 10, or a $3,000
salary benefit. Promotions from schedule I, II and III are based on the
fulfillment of several criteria; including standardized test scores and
ability to teach lessons clearly. These are criteria recommended by. the
Committee on Teacher Evaluation on which teachers are heavily repre-
sented. Evaluation points are then assigned by principals.

The Master Teacher Plan:'The Tennessee ProposalThis proposal,
designed to improve the performance of all teachers, classifies teachers
as apprentice, professional, senior or master. A masher teacher is a good
classroom manager, has a good relationship with students and fellow
teachers, teaches challenging lessons with clarity and enthusiasm, and
enjoys the subject. Because of demonstrated skill in the classroom,
master teachers would serve as model teachers, conduct demonstration
lessons for beginning teachers, and be-given administrative respon-
sibilities such as curriculum development. This -plan would provide a
salary 60% higher than a <regular teacher's salary.

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Master Teacher PlanSimilar to the Ten-
nessee proposal, this plan proposes to offer teachers more promising
and lucrative career ladders by providing teachers with additional
administrative responsibilities. It differs from the Tennessee plait in that
the career path which is offered is less structured and more informal.

Head TeacherIn Augitsta, Georgia, one teacher in each of Richmond
County public school system's 40 elementary schools has been desig-
nated head teacher, with the responsibility of observing other teachers,
giving advice providing continuing education for the teachers.

Increasing School Hours and Teacher yyorkloadSOme educators have
suggested a longer school day. Under such a plan, students can receive
more science and mathematics instruction and teachers will have a
heavier workload which will, in turn, qualify them for a salary increase.

Summer Employment in SchoolsSummer vacation is a troublesome
time for teachers since Many cannot find summer ,employment to
supplement their teaching income. Schools can ease the plight of some
teachers by increasing their summer teaching and administrative
Workforces.

Part-time EmployMent. in Industry--Suggestions have been made to
provide tax credits to busine'sses which employ science and mathema-
tics teachers, during the summer months. Many teachers now work at
summer jobS that have little if any relation to their work as a teacher in
order to supplement, their teaching income.



Loans and ScholarshipsEarlier this year Governor Babbitt of Arizona
proposed a student loan program to encourage more mathematics and
science teachers. The program would allow college students being
trained as mathematics and science teachers to finance their ethication
with a loan which carries the'understanding that, upon graduation, one
year of the loan would be forgiven for each year of teaching in Arizona-
public schools. Seventeen states have passed or are considering, bills
that would offer tuition loans to college students to encorage them to
become mathematics and science teachers. Legislation currently pend-
ing in Congress (HR 1310 and S 1285) would also authorize Federal
support for such loans or scholarships to outstanding students and
require a commitment to teach a certain number of years.



EXHIBIT E

USING.COMPUTERS IN THE SCHOOLS:
TECHNOLOGY WORKS
The use of computers and other information technologies promises to improve
the quality of instruction not onlyin mathematics and science, but in all subjects
in the Nation's elementary and secondary schools. In the course of its investiga-
tion, the Commission learned of many "exemplary programs" integrating the
use of technology in education. These range from statewide systems to individ-
ual classroom instructional programs.

ComputerS Increase Student Performance. studies conducted by the Educational Testing Service (grades
1-6) and the University of Michigan (grades 6-12) show Computer-
Assisted Instruction improves initial results and retention. CAI second-
ary students learned faSter than non -CAI peerswith up to 88% time
savings..
Asbury Park, NJ high school students achieved higher levels in algebra,

. geometry, trigonometry, calculus and applied mathematics when CAI
was combined with traditional instruction. The school district also
offers a computerized remedial middle school mathematics program
and a gifted program at a "magnet" elementary school that includes
programiriing

e Computerized instruction in the Houston Independent School District's
normal curriculum has'improved the basic performance of a typically
low-achieving student body. -

-Students-one or two grade levels below their age-mates made significant
skills gains With only 10 minutes a day on a CAI reading program
created by MassaChusettg Merrimack Education Center. (The Center's
6th-9th gradetAt program alsO includes mathematics and language
arts and supplements teachers' daily classroom work in individual-and
small group tutorial, sessions.)

Formerly "turned off", junior high, students are so motivated- by the
computer:: programs at Cupertino, CA that it's a problem 'to get them to
go home` from school as their lab work basses beyond introductory
courses to .computer logic and advanced' programming. aids "Silicon
Valley" district's K-8 computer literacy curriculum instills "computer
awareness't by the'endor6th grade. and "computer use" by the end of
8th grade.

-

Computers Are Used in Many: ,Ways

The 4,000 Lyons Township, IL. high school students use over 200
micrOcomputers in .8 labs to analyze °and 'solve' biology, problems,
develop budgets for consumer education and learn social science facis.
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They are also used for extended special education drill-arid-practice.
The math and business curricula include computer specialty courses.
Houston Independent School District's High School for the Engineer-
ing Professions is staffed by regular faculty and.engineers "on loan"
from a local hi-tech company and gives its graduates the equivalent of
two years of training in computer programming.

Pawtucket, RI 5th and 6th graders get two 30-mintfte sessions weekly of
"Individualized Prescriptive Arithmetic Skills Systems" instruction.
IPASS has proven to be an effective, cost-efficient program to supple-

, ment most mathematics curricula without modification.
a

Gifted and high-achieving 6th and 7th graders in Leon.County, FL may
take COMPUTRONICS, a 40-hour course in programming, problem
solving and computer literacy. The "Computers in Society" unit covers
the history of computers and present and future uses; "Problem Solving
with Computers" teaches pupils to program word problem solutions
using BASIC language.

Parents and students learn to use computers together in "Computers
Can," an after-hours project at two predominately black/Hispanic
Houston elementary schools. The program, reinforces basic skills,
motivates learning, promOtes educational use of spare time, stimulates
cognitive development, improves writing, and encourages quality, par-
ent-child interaction.

IBM's computer/audio program "Write to Read," now being. field-
tested in six states, is expected tteach kindergartners and 1st graders
thousands of words (rather than the "normal" 200) in their earliest
school years. The company is promoting computer literacy through the
donation of 1,500 tprsonal computers and software to 12 teacher-
training institutes and 84 secondary schools in California, Florida and
New York.

. The Center for Children. and ,Technology,at 'New 'York City's-Bank
Street College of Education is experimenting with Computers to teach
the deaf. Computers enable physically handicapped students to engage
in a wide range of learning and creative activitiesoptical readers
translate visual informatibn into tactile signals for the blind; robotics
allow the muscular disabled to operate learning equipment; speech
simulation helps the learning disabled. _
Alaska's state instructional network employ the latest computer and
telecommunications technology.

an
Electro c Mail and Audio Con._

ferencing now link distant campuses for student seminars, and the
addition of instructional TV "will allow "interactive courses" Studeits

/in remote high schools receive high- quality secondary education via
"Individualized Sttidy byTechnology" computer-basechcourSes.

Several Organizations Offer Services to Educators

Minnesota's 435, school districts access the Minnesota Educational
Computer Consdrtium's statewide time-sharing network for instruo:
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tional computing. MECC gives the State's 26,340 teachers in-service
training and provides a 1200 program courseware library. A national

leader, Minnesota has a- computer for every 50 students.

Computer-Using Educators, founded in 1978 by 12 teachers, now has
3,500 members worldwide. This teacher support group persuaded
hardware manufacturers to equip a Microcomputer Center in San
Mateo. CUE runs SOFTSWAP, a software exchange of 300 educational

programs, and is a prime source of information on computers in
education.

Educational Products Information Exchange (EPIE), Southhampton,
NY evaluates hardware as well as software programs for K-12, focusing

on specific topics such as mathematics and science. Recommendations
are made available to public and private schools, parents and interested

business or governmental groups.

The Houston Independent School District has established a Department

of Technology to train teachers and evaluate software. No school can
purchase a computer until the teacher using it and the principal of the
school have been instructed in computer use.

"Computers in Education" focUses on computer literacy and mathema-
tics, spelling, social studies, science and language arts at all Lexington,

MA public school grade levels. Parents help train teachers, wrie
software, and oversee hardware purchases. Beginning high schoolers

already have. impressive' programming skills-several have created
software for elementary classroom instruction and local small
businesses. ,

Oxford, MA joined with six other nearby rural school districts to fund

the Cooperative Federation for Educational Experiences. ,,,C01-.PEE

equips vocational students in, electronic- assembly and data processing
for entry-level jobs. Faculty is taught computing through the French
River Teachers Center which also runs a,"computer,bus" from school-

to-school to give pupils hands-on computer experienCe.

Computer-Managed Instruction )
Within 24-48 hours, Hopkins, MD teachers and students get test
results, class performance data and test form evaluation from CAM, a.
teacher-defined CMI system for objective- or competency-based in-

struction and mastery learning approaches. CAM's microcomputer

programs are used in 1,000 classrooms for most subjects in grades 1-12.

Overall attendance improved at Falmouth High School on Cape Cod

when a "mini" was used-to process student attendance records. Com-

puterized attendance accounting resulted idearly recognition of atten-

dance problems and prompt student/parent remedial counseling, 're-
duced classroom paperwork for teachers, and kept records more

accurately.11'
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Preschoolers Use Computers

Using Texas Instruments' "Magic Wand Speaking Reader," pre-
schoolers can teach themselves to read through technology combining
voice 'reproduction and vocal instruction. A plastic "magic wand"
passed over bar-code strips printed under words uses infrared light to
decipher codes for an oral simulation of "being read to."

LOGO, a language written by MIT's Seymour Papert, is so easy to use
that preschoolers can learn to program computers to design mathemati-
cal figures before they can read. Children learn tiow to analyze ,prob-
lems step-by-step and through a variety of effectsdrawings, color,
shape and speed changes, pulsating designsto execute ideas logically
in their own heads.
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